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PREFACE

The Association of AcademicHealth Centers (AHC) established the Congress of
Health Professions Educators to advance a collaborative vision for the future ofhealth

professions education. By convening faculty and administrators from across the spectrum
of health professions schools, each Congress offers a imique opportunity for these
educators to examine questions that are crucial both to their individual disciplines as well
as to a future of interdisciplinary health professional education and ofincreasingly
multiprofessional, team-oriented health care practice. Since 1993, AHC has organized
Congresses on confronting a new era, on making teams work, and on diversity in the
health workforce. Attendees are from the health professions that are members of the
Federation ofAssociations of Schools of the Health Professions; the Fourth Congress
thus marked the first time that doctors ofchiropracticparticipated.

The Fourth Congress, held in June 1997, marked the first program developed and
held under the auspices of the new Center for Iriterdisciplmary, Community-Based
Learning (CICL). In February 1997, AHC and the Health Resources and Services
Administration (HRSA) ofthe U.S. Department ofHealth and Human Services jointly
established this Center, which will receive three-year government fimding and has three
broad aims. First, the AHC/HRSA Center will seek to strengthen and institutionalize
academic health centers' commitment to interdisciplinary, commimity-based learning,
particularly in underserved areas. Second, the Center will provide expertise to academic
health centers with respect to model curricula and training sites for interdisciplinary,
community-based learning. Third, CICL will support an interdisciplinary network of
health care professionals working to create and strengthen an interdisciplinary,
community-based curriculum.

The Fourth Congress focused on interdisciplinary education as a prelude to
interdisciplinary practice, but also pondered the extent to which the latter drives the
former. The papers in this book offer lessons from educators' and clinicians' experiences
in the field, commentaries on why interdisciplinary activities have not progressed as
rapidly or permeated as widely as we might have anticipated, as well as some suggestions
on what we must do to move beyond the rhetoric.

We trust that participants and readers alike will find this volume educational and
thought-provoking. Readers should recognize this volume as only the first product ofour
new CICL. We have already begxmplans for an expanded Fifth Congress, to be held here
in Washington in June 1998. Look for information about that conference, and CICL and
AHC activities in general, on the new AHC Web site (www.ahcnet.org). Abstracts ofthe
Fourth Congress proceedings are also found on the AHC Web site.

We would again like to thank Congress participants and the contributors to this
program. Our special thanks go to HRSA's Bureau ofHealth Professions for its generous
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support of the Fourth Congress. Additional thanks to Denise E. Holmes, J.D.,
AHC special assistant to thepresident andCICL director, for editing the manuscripts.

Roger J. Bulger, M.D.
President

Association ofAcademic Health Centers
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An Historical Perspective



The Evolution of Interdisciplinary Education

De Witt C. Baldwin, Jr.

Today the word team is in constant use. I saw an advertisement in Sxmday's New
York Times that bore the heading, "Team Leaders Wanted." What does the term "team
leader" mean? I do not know what it means to advertise for a team leader, as if one could
come in and be a team leader, and a team leader ofwhat? One ofour confusions is that
the word team has becomeubiquitous, that everyoneis using it for any puipose. We
should be cautious about this, because words evolve, they change, they become archaic or
obsolete. I read somewhere that approximately 7,000 words are lost each year. Words
may be co-opted, destroyed, or abused, sometimes for political reasons, sometimes for
ideological reasons, sometimes for practical reasons, and often simply through overuse. I
wonder whether we are in danger ofoverusing the word team.

Let us go back to the Webster definition ofa team: "two or more draft animals
harnessed to the same vehicle or implement." That could be described in human terms as
a number ofpersons associated together in a work or activity. The definition of
teamwork seems to explain more precisely what we are after: "work done by several
associates, with each doing a part, but each subordinating personal prominence to the
efficiency ofthe whole." The word team has gotten so overused that we may be moving
towards the use of the word teamwork as a more fimctional approach.

Are teams an end or a means? We tended to look at them as a means for a long
time. If teamwork is a means, to what end? Three desired end results in the health arena
are better patient care, better integration of services, and better teaching for students. It
should be noted that people have quite different motivations for joining a team. Some
simply seek support from others, some may seek a way of diffusing responsibility, others
a new way oflearning, a new way of interactmg, a new way ofperforming tasks, perhaps
changing relationships, or perhaps even changing the health care delivery system.

Collaboration is another word that we use a great deal. We tend to look at
Webster's first definition ofthis word: "to work jointly with others, especially in an
intellectual endeavor." However, the second definition always lies just below the surface:
"to cooperate with or willingly assist an enemy ofone's country or profession."

This was Peter Newes' definition in 1968: "working on a problem that is complex
enough to require more than one set of skills or knowledge, i.e., the amoimt ofTelevant
skills ;or knowledge is so great that one person cannot possess all that is needed."
Assembling a group or team ofprofessionals with more than one set ofknowledge or
skills will enhance the solution ofthe problem. In the solution of such a problem, all
possessors of the relevant skills or knowledge are at least temporarily considered to be
equal or equally important, and that is the real sticking point. All of the involved
professionals are working toward a common goal, for which they are willing to sacrifice



some professional security. This was saidback in 1968; I do not thinkwehaveimproved
on it.

Teamscan servemanydifferent purposes. For example, they canprovide special
types ofpatient care (e.g., medical, surgical, orprimary care teams). They canbe focused
onquality improvement or problem-oriented around a particular arealikecleft palate or
rehabilitation. They can be task-oriented or patient-oriented, procedure-oriented or
process-oriented; theycanbe monodisciplinary, multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, or
transdisciplinary.

I havea vivid personal recollection of thework of health care teams Jfrom my
childhood in Burma. In fact, I grew up with the concept ofhealth care teams.
Missionaries in the colonial services employed teamsof people, typically including a
physician, a nurse andlocal aides, to gointo communities in order to provide health care
services. Theywentfrom onesmall, rural community to another. Further, my folks
introducedthe notionofteams into work they performed in the early 1930sin this
country, whentheysent interfaith, interracial andintercultural teams intocommunities to
teach world-mindedness.

Manypeople trace interdisciplinary health careteams in this country backto the
turn of the century. Throughout this century, the increasing scientific andtechnological
focus of medicine has perhaps atrophied the concern with the psychological and social
well-being of the patient. However, as early as 1903, Richard Cabotintroduced a social
worker into the medical clinic at the Massachusetts General Hospital, and established
teamwork among the doctor, the educator andthe social worker. Cabotbelievedthat the
threeprofessions werebranches splitoffa common trunk(i.e., the careof people in
trouble), surmised that the physician hadneither the timenor the expertise to explore
conditions in the home that might returnthe patient to the hospital, and anticipated that
such teamwork added the social component.

At about the same time, Michael Davis and Andrew Warner of the Boston
Dispensary also explored teamwork, again including the social worker. However, their
interest emanated from a different locus, clinical efficiency. Davis and Warner wanted to
replace 'the missing social component." They sought a rational organization of care, kid
envisioned the future practice of health careas occurring in groups. Theywereconcerned
aboutspecialization that vras already beginning dueto science andtechnology.

It should be noted that Davis and Warner did not include nursing in their model of
teamwork,probably for two main reasons. First, in the first decadeor two of this century,
nursing was not a profession. Typically working class women, nurses werenot university
educated. Moreover, nurses were so closely associated with medicine that they were not
seen as different, as adding what the physician could not do.

In fact, as discussion ofteams began with respect to nursing, the notion of nursing
leadership ofauxiliary hospital staffwas raised. The American Journal ofNursing



literature is filled firom 1920 on with discussion ofteamwork within the hospital. This
had a highly ideological flavor, and was quite exhortatory. Theodore Brown deemed it a
bid for equality, or at least for increasing status. Brown viewed the "[r]egular invocation
ofteamwork notions by ambitious fields allied to medicine as a device for leveling
hierarchic distinctions and for establishing more egalitarian inter-professional relations."
He ascribed this not only to nursing, but to clinical psychology, social work and other
fields as well.

We often overlook the inevitable increase in democratization that has occurred

during this century. We have seen it increasingly in enfranchisement ofunderserved or
disaffected groups. A 1936 paper called for the elevation of nursing firom a technique to a
profession. The way to do this was obviously imiversity training, with the issuance of
baccalaureate degrees. However, this became both a boon and an Achilles' heel for
nursing, because in many ways, nursing has been internally divided ever since. It raised
the still unanswered questions ofwhether diploma and associate degree nursing were the
same as baccalaureate nursing and whether to collaborate with medicine or go it alone.

As previously noted, social work also figured into the team. However, unlike
nursing in its infancy, social work was always a profession, and social workers were
educated people, typically fiom the upper classes. This field offered a way to express
one's social concern without getting one's hands dirty. Social workers provided skills,
knowledge, and a locus outside of the hospital which the doctor did not have. At the
beginning ofthe century, Cabot introduced the social worker into the medical clinics at
Mass General. Social work was officially recognized as a department in 1914 and within
a decade, a hundred hospitals had social workers on staff.

In 1912, the federal Children's Bureau was formed. Its first five chiefs were all
social workers. Then a series ofrelevant legislation was enacted, including the Maternal
and Infancy Act in 192land the Social Security Act. Social workers were put into public
health clinics. In 1928, the American College of Surgeons established minimal standards
for social service departments in hospitals.

Health care teams were also being examined and developed in other countries at
this time. In the U.K., following World War I, Lord Dawson headed an investigatory
group that produced the famed Dawson Report in 1920. That Report called for a team
approach to patient care and for health centers. While this soxmds wonderfully modem,
the idea actually emerged from World War I, which demonstrated the advantages ofa
triage system, albeit a military, hierarchical triage system. Out of the war experience
began to emerge the notion ofprimary, secondary, and tertiary levels ofcare. In the
1920s, the Peckham experiment with London's pioneer health center led many to
advocate a positive health model and a collaborative team approach.

World War II saw medicme developing enormous successes in surgical and
medical care. The war stimulated even greater efficiency, including surgical teams in the
field hospital.



Perhaps the first real interdisciplinary health team (as werecognize them today)
was established at Montefiore Hospital in NewYorkCity in the late 1940s by Martin
Cherkasky, who sentteams of physicians, nurses andsocial workers out onhome care
visits to the chronically ill. George Silver followed veryshortly withhis family health
maintenance program, also providing outreach teams (again consisting of a physician,
nurse, and social worker). Sydney Karkstarted an Institute of Family and Community
Health in SouthAfrica, and then transported it to Israel, whereteams and
interprofessional work continue.

Thisconference poses the question ofwhether education or practice drives the
interdisciplinary vehicle. Interdisciplinary health professions education did not come into
being until thelate 1940s, and expanded in theearly 1950s. AttheUniversity of
Washington's Child Health Center, which received fimding from the Children's Bureau,
wehad interdisciplinary educational experiences for faculty andstudents from nine
different healthprofessions, including physicians, dentists, nurses, social workers,
nutritionists, psychologists, dental hygienists and medical technicians. Thefaculty team
and students used to meet together and see patients.

At this same time, the Commonwealth Fund had becomequite interested in
integrating care, and began to use theterm "comprehensive care" in 1949. The
Commonwealth Fund supported the efforts ofFredKemin Denver and George Reader at
Cornell to engage in comprehensive care training formedical students. By 1959,32
medical schools had programs in comprehensivecare.

During the community mental health movement of the 1950s, social workers
played a prominent role. The most common members ofthe mental health teams, social
workers honedin on comprehensive care, so muchso that whenLyndon Johnson's War
onPoverty was launched inthe 1960s, social workers took thecomprehensive care and
teamwork of the 1950s and injected these notions into the poorandimderserved
communities.

In the early 1960s, comprehensive mental health centers started to appear, withan
imme(^ate emphasis onteamwork. The teams consisted of psychiatrists, psychologists,
social workers,nurses, and others. In her classicmonograph. Interprofessional
Teamwork, published in 1975, Rosalie Kane reviewed 229 articles onteamwork from the
literature, and found the social worker to be themost common member of these teams. A
typical mental health team atthattime consisted of sixto tenmembers. Kane found a
total of 17 disciplines or professionsrepresented on these various teams.

Many remember the 1960s as a great era,a period oftremendous ferment and
positive social concern, asexemplified byPresident Johnson's Great Society andtheWar
onPoverty. In this era, the federal government established the Office of Economic
Opportunity. In termsof healthcare, the 1967 neighborhood healthcenterguidelines
asserted that "waysshould be soughtto develop, train andutilize a healthteam." Model



urban health centers were established at such sites as Columbia Point in Boston with

Count Gibson, Mount Bayou in rural Mississippi, Mile Square in Chicago with Joyce
Lashof, Watts in Los Angeles. This represented a real change in the practice ofmedicine,
with physicians even writmg prescriptions for food. Once in frustration, Harold Wise of
the Martin Luther King Center in New York said, "The best team is a team ofone."
Nonetheless, he had eight teams that included internal medicine, pediatrics, nurse
practitioners and family health outreach workers, each ofwhich took care of3500
patients. Because ofthe organizational and internal team dynamic problems. Wise turned
to Richard Beckhart and Irv Rubin ofMIT's Sloan School of Management to get some
ideas about teams and team development. Also at this time, Sydney Garfield of Kaiser
Permanente began to develop a health model that included truly comprehensive care,
including preventive services and diversified systems.

Student health organizations also appeared at this time. Fitzhugh Mullan .
published an article in the New EnglandJournal ofMedicine in 1968, calling attention to
activism ofthe student health organizations. First to be established was the Association
of Interns and Medical Students (AIMS). In response, the American Medical Association
created a student branch, the Student American Medical Association (SAMA), perhaps
believing that it could best organize medical students in its own image. However, this
group ofyoung '60s rebels began to run off on their own and criticize ideas that the
AMA held sacred. So the students bolted and became the American Medical Student

Association (AMSA), and the AMA was left to reconstruct what is now called the
Medical Students Section.

AMSA ran community health projects in the summers with interdisciplinary
student teams from several health professions schools. AMSA leadership was very
interested in social and clinical relevance and in social activism. From 1968 to 1975,
approximately 5,000 students participated in these projects. It would be fascinating to
find out where they are today.

Somewhere during this era, we decided that we had a health manpower shortage.
In response, there was a proliferation ofnew health professionals and occupations.
Between 1950 and 1980, thirty-six new medical schools opened. These were often
community-oriented, and often had many community-based opportunities for learning.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s came a call for interdisciplinary education.
Many believed that ifwe educated students together, they might practice together
afterwards. George Szasz started the Office of Interprofessional Education at the
University ofBritish Colimibia in 1966. Along with Marge Elmor, Beverley Rowley and
others at the University ofNevada, I formed an interdisciplinary health sciences program
inl97i; • •

In 1972, Edmund Pellegrino and the.National Academy of Sciences convened a
national meeting, which produced this definition of interdisciplinary education: "an
educational experience can be interdisciplinary at the level of students, at the level of



facully, or at both levels. Thus, each ofthe followmg combmations is properly
interdisciplinary: (1) students Jfrom more than one health profession taught byfaculty
from one health profession, (2) students inone health profession taught byfaculty from
more than onehealth profession, and(3) students from more thanone health profession
taught byfaculty from more than one health profession." We used the latter model at
Nevada.

Fromthe 1971 Comprehensive Health Manpower Traming Act was formed the
Office of Interdisciplinary Programs, runbyDavid Kindig (who came down from
Montefiore Hospital) and Dorothy Reese. This represented thefirst truefederal focus on
training students to participate in teams. There were contracts and grants forteam
traming, and20 educational programs were funded from 1974 to 1979. Those ofus in
interdisciplinary education were excited during this era. Finally, someone had recognized
ourefforts; federal funding wasavailable forus to trainteams. We conducted allkinds of
research on team development andteamdynamics andheld nimierous meetings to
strategize about how to improve teams.

Some 50-odd programs during this period were supported byvarious agencies; the
Office ofInterdisciplinary Programs funded quite a few. You may recognize some of the
schools that werefunded during this period. Oneprogram, Maine CareDevelopment
Inc., still goes on, asfar as I know. Nevada still has thecourses we designed at thattime.
North Carolina transferred itsprogram into anAHEC, as didmany ofthe other schools.
Also in the mid-1970s. The Robert WoodJohnsonFoundationfimded the Institute for
Health Team Development at Montefiore, which was run by Harold Wise, David Kindig,
Jo Ivey Boufford and Suzanne Eichhom.

Forthepast two decades, there have been a number ofimportant interdisciplinary
health care team conferences. At one ofthe first, in 1976, a group ofinterdisciplmary
training grantrecipients met to distill what wehadlearned from ourefforts thusfar.
Seventy-six people representing sixinstitutions attended thatSnowbird Conference,
including participants from dentistry, medicine, nursing, pharmacy, social work and
psychology, among others. Published proceedings ofthat conference were disseminated
in 1978.

Since 1979,therehas been an annual conference, with rotatingsites and university
sponsors, at which 30to 40 papers on interdisciplinary teams arepresented.
Unfortunately, getting those papers published injournals or otherwise making them
easily accessible is almostimpossible. I have sought funding forten yearsto create a
small anthology ofthose materials, because the lessons leamed therefrom are still
relevant today;the issues we wrestled withthen are precisely the same onesmanyof you
face now. In some ways, little has changed.

In the mid-1970s, as today, interdisciplinary educationtook various forms on
different campuses. AtNevada, wehada basic core of eight courses (28 credits) required
of every studentwho entered anyof 11 health or social service professions. Thiswas



carried on in a sequenced manner through four years, at the end ofwhich students
participated as teams in clinical activities, working under an interdisciplinary faculty
team. Instruction at some schools, such as British Columbia, Minnesota and Ohio State,
was primarily academic in nature. At others, such as Colomdo, Indiana, Florida, Maine,
Yale, and Alabama, it was primarily clinical. Some programs were community-based
(e.g., Maine, Kentucky, AMSA). Schools might have had only a single interdisciplinary
course (e.g., Miami, Yale) or multiple courses (e.g., Minnesota, British Columbia). Like
Nevada, Herbert Lehman boasted a carefully sequenced, integrated curriculum. Like
Nevada, Georgia required interdisciplinary education ofevery student entering a health
profession; however, most interdisciplinary opportunities were elective, as many ofyours
probably are today. This serves as a critical reminder that there are many forms of
interdisciplinary education; one must be careful to remember that there is no one right
way. One must work wit^ existing constraints, such as the available professions, time,
space, faculty and funding.

When the bulk of federal fimding ceased in 1980, most of these programs
disappeared. Perhaps four of them survived, often by scrambling for new resources.
Nevada, for example, received foundation funding, then successfully identified two
alternate sources of federal funds, and finally relied on AHEC funding.

Many teams in the late 1970s and early 1980s survived because of the then-
Veterans Administration's (VA) concem about its aging population, and its assessment
that interdisciplinary team training in geriatrics would be a good idea. Geriatrics seems
tailor-made for interdisciplinary effort, since these patients often need multiple services
from multiple health professions. The VA initially fimded twelve programs, which were
intended as models. However, these were so successful that instead ofbeing known as
interdisciplinary team training in geriatrics (ITTG), this became known simply as the
interdisciplinary team program. By 1991, over 5,000 VA stafiFhad been trained and over
60 clinical teams had been trained. In 1995,535 students from nursing, social work,
psychology, occupational therapy, pharmacy, dietetics, audiology and speech pathology
were trained and flmded by the VA.

In the last decade, the federal government has supported interdisciplinary team
training in several important venues. The Division ofAssociated Dental and Health
Professions in 1988 authorized support for rural interdisciplinary team grants; some 30
very successful programs were run. Marcia Brand's 1993 report noted that 3600 rural
practitioners had been trained and that they had 620 preceptors. Ofthe thousand-plus
students who had been trained, almost half settled in rural areas upon graduation. This
grant program specifically required that no more than ten percent of students could be
medical students.

In this era, the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) also
supported interdisciplinary activity, but the language had changed: instead of looking at
primary care, the focus had shifted to the generalist, but the theme of comprehensive care



remained. The purpose was to create interdisciplinary, primary care innovations mthe
pre-clinical M.D. curriculum to increase thesupply of generalists.

The Maternal and Child HealthBureaubegan in 1994to fund interprofessional
demonstration projects aimed at at-risk children, youth and families. Thus far, they have
fundedprojects in Hawaii, Vermont and Oregon.

In the 1990s,foundations have also rediscovered mterdisciplinaiy education. You
will recall that several majornational foundations, including RobertWood Johnson,
Commonwealth, andKellogg, hadsupported thisactivity in earlier times. However, the
early 1990s saw a resurgence of interest, probably because of a renewed focus onthe
community. The W.K. Kellogg Foundation provided 47.5 million dollars to seven sites
to foster community partnerships, and 128 newormodified multidisciplinary courses,
halfof whichstressed primary care education, have been created as a result. The 1992
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Generalist Physician Initiative sought to increase the
number of generalists by creating community-based partnerships andusing a
multidisciplinary approach. The Pew Charitable Trusts also revisited teams, creating
interdisciplinary service learning programs at20 schools, targeting unmet community
health needs. Most recently, the John A. HartfordFoundation has fimded Geriatric
Interdisciplinary Team Training (GITT).

Recent related efforts include those of the National Commission on Leadership in
Interprofessional Education. Dean Corrigan ofTexas A&M hasspearheaded that
initiative, whichis aimed at integrating health education and socialservices for children.
Thismarks a movetoward more integration of services, suchas whatwe had in the old
days. Continuous quality improvement is another area where interdisciplinary activity is
a natural fit. At the Institutefor HealthCare Improvement, Lmda Headrickand others
havebeenworking to create interdisciplinary teamtrainmg sitesaround the country.

Does interdisciplinary education work? I think so. Yetwhile nearly all of the
literaturetries to make the case, like many othergood ideas,there is not much proof.
There are no controlled studies, there are no long-term follow-up studies, only short-term
ones. Do teamswork? Yes, we canprovethat teams work. Teams practicing
comprehensive health care do offer better results forpatients, and even, at times, ona
basis that would be financially feasible.

Whydo we nothaveproofthat interdisciplinary education works? Thereare
many reasons. First, idealists are notoften scientific. Fiirther, funding efforts dry up
after threeor four years, which hinders sustainability. People move on. There4S often
institutional resistance to the idea of interdisciplinary programs. Institutions havelimited
resources. Tliere are inherent problems. Unlike patientcareteams, interdisciplinary
education does not have the bite of a task that must be solved in a cert^ amoimt of time.
However, despite the lack of proofto date, it is probably partof the ongoing evolution of
democratic egalitarianism that'we seekto share knowledge andopenbarriers.
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Perspectives on Team Practice



Enhancing Quality, Community-Based Care

Patricia Maguire Meservey

I will discuss enhancing quality, community-basedhealth care through
interdisciplinary education. In so doing, I will discuss my experiences with the Center
for Community Health, Education, Research and Service (CCHERS), located in Boston,
which has as one of its partners the old Columbia Point Community Health Center, now
known as the Geiger-Gibson Community Health Center. Having worked in
interdisciplinary education over the past 10 to 15 years, I have learned a tremendous
amount. However, at times it becomes very frustrating that we are not better at
implementing interdisciplinary education or care. Certainly, with almost a himdred years
of teaming, we have to take a very hard look at why this is not happening to a greater
extent. Perhaps the major reason is that we do not value it, we have not proven that
mterdisciplinary care and education really make a difference, and thus other values get in
the way. As Dr. Baldwin noted, when foundations or the federal government stops
funding interdisciplinary education or interdisciplinary care, the programs disappear. If
those programs had been deemed to be making a valuable contribution, they would not
disappear, they would stay in place. So this activity occurs when we believe that we have
the resources, but is not incorporated into our work as an institutionalized part of the care
we provide.

CCHERS is a partnership organization of a medical school at Boston University, a
nursing school at Northeastern University, 12 commxmity health centers and Boston
Medical Center, which is the newly created entity ofBoston City Hospital and University
Hospital. We were one of the original seven programs in the Kellogg Community
Partnership in Health Professions Education, founded in 1991, that Dr. Baldwin
mentioned in his presentation. Two others at this Congress will touch on the work of the
community partnership initiative: Dr. Paul Stanton from East Tennessee State University
and Dr. Dona Harris from the Kellogg cliister evaluation team, now at East Carolina
University, will discuss some of oiir evaluative work. Given Paul and Dona's upcoming
presentations, I would like to focus on what my interdisciplinary experience in Boston
has taught me about enhancing quality, community-based care.

First, however, I would like to read a paragraph from a paper by Dr. Baldwin,
published in the Journal ofInterprofessional Care last year. In summarizing the lessons
learned in community-based care and education. Dr. Baldwin wrote:

Nor have the costs of such efforts, meaning interdisciplinary care, been
accurately measured over a long enough period of time to fully assess the
potential savings. Although there are real benefits to the team delivery of
health care, including new and expanded roles for practitioners, delivery of
services at the lowest level of skill and training, more comprehensive
health planning and services, and better integration and continuity of care.
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as well as a system turned to patient needs rather than professional
convenience, ultimately the survival ofhealth care teams in practice will
depend on the cost benefitsand cost effectiveness of such efforts.

Let me bring this to a community perspective, and again borrow from a colleague.
Roberta Marchi, an outreach worker in East Boston, is a lifelong resident of that
community. In an evaluation of CCHERS' interdisciplinary efforts, she wrote aboutthe
considerable challenges posed to the community in providingmeaningful
interdisciplinary opportunities for our students: •

From the outset, we have grappled with two universities operating on very
different calendars. Northeastem University College ofNursing is based
on a cooperative quota system,whileBoston University Schoolof
Medicine follows a traditional academic semester. This precludes
longitudinal relationships among the interdisciplinary student teams.
Medical and nursing students who team up in their freshman year may
never encounter one another again through then:entire four-year CCHERS
experience. It was only in our fourth year of operation that CCHERS
achievedthe parallel assignment of nursing and medicalstudents to the
health centers on the same day and time weekly. This solved one
considerable barrier to the interdisciplinary teaming, but only one.

Each discipline has its own academic criteria and culture, the
protectionof which is guardedfrominterference by outsiders. Students
often arrive with a mind set which has been carefully honed through media
culture, as much as by academic traditions, so that they come to the
community with an attitudeaboutwhat is appropriate to their role and
what is not. These are medical and nursing students at the start of their
professional education. Thereality is that then: properrole vidthin the
community and clinical setting is limited. Some students understand this,
others believe they should be put to task immediately, working with
patients in a clinical setting. This is an assumption with which the
community would and should take issue.

For too long, the socioeconomically disadvantaged, people of color
and immigrant peoples have felt themselves dehumanized and used as
guinea pigs in teachinghospitals. Commimity-based health centersare
culturally competent and committed to giving high quality, personal
service to their patients. The idea that our patients can be treated or
experimented upon by first-year medicalor nxirsing studentsis not
acceptable by virtue of our mission; our care is not secondrate. Despite
this, we believe that interdisciplinary collaboration early in training fosters
mutual respect, better understanding ofthe scope and value ofother
disciplines, and a recognition that teamwork and shared decision making
have benefits for both patient and provider.
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CCHERS comes to terms with these disparate circumstancesby
employing a communitypartnership model ofhealth education, which
incorporates respect for and consultation with those directly involved in
serving the community, such as schools, human service organizations, as
well as working directly with target populations on specific health
concerns.

As economic reality has mandated shorter hospital stays and more
health care in community settings, managed care purports to be the wave
of the future. This implies a systems approach to health maintenance
which will require communication and coordination among teams of
providers from various disciplines who will be called upon to assist clients
over the course ofa lifetime in many ways, from pediatrics to adulthood
and on to gerontology.

According to the World Health Organization, it is impossible to
separate good health from a population's standard of living. This is
evident in developing countries, where lack ofproper sanitation and
sewerage, infected water supplies, etc., exact a terrible toll of illness and
death. While many ofthese obvious threats to health may not pertain in
the United States, conditions exist that are major causes ofmorbidity and
mortality, such as the prevalence of smoking, substance abuse, various
forms ofviolence and lack ofaccess to health care. These require a broad
environmental view of conditions and societal practices that ultimately
impact the economic viability of health care in this coimtry.

The role of the physician/nurse as health educator cannot be
stressed too emphatically in the face ofrecent data regarding the impact of
behaviorally induced morbidity. Yet it is this role which is seen as
irrelevant by many students.

hi summary, challenges to interdisciplinary experiments in the
community are four-fold. They include working around diverse university
schedules, the quarter versus the semester system, the protection ofeach
discipline's academic integrity as separate and distinct from others, limits
posed by students' inexperience or lack ofadvancedprofessional skills,
and attitudes brought to the community service opportunities that are
available to them regarding what is or is not appropriate to their roles as
ftiture doctors or nurses. These are juxtaposed against an overwhelming
need to treat with dignity and sensitivity the people ofcommimities beset
by educational deficits, low socioeconomic status, cultural and language
barriers, whose resultant lifestyle or practices adversely impact their
achievement and maintenance of good health.

When Roberta wrote that piece for us, it was really quite astounding how she was
able to call us on our struggles to move medical and nursing students into communities. I
would like to amplify on each of her challenges. It may seem as if I am headed in a
negative direction at the outset, but I will turn it around before the end.
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We have learned that interdisciplinary teaming is notvaluedby faculty in either
medicine or nursing, ourprogram's two principal disciplines, but thissentiment likely
crosses into anydiscipline. If it were valued, scheduling would be easy, since thatis not
a big issue. Wechange students' schedules all the time— for example, if students are
gomg to work in the emergency room, and wewant them ona night shift or if theyhave
to cover during a weekend to gainthe value ofthatexperience. Some students have
carried beepers to be reached whena woman goes into labor, so that they can experience
the labor and delivery. If we valued it, we woulddo it. But scheduling becomesan easy
excuse to keep us from taking an action thatwereally donotwant to take.

The second challenge, maintaining professional identity, is more important than
learning howto provide coordinated, quality care. Arguments continue today thata
medical studentmust be taught by a physician, so that he or she gains an identity as a
physician in practice. Ofcourse, if the resources ortime allows, a nursing student can
participate in thatas well. Flipit around; a nursing student mustbe taught by nursing
faculty to develop an identity as a nurse, but if timeandresources allow, a medical
student canparticipate in thatas well. We focus on the discipline, onthe boundaries,
rather thanlooking at possible collaboration. I often hearfrom other nursing faculty (and
have probably stated myself) that wecan certainly teach medical students or a medical
school colleague might be able to teach nursing students, butrelinquishing ourrespective
student populations creates nervousness about what theyare being taught andby whom.

A thirdproblem is thatwedonotknow howto teach interdisciplinary care. When
students come together,we tend to focus on skills and concrete knowledge(e.g., anatomy
or particular pharmacological agents), rather thandealing with more vague, conceptual
areas, suchas communication, negotiation, or conflict resolution. Thus,we deferto that
which is concrete. We are scientifically based. It is easier to look at what we can touch,
feel and be absolute about.

Finally, students andfaculty alike continue to seethemselves in verytraditional
roles. They see themselves practicingmedicine, practicingnursing, practicing social
work; they are not looking at the teaming component that mustoccuras our environment
changes. We oftenhear of situationsin whicha nurse practitionerand a primary care
physician workin a clinic together, but more times than not, it is parallel play or even
triage ~ againpullinga term from Dr. Baldwin —it is moreof a triageapproach than it is
interdisciplinary care. Thepatientpanels are seenseparately, and conversation between
providers onlyoccurs when perhaps one is able to give another more information abouta
particular issue; it is not a collaboration,not a sharing ofcare.

Now for the positive side, since the news is not all bad. The first very positive
lesson that we have learnedis that interdisciplinary care is not alwaysneeded. We need
not force it to fit into situations where it is unnecessary. Nonetheless, all practitioners
must know how to practice in an interdisciplinarymanner. For a healthy child in an
economically secure family in a safe, prosperous commumty with no physical or mental
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health concerns, no interdisciplinary team is necessary. It is not economically feasible,
and no great benefit will come from having an interdisciplinary team work on that child.
However, if that same child's mother should lose her job or father should become
clmically depressed, if some other factor comes into the mix, an interdisciplinary team
might well become necessary. While not always functioning on an interdisciplinary
team, practitioners must know how to tap interdisciplinary resources when appropriate.

The second lesson, related to the first, is that interdisciplinary teams function best
when the required patient care is complex, since health care providers will not jockey for
role or a sense of purpose. When there is clear work for each provider or profession,
there will not be the same war over turf and responsibility, and issues ofidentity do not
become as apparent. One example ofthis occurred with Boston's Health Care for the
Homeless, an agency with which our students work. This local program provides care to
our homeless population, including a wide range ofdifferent age groups and families.
They work with both individuals and families, providing a very wide range ofmedical,
mental health, social and public health resources, with an interdisciplinary team approach
that includes traditional providers (i.e., physiciaiis, nurse practitioners, nurses), as well as
some who might be considered less traditional ~ outreach workers, family advocates,
mental health assistants. Outcomes are very difficult to measure in this group, because it
tends to be a somewhat transient group ofpeople. However, for the core that remains
within Boston and linked with our services, the program has been able to use a case
managementapproach, much as a managed care organization would, in tracking
individuals and families, and looking at the effectiveness of care.

A third lesson we have learned is that interdisciplinaryteams function best when
financial rules are loosened, and the team can determine both the care that is required for
that individual, family or community and the person who is best qualified to deliver that
care. Again, let me give an example from the Boston community. An elder service plan
operates out of an East Boston neighborhood health center as part of the Program of All-
inclusive Care for the Elderly (PACE), which, in turn, grew out ofthe On Lok program in
San Francisco, and is now located in approximately 30 sites across the country.
Thisprogram works with frail elders, whomust firstbe classified as nursing home
eligible to be members of the servicedelivery. Throughwaivers fromMedicare and
Medicaid, the PACE service delivery system is comprehensive, uses interdisciplinary
teams for case management, and integrates both primary and specialty care into then:
services. Free ofthe rules and regulations of fee-for-service delivery, they instead
identify who is the best provider for the particular need at that moment.

The East Boston groupthat I have workedwith quite extensively is fascinating.
They meet for one to two hours each day to determine what care they will provide to
members of the PACE organization. WhenI first heard that, I wondered who had an hour
or two to spendin a meeting every morning to organize care. In doing that, and in being
ableto prioritize, to determine whois on the verge of a crisis andwho is available to
cover that particularaspect of service, regardless of discipline, they have been able to
maintain most of their members outside of nursing homes and to keep most cared for
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withinthen* homes with adultday careservice. Patients are followed through their
hospitalization, and although this isafull risk program, it is less costly than the capitated
rate provided by Medicare and Medicaid. It does work. If it can work for the high risk
elder, it should work for many other groups as well.

A third aspect is moving into themanaged care area, which I believe is theforce
that isnow compelling us to look more carefully into interdisciplinary care and therefore
interdisciplinary education. Boston iscertainly one place inthe country where managed
care is very real. I recently heard thatwe are upto 80 percent penetration within the
metropolitan area. As managed care increases throughout the country, the need for a
seamless health care system becomes essential. Patients thatneed to move from
ambulatory clinics into thehospital, toextended care facilities, back to the home, back to
school, back to work, demand multiple providers overseeing theircare,and
communication across those providers becomes essential. This is the model of
interdisciplinary relationships, if not ofa formal team. It is certainly theability towork
in an interdisciplmary care model.

Given these examples of some different interdisciplinary teams, andtherecent
recognition of a different intensity of need, a question arises. Do students need to be
taught how towork in interdisciplinary care situations? Can they not justleam these
skills when they get outinto practice? Many will caution that we cannot teach everything
in medical school, or nursing school, or in physical therapy programs, but these skills
should be taught before students enter practice.

Again, amain reason why wecannot wait is managed care. Managed care
organizations now say thatit takes a year ormore forthem to retrain doctors who come
into their systems. While a major part ofthis retraining is inthephilosophy ofhow
resources aremanaged, a good portion is also working closely withthe medical, nursing,
andadministrative components of the team. It is impractical to thinkthat it does not cost
thesystem if weeducate ournurses, doctors, physical therapists, social work students in
isolation from the system in which theywill work. Teaming requires knowledge, skills
and attitudes that are unique and different. It does not simply happen; students must leam
how to interact in a team and to understand the backgroimds of various membersofthe
team.

Ifwe agreethat we have to teach them,what shallwe teach them? Many
academics do not work in teams ourselves; thus, how can we expect to have the
knowledge and skills to convey the requisite information to students? This,I would
suggest, is the major barrier to educating students in an interdisciplinary approach; it is an
unknown area for traditional academics. While there is increased sharing of information
across disciplines, most oftenacademics take that information backto their own
disciplineand apply it there, but not in collaboration with other disciplines.

There are, however, some very highly successful interdisciplinary teams. Our
historianearlier cited examples going back for a hundredyears or more. Certainly
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rehabilitative teams and chronic care teams have done an excellent job for many, many
years. The three Boston examples that I just cited ofcare of the elderly, the homeless and
managed care are also strong examples ofhow teams are evolving in today's world.
Academicians must link with these teams to provide experience for students, rather than
holding onto the notion that the university or hospital has the best practice. We should
recognize that care being provided in the community setting has had to develop with very
limited resources. As a result, the systems created in these settings are often cost
effective and, given the proximity ofthe service to the consumer, they are usually a very
high quality. While we advance our own knowledge ofhow to work in teams within the
hospital and within our universities, our students should learn from those who have
mastered interdisciplinary teaming, and from those who have been active for years within
the community.

Ifwe agree that we should take steps to implement interdisciplinary programs,
and we have determined what we plan to teach students in an interdisciplinary fashion,
how do we implement that plan? Here are some lessons that we have learned. First,
make the experience real, rather than make-believe. Putting medical and nursing students
together to do a project that a doctor and nurse would never do together is terribly
artificial, and is not rewarding for a student's learning or future practice. It must be a real
situation, in which role models are committed to the knowledge the student will gain
through the experiences. It is quite important that the experience occur in clinic^
practice, where students are able to see what their future role might be, can understand the
setting of goals, can see how conflict is resolved, and commimication across disciplines is
actually experienced.

There are, however, certainly great advantages to a one-on-one approach. It can
be terrific when a mentoring relationship evolves across disciplines, when a medical
student really connects with the nurse practitioner, or a physical therapy student connects
with a social worker, and through a one-on-one mentoring aspect the student gets a
deeper appreciation of another discipline, and perhaps the opportunity to generalize it to
other areas.

A third area tl^t is quite helpful, again cited by Dr. Baldwin, is commimity
activity, whereby different groups of students can come together around a community
service initiative. Certainly, the health promotion/disease prevention programs of the
National Health Service Corps and AMSA have been doing this for many years, as have
the Pew programs, bringing together students outside of their traditional academic
programs for an in-depth experience within a community setting that by its very nature is
interdisciplinary, drawing them out of the traditional frames of their practice, and giving
them a different perspective ofhow their resources could benefit the commimity. To
accomplish all of this, and coming back to the CCHERS partnership, a very critical part
ofbuilding the interdisciplinary experiences is creating the linkages with the different
organizations, agencies, teams that are currently providing interdisciplinary care.
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I would pose three questions thatyou should ask in seeking to create these
linkages. First: Why do you want to link upwith anyone? You must have a reason to put
energy into reaching out toa new organization. The expertise for interdisciplinary
teaming must besought inexisting teams that have been active and successful, tobuild
onthatknowledge and apply it to other settings. Thegoal should notbe to try to recreate
the expertise inavacuum but rather totap into people who have proven their ability.

Second: whomdo you linkwith? Again, you linkwith teamsthat have shown
expertise, teams that are able to link back with the university. These may bepeople who
are withthe university orhospital, agencies, organizations, existing teams thatare
interested in a collaborative relationship with academic people who will incorporate
education into theirmission. To keep students j&om being burdens on a clinical setting,
which would not be a healthy environment for the students, it is important to seek out
groups that are interested in educating young professionals.

Third: howdo youestablish those linkages? Thatis bestaccomplished through
partnerships. This cannot beviewed asa placement, where students are placpd inan
agency. They are precepted bysomeone who is outthere, but thatsomeone has tohave a
linkbackinto the educational organization andbe ableto influence howthe curriculum
and those students' experiences aremodified to bring the richness of interdisciplinary
care back to the academic institutions.

Before I conclude, I would like to revisit Dr. Baldwin's paper just once more.
Regarding what we have learned, he wrote one sentence that probably should go down in
history asone ofthe greatest understatements of^1time: "What has emerged firom these
experiences with interdisciplinary education and practice istheawareness that the task of
teaching cooperation and collaboration in health care is not easy." It is very hard to do.
We aregiving up partofwhat havebeenournormal responsibilities andturf, but wemust
do so in order to gain over long term.

Unless we canprovethat interdisciplinary caremakes a difference, why do it?
There is no advantage unless it makes a difference in terms of cost and quality. If
interdisciplinary care does not make a difference, whybother withinterdisciplmary
education? I agreewith the notionthat idealists are not oftenscientists, and the notion
that we should look at docimientingwhat is happening. There is no way that we can put
strength behind the models of interdisciplinary care and education until we prove both
their quality and cost effectiveness.

Further, I cannot overemphasize the importance of academic-community
partnerships. This relationship mustbe created on mutual trust and sharing, as well as on
recognition that expertise lies on bothsides of the partnership. Thatmust comewith an
opendialogue aboutthe advantages for students, for patients, for communities. There
must be system supportwithin the academicinstitutions, perhaps even a restructuring of
our universities. Instead offocusing on separatemedical, allied health, and nursing
schools, we have to find ways to create strong bridges between these entities. While
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health sciences institutions have moved in that direction, often they have simply created
an umbrella for the separate silos that still exist underneath.

My final comment concerns sustainability. Back in 1980s, we saw
that, as fimding for interdisciplinary education dried up, so did interdisciplinary education
experiences. Ifwe value this, ifwe prove it to be cost effective and quality effective,
sustainability should be ~ as my 13-year-old would say —a no-brainer. It should not cost
more to educate students together, ifwe have learned how to team effectively. Ifan East
Boston neighborhood health center can do it working with frail elders, who collectively
cost more for the health care system than any other single group, we certainly should be
able to bring together and teach medical, nursmg, social work, physical therapy students
in a way that does not cost the student more money.
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Moving from Interdisciplinary Practice to Interdisciplinary Education:
Lessons from the Medicine and Public Health Project

Roz D. Lasker

Relationships between medicine and public health and between interdisciplinary
practice and training have much in common. Perhaps most striking is the fact that the
push for interdisciplinaiy training and that for a closer relationship between medicine and
public health both seem to have generated more passion and rhetoric than action.

Last year. The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, together with the American
Public Health Association and the American Medical Association charged the New York
Academy ofMedicine with examining (1) why all ofthe talk about bringing medicine
and public health closer together has not resulted in much action, and (2) what in the
current environment actually could produce results. The objective here was not simply to
articulate the desirability ofmedicine and public health collaboration, but to see whether
a closer working relationship is in fact achievable, and if so, how.

Our first step in carrying out this charge was to convene a multidisciplinary panel,
whose members were physicians, nurses, administrators, economists, historians and
anthropologists. They had experience working in a broad range of settings: in academia
and in practice in integrated systems, in public and private sectors and at national, state
and local levels. Not content with merely contemplating this relationship between
medicine and public health, the panel sought to inform its deliberations with information
from the real world. Toward that end, it conducted a series offocus groups with students
and practitioners around the country, held meetings with a variety ofkey players in
different disciplines, and fielded a survey ofmedicine and public health interactions
which so far has generated 500 examples of collaborations that are currently ongoing.
The panel's work, which will be published as a monograph later this year, has some
important implications for interdisciplinary training.

I will preview here some ofour findings. I will also focus on the historical
relationship between medicine and public health, discuss forces in the current
environment that are making professionals in these sectors need each other to a much
greater extent than ever before, and also discuss the broad range of interdisciplinary
interactions that are beginning to take place in practice for which future professionals will
need to be trained.

At the outset, let me clarify what we mean by medicine and public health in this
project. Clearly, there is no universally accepted definition of these terms, but for the
purpose ofour project, we are using a broad interdisciplinary construct that builds on the
two vantage points that societies have used to address disease and health. The medical
perspective focuses on individual patients, diagnosing symptoms, treating diseases,
relieving pain and suffering and enhancing their capacity to function. The public health
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perspective encompasses theentire population, preventing disease from occurring by
promoting healthful conditions for ^e commimity at large. Today in the American health
system, themedical sector comprises notonly physicians, butalso nurses and a whole
hostof other personnel working in private practices, hospitals, organized systems of care
andacademic settings. Thepublic health sector includes professionals in a wide range of
disciplines, working notonly in government agencies, butalso in academic and
community-based organizations. Obviously, there is a good deal of overlap in thetype of
professionals who can be in both sectors.

When thepanel began addressing therelationship between medicine andpublic
health, it immediately confronted an interesting paradox. Onethe onehand, medicine
and public health seem so interrelated that many medical professionals told us thatthey
view public health asa subspecialty ofmedicine, and many public health professionals
described medicine as an effectorarm of public health. On the other, when we conducted
focus groups, we found thathealth professionals around the country have verylittle
experience working with theother sector. Many didnotperceive thattheother sector
was particularly interested in their perspectives, and they had difficulty articulating just
how the activities of the other sector were relevant to their concerns or their work.

That immediately raisedfor us several questions. Howdid this paradoxical
situation arise? Should anyone be concerned aboutit? And, considering the dramatic
changes occurring in the American health system, are therenow any compelling reasons
to change?

To answerthe first question, we examinedthe historical relationship between
medicine andpublic health, which seems to have proceeded in three phases. Thetacit
assumption that medicine and public health are closely related seems to stem from the
first phase in themid-19th andearly 20th centuries, when thetwo sectors shared a
common vision, bothappreciating the value of prevention andbothappreciating the
importance of addressing personal, social andenvironmental determinants of health.
During this tune, the mostpressing health problems wereinfectious diseases. Sinceso
little could be done forpatients once infected, improving health depended onpreventive
strategies. At first, the publichealth movement with the activesupport and involvement
ofthe medical sector focused on addressing environmental and social risk factors that
contributed to the transmission of infectious diseases (e.g., overcrowding, poor nutrition,
inadequate sewage systems, uncollected garbage andcontaminated water andfood).
Later, with the emergence of bacteriology, preventive strategies were alsotargeted at
individuals. Thus,for example, the administration of vaccines becamea powerful tool
for both sectors.

As medicineand public health both began to target interventions at individuals,
the need arose to coordinate some oftheir activities. For example, public health workers
needed to be sure that through the combined effortsof the two sectors, enough of the herd
had been immunized to protect the healthofthe entirecommunity. They also needed a
means to determine who was diagnosed with a contagious disease in order to initiate
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important community protection responses, such as isolatmg the patient, disinfecting his
or her home, treating him with antitoxin and identifying and treating contacts.

Later, when cardiovascular disease and cancer replaced infectious diseases as the
major cause of death, there was a need to engage the medical sector in counseling and the
delivery of clinical preventive services (e.g., mammography and Pap smears), and to
coordinate public health screening with follow-up treatment by medical practitioners.
Mammography and Pap smears were not very useful ifpeople did not seek treatment
when they had abnormal results.

This type ofcoordination was, in fact, very difficult to achieve. The coimtry's
heterogeneous and dispersed health system provided no obvious platform to support
cross-sectoral interactions. The loosely structured medical sector consisted ofa vast
number of autonomous practitioners, most ofwhom were in solo or small group
practices, with no clear ties to populations. Its other main component, autonomous
hospitals and medical centers, had relationships with practitioners, but no clear ties to
public health. Originally established to support community efforts to prevent disease and
promote health, health departmentsvaried substantially in their capacity to carry out this
fimction, and they had little or no jurisdiction over the medical sector. Equally important
as the lack ofplatform was the fact that as public health's activities began to overlap with
those considered to be in the domain of the medical sector, namely, targeting
interventions at individuals, thorny issues arose about the boundaries ofmedicine and
public health and about which sector was actually in control. These problems were
serious.

It is possible that the medical and public health sectors would have found ways to
overcome them, but the post-World War II environment encouraged them to evolve into
very different cultures. As science expanded our ability to understand, diagnose and treat
disease, a number ofpolicies were adopted that encouraged the medical sector to become
increasingly specialized, and to focus its attention on biological mechanisms ofdisease
and on the provision oftechnologically sophisticated, inpatient care. Without supportive
economic or professional incentives, it was very difficult to sustain interest among
medical professionals or academic institutions in prevention or in the behavioral,
socioeconomic or environmental factors that influenced health.

At the same time, it became much more difficult to get support for public health,
aniong either the general public or policy makers. With the availability of an increasing
array ofantibiotics and vaccines, and with successful control of frightening diseases like
polio, the commxmicabledisease problems seemed to have been conquered, removing
what many people believed to be the primary reason for public health. Cardiovascular
diseases, diabetes and cancer had become serious health problems, but most people
favored medical treatments and research directed at finding biological cures over the
much more difficult and politically contentious public health efforts to change conditions
of life that caused susceptible people to develop these diseases in the &st place. In this
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contextj the most pressing need for public health seemed tobethe provision ofsafety net
services for people who were left out ofthemainstream medical system.

Asthe interests, activities and resources of thetwohealth sectors diverged,
medicine and public health evolved into very different cultures, losing their common .
vision ofthe 19th century. Although there was still a need to coordinate medical and
public health strategies, the possibility ofinteracting was becoming less and less feasible.
Consequently, the most essential connections were made through legal mandates (e.g.,
disease reporting) and through linkages ofclinical and public health services inpublic
health clinics and public health categoricalprograms.

Noteveryone was content with the disassociation ofmedicine and public health.
Thus, a variety ofstrategies were proposed for bringing the sectors closer together.
Some, like community-oriented primary care, preventive medicine, social medicine and a
whole slew ofproposals for cumculum reform, sought to change the nature ofmedical
practice, making itmore receptive to prevention and to the non-biological factors that
influence health. Another set of strategies focused on the growing imbalance between
medicine and public health, proposing policies that would reorient some ofourhealth
resources away from medical care and toward environmental, behavioral and
socioeconomic health determinants.

Inretrospect, it is not very surprising that none ofthese strategies had much
impact. Inspite ofthe problems associated with the divergence ofthe two health sectors,
the public health sector was actually improving, the medical sector was certainly thnving,
and some public health leaders were justifiably wary that a merger ofthetwo health
sectors could jeopardize aspects ofpublic health that were notdirectly related to
individuals.

Ifhealth professionals' work envhonment had remained as it was inabout 1980, it
would bevery difficult tojustify yet another attempt to bridge thegap between medicine
and public health. Obviously, the health system has undergone dramatic changes since
then, changes that have shattered any possibility ofcontinuing the status quo, making it
imperative for the two health sectors to rethink their relationship. At the top ofthe list of
these changes is thegrowth of managed care, which has been associated with striking
shiftsof patients, resources, perspectives and services frompublichealth to the
mainstream medical sector. As a result of these shifts, the medical sector is beginning to
takeover certain activities of public health, such as the care of Medicaid patients andthe
delivery of clinical preventive and treatment services important forthe community's
health. This is creating.a needto make certain services, previously linked.to clinicalcare
in publichealth settings, available now in private medical practices. '

What is requiredto provideeffectivemedicalcare for Medicaidpatients?
Clinicians need access to publichealthwraparound services, suchas transportation,
translationand child care, that help overcomelogistical barriers in accessingcare. They
also need ways to link the care they providein their officesto public health outreach
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services like home visits. These are invaluable in helping patients and then:families deal
with complex medical regimens like those for diabetes or asthma, and in promoting
compliance with treatment programs, for example, reinforcing the need for treatment in
asymptomatic diseases like hypertension or in delivering directly observed therapy for
patients with TB, and now ofcourse, therapy with protease inhibitors for people with
mV/AIDS.

As health problems like sexually transmitted diseases and lead poisoning are
increasingly being diagnosed and treated in private practice settings rather than
categorical public health programs, new strategies are needed to assure that an adequate
community protection response occurs. To limit the spread ofthese diseases or prevent
their recunence or progression, the diagnosis and treatment of individual patients now
needs to be linked to public health strategies like contact tracing, partner notification and
lead abatement in the home.

Managed care is also making certain perspectives and tools ofpublic health, such
as epidemiology and cost effectiveness analysis, much more relevant to the medical
sector. As managed care organizations and practice networks take on financial risk, their
economic viability depends on attaining information about the health status and health
risks oftheir enrolled population and about the effectiveness and costs of medical
interventions. Systems that want significant market share are also becoming concemed
about the health ofthe entire population, because the health and behavior of non-enrollees
in their plan can affect the medical needs and costs ofthen: enrollees, and people not
enrolled today may become enrolled tomorrow.

One very disturbing repercussion ofmanaged care, associated with the shift in
financing streams, is that public health agencies are finding it increasingly difficult both
to finance care for the uninsured and to maintain then: capacity to provide essential
population-based servicesas managedcare organizations take over much of their
Medicaid revenue. In this environment, it is creating a crisis not just for public health
departments, but also for the medical sector. Hospitals and integrated systems are facing
very high uncompensated emergencyroom costs when the uninsured in their areas lack
access to timely medical care, and in an environment of financial risk, the private medical
sector is now economically dependent on the capacity of public health agencies to
prevent unnecessary disease in the community. Whenpublic health effortsto protect the
environment fail, it is now medical practices and managed care organizations that bear
the costs oftreating patients who come down with such food-bome or water-bome
diseases as E.coli or Cryptosporidium or hepatitis A.

Managed care is not the only force driving medicine and public health to work
more closely together. The pressure to contain costs is giving both sectors an incentive to
reduce duplication ofeffort, to increase productivity, to achieve economies of scale, and
to provide services more efficiently. When neither sector has the time or resources to do
everything itself, which was not true in the past, then a closer working relationship begins
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to make sense, particularly if each sector focuses onareas inwhich it has special
expertise, or which would beinefficient for theother toperform.

In addition, the growing interest in performance measurement makes it apparent
that the important results, whether they relate tohealth outcomes orquality control,
depend onfactors behind any one sector's control. Forexample, increasing
immunization rates requires a coordinated strategy that involves notonly medicine and
public health, but also other partners inthe community. Working together, they can
approach the problem from reinforcing avenues. They can conduct education and media
campaigns to increase awareness ofthe problem, not justamong the pubhc, but also
among practitioners. They can provide outreach, tracking and follow-up services todeal
with logistical issues thatpeople face inobtaining immunizations. They can establish
registries thatprovide clinicians with information about their patients' immumzation
status, andthatautomatically generate reminder letters or phone calls to patients who
needimmunizations, and they canprovide freevaccines to people in hardship.

The finalfactorencouraging the two sectors to rethink their relationship is the
trend toward consolidation. With market forces and redefined roles of government,
professionals and institutions inboth sectors are perceiving a need to become part of
larger systems to avoid being excluded from selective contractmg, to manage riskmore
successfiilly, to achieve economies ofscale, to maintain their patient base, andfor
academic institutions to provide meaningful training experiences for students and
residents.

This move toward integration and consolidation is not only establishing an
incentive forprofessionals and institutions to come together; it also hasthepotential to
facilitate new relationships between medicine andpublichealth. At the veryleast, the
dramatic shift from physicians in solo practices to large group practices and networks is
reducing thatvast number ofindependent medical practitioners with which public health
agencies need to interact. Atbest, a fully integrated organization cangive us the
infrastructure to support coordination ofservices among a broad range of institutions and
personnel.

Looking at these factors in a changing system, it is hardto avoidthe conclusion
that the two sectors need to work more closely together than they have in the recent past.
But in a sense, that broughtus from one paradoxto another. If collaboration is indeed
imperative, willprofessionals andinstitutions in sectors withvery different cultures have
enough in commonto be able to relate? Havinghad so little intemctionover 50 years,
will they evenknowwho to call? Willtheyhavea clear ideaof what they can
accomplish by working together, or sufficient knowledge about howto collaborate?

The focus groups thatwe conducted aroimd the country suggest that manyhealth
professionals do notknowwhere to begin. Mostareso overwhelmed by the changes that
are occiirring, andhave so littleexperience working with the otherhealth sector, that
collaboration is not even an obvious strategy for dealing with their challenges. On the
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other hand, the 500 examples of collaboration that we have accumulated through our
surveys suggest that, for a substantial number ofhealth professionals and institutions
around the country, current circumstances are providing strong incentives for working
more closely together, and that it is possible to overcome the cultural divide.

The monograph that will be available later this year will crystallize what we have
learned from the experiences of the survey respondents, and will organize the information
in a format that will be useful for other groups dealing with change.

One section of the monograph likely to be ofparticular interest to educators will
describe exactly what can be accomplished through cross-sectoral interaction, including
various ways that professionals and institutions in the two health sectors are combining
their resources and skills, and the synergies that can be achieved by doing so. In a sense,
these synergies lay out some ofthe interdisciplinary interactions that are needed in
practice. Consequently, they can help inform educators about types ofinterdisciplinary
experiences that might be valuable now in training.

SjTiergies that we have seen involve a broad range ofprofessionals and
institutions, and bring together a broad range ofresources and skills. Each partner in the
collaboration contributes what it does best. Together, they play reinforcing roles and
consequently do much more together than either can do alone. The idea is not for one to
change into another or adopt the skills of another, but to provide the skills that they
actually do best. Think ofthis as building a house: it is as though one discipline can
make a window very well, another a ceiling, another a floor. Through these
collaborations, all of these pieces come together, and form a useful house.

I would like to give you some overview ofthe synergies we are seeing. One type
ofsynergy establishes frameworks to provide medical care for the uninsured. Basically,
these synergies link the willingness ofmany medical practitioners to provide medical care
with critical supports that overcome a lot of the logistical and legal barriers. We are
seeing four models for this through our survey. One is to establish free clinics. Another
model develops referral networks and voucher systems that match indigent patients with
private practitioners, and allow the latter to see patients in their own offices on their own
time. Another model enhances staffing ofpublic health clinics through contractual
arrangements or pro bono care; academic institutions involved in this do so in return for
the training experience for students and residents. The fourth shifts patients from public .
to private settings; these help many health departments move away from providing
medical care directly, while still assuring the availability of safety net services.

The second synergy works on improving health care delivery by coordinating a
broad array ofhealth services that are directed at individuals. These include clinical
services, the wraparound services previously described, outreach services and social
services. This type of coordination helps overcome many clinicians' frustration with
delivering care and helping their patients get access to practice and improving
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compliance. Further, it enhances the success ofmedical care and potentially addresses
important determinants ofhealth that go beyond medical care through social services.

We are seeing threemodels for this in o\ir study. The first establishesnew
personnel or services atexisting sites. Many ofthese are putting public health nurses and
others in private medical practices. The second brings different types ofprofessionals
together in one-stop shopping centers at comprehensive sites, with various mechanisms
of coordination in those sites. The third enhances coordination for professionals who
geographically are at different sites. These tend to take advantage ofa patient wherever
they present forcare, and then Imk that patient upwitha whole variety ofother services
that can be coordinated.

The third type of synergy thatwe are seeing shows howthe application of a
population perspective tomedical practice can improve thequality andcost effectiveness
of clinical care, and at the same time help assurethe economic viability of health
professionals and institutions. Here, we are seeing three types ofmodels. The'first uses
population-based information to enhance clinical decision making. We heard repeatedly
trough our focus group that medicine has perceived abig need for public health
information, but in the pasthas not found the information it has received fromthe public
health sectorto be veryuseful in practice. In the collaborations we are seeing, working
together is improving the content, format anddissemination of this information. Another
model is the screen and treattype of model I mentioned earlier. This usespopulation-
basedstrategies to improve the efficacy of screening programs by identifying patients
who can benefit from care,and then making sure that they are linked up with the medical
sector and getthatcare. Thethirdmodel applies population skills and information to the
management of clinical practice; these very often involve clinical epidemiology andcost
effectiveness analysis to help clinicians take on and managefinancial risk.

Thefourth type of synergy capitalizes onwhat canbe accomplished through
clinical practice to achieve clinically oriented public health goals. This is very important
in an environmentwhere many clinicalservices are moving to the private sector, and
public health departments areat the same timedownsizing. Here again, we are seeing
several different models. One uses clinical encounters to build population databases, the
most common of which are registries, especially immunization registries. To the extent
that these two sectors work together to design information systems, we are finding that
they are significantly moreuseful to both sectors. So, for example,an immunization
registry canproduce automatic recall or reminder letters, provide clinicians vsith
information about vaccines themselves, and be linked to practice management software.

A secondmodel capitalizes on that clinicalencounter with a patient as a window
to that patient's environment in orderto identify and addressunderlyingphysical and
social causes ofhealth problems. A good example here would be lead toxicity, going
beyond simply identifying a patient vwth lead toxicity and givingthat patient chelation
therapy to making the linkages to the home and/or school and thereby make necessary
environmental changes. In a third model, the groups collaborate to achieve clinically
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oriented community health objectives, like immunization and prenatal care. The concept
here is using population-based strategies to fimnel patients into clinical settings where
these services are then delivered.

The fifth type of synergy we are seeing shows how diverse groups in the
community can work together around non-clinical health issues, many ofwhich relate to
underlying causes ofhealth problems, such as tobacco, diet, activity, injuries, violence.
Here, each sector brings to the table not clinical skills and expertise, but rather their clout
and influence, their legal authority, their convening power, their data and their scientific
and technical expertise. We are seeing in the field collaborations whereby professionals
and institutions in medicine and public health work to conduct community health
assessments, to mount health education campaigns, to advocate health-related laws and
regulations, to develop community-wide health promotionefforts, some of which evolve
into healthy communities projects that address issues important to health, but which go
beyond the traditional purview of health sectors to encompass education, jobs and
housing.

In the sixth and final type ofsynergy, medicine and public health work together to
shapethe environment in whichthey work. They do this throughactivitiesthat are
relatedto health policy, to interdisciplinary educationand training,and-to conducting
multidisciplinary research.

Academic institutions, both individual schools as well as academic health centers,
seem to be active in all six types of synergies. The first five provide usefiil practice
venues for realizing the sixth, in terms of interdisciplinarytraining. Quite a few
collaborations in the field are used for this training in health promotion and disease
prevention. What weare seeing in terms of interdisciplinary education andtraining itself
is quite diverse. Manyinstitutions use multidisciplinary teams; someare establishing
combined degree programs. Quitea feware beginning to link academia andpractice, and
some are creating multidisciplinary centers that combine education, research and practice
together.

Another sectionof the monographwill focus on how these synergies are put into
actionby describing the various types of platformsthat allow collaborative work to be
done. As you saw, the cases in our surveys involve a broad range ofpartners and
workingrelationships must be established to allowthese professionals to work together
towards a common goal. Obviously, this is not an easy task in a health system in which
deep culturaldifferences separatenot only medicineand public health, but also each
sector's professions, specialties, institutions and categorical programs. In additionto
facilitating relationships, collaboration requires an organizational structure that can bring
together the resoiu-ces, perspectives and skills needed to achieve each synergy, while at
the same time maintaining each partner's sense ofidentity and independence. The
monograph will discussfive types of platformsthat are useful in achievingthese
objectives: coalitions, advisory bodies, contractual arrangements, administrative
management support systems and some interesting intra-organizational changes. It will
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also discuss strategies that collaborations are using to foster communication and
understanding among partners, to facilitate coordination oftheir perspectives, and todeal
with the big turfand control issues. Interms ofinterdisciplinary traming, we have seen
that an academic health center itself can be an extremely useful platform to promote
collaboration across disciplines.

Inclosing, I would like to comment on the paradigm that seems toundergird the
collaborations that weare seemg, which should bevery relevant to educators ofhealth
professionals who are going to be working in the 21st century. I hope ithas been clear
from my remarks that the collaborations that we are seeing do not involve merging the
two health sectors. Quite thecontrary, they recognize thevalue ofhaving a health system
with two distinct perspectives, one looking out for the health needs ofthe individual, the
other committed to improving the health ofthe entire population. But they also recognize
that these two perspectives can support and remforce each other only if they are focused
on the same terrain.

When I think of theparadigm thatcharacterized the relationship between
medicine and public health during most ofthe post-World War II period, the image that
comes to mind is oftwo people standing back to back, looking inopposite directions.
One, the medical sector, using amicroscope to examine a landscape consisting only of
diagnosis, treatment and biological mechanisms ofdisease, the other, public health, using
atelescope to view a completely different and non-overlapping landscape encompassing
prevention and the behavioral, socioeconomic and environmental determinants ofhealth.

Intheparadigm that has been suggested byour collaborations, these two
protagonists have now been tumed so that they are shoulder to shoulder, looking ata
common scene, one that includes both prevention and cure as well asthefull range of
determinants of health. Insteadof a microscope andtelescope, eachprotagonist now has
an adjustable zoom lens. Inthis way, the medical sector can start from the perspective of
the individual, butbring inthat broader context inwhich illness occurs to make clinical
practice more effective. The public health sector can start with the big picture, but zoom
into appreciate the role that biological factors and clmical care can make to improving
the entire community's health.

In today's environment, working in this new paradigm seems tobea key
to getting a handle on many oftoday's complex health problems, but atthe same time, it
is animportant strategy for insuring thefuture viability and success ofhealth
professionals and health institutions. Inacademia, it provides away to expand the patient
base, to enhance opportunities and venues for research, and to establish training sites and
programs thatcan increase thefuture success and marketability ofstudents and residents
by teaching themvaluable perspectives andskills. In a sense, byreshaping the
relationship between medicine and public health, people engaged in collaborative
activitieshave found a way to take chargeof and shape their ownprofessional futures.
That may be the most importantmessagethat our study provides.
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Overcoming Barriers to Community-Based Health Care Teams:
Models from Partnerships for Training

Jean Johnson-Pawlson

The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation's Partnerships for Training (PFT) project
offers us multiple examples ofhealth care educators working together as teams to educate
groups ofstudents from three disciplines. Before I discuss PFT, however, I want to
comment on Dr. Baldwin's remarks: clearly, teamwork and interdisciplinary education
are not new. In fact, life centers on teamwork. Health care is not the only place in our
lives where teamwork occurs. In marriages, in every kind of work situation, teamwork
has to happen.

So why are we refocusing on teams in health care now? What is different about
teamwork in relation to interdisciplinary education in the health professions? I would
suggest that the current focus on interdisciplinary education and practice really reflects a
shift in the balance of power in health care. Traditionally,medicine has held the power
within health care, but health care has become too complex for so much of the power to
rest in the hands ofone profession. We are now seeing that good patient care requires
medicine and other disciplines to work with each other in new ways. The PFT program
clearly illustrates that real benefits accrue when different professions work together. I
think our grantees feel they have gained power, rather than lost it, by becoming members
ofinterdisciplinary teams ofeducators.

The Foundation initiated the Partnerships for Training program about five years
ago as part oftheir effort to seeknew approaches to workforce issues, particularlythe
chronic shortage and maldistribution ofprimary care providers in underserved rural and
urban areas. Foundation staffheld focus groups across the country resulting in a decision
to invest in an interdisciplinary education program involving nurse practitioners (NPs),
physicianassistants (PAs) and certifiednurse-midwives (CNMs). They realizedthat
increasing the supply and improving the distribution of primary carephysicians would
not, by itself, eliminate access problems, so they established the fimdamental requirement
that eachproject includeat least one nursepractitioner, nurse-midwifery, and physician
assistant program. They decided to tackle ihe distribution problem by emphasizing
extension ofeducation to students who were place-bound and job-bound, i.e., students
who could not move to metropolitan areas or give up their jobs to enroU in traditional-
format education programs.

When the Foundation first approached me to be the PFT program director,
Michael Beachler, an indomitably spirited individual whom many ofyou know, asked,
"Should we first invest in flak jackets?" I replied, "I do not think we need to do that. I
think that some people are really invested in seeing how these health professionals can
work together." In my experience at George Washington University, I have seen
physician assistants, second year medical students, and nurse practitioners learn together
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for almost 25 years, and we have had no need for flak jackets atthe GW Health Sciences
Center. In addition to students learning about other disciplines, wehave, in fact, achieved
some economic efficiencies by teaching these students together thatwewould nothave
achieved if their programs had separate faculties.

And, asit turned out, wedid not need flak jackets to launch PFT. Indeed, wehad
37 applicants for twelve PFT grants, a larger response than many had expected. Three of
the initial twelve grantees have been ona fast track and have already moved from the
plaiming phase into the implementation phase. Seven others are inthe process of
applying for implementation fimds with the decisions being made atthe beginning ofJuly
1997. Two ofthe twelve chose to not move on to the implementation phase, an outcome
whichofferssomeindication of just howdifficult this project is.

Sally Tom, the PFTdeputy director, andI havetraveled across the United States,
visiting our projects, learning, and making observations. I would like to share with you
some ofthe observations we have made and the lessons that the project has already
produced. However, inorder to appreciate my comments fully, you must understand the
work and scope of this project.

PFT is an incredibly complicated project. It seeks primarily to address the
maldistribution problem inunderseired areas by extending NP, PA, and CNM education
into those underserved areas,both rural and urban. The program's strategy is simple:
take the education to the student so that the student can stay in her/his community while
going to school. In order to reach this goal, grantees must imdertake certain activities.
First, while theentire program does nothave to be interdisciplinary, some educational
connection among thethree disciplines must exist. Theinterdisciplinary activities serve
both to prepare students for future practice in interdisciplinary teams and to achieve
economies of scale in the use ofeducational resources. Second, the projects must forge
linkages withcommunities. This requirement in particular challenges the grantees as
theymove into the nextphase, because many academic institutions donot havestrong,
long-standing commitments and/or working relationships withcommunity partners.

Third, the projects mustfind ways to extend theirprograms overdistances -
usually via electronic technology - in order to deliver education to students in theirhomes
and home communities. We have learned that ifwe want NPs, PAs and CNMs in
underserved areas, the model least likelyto workis that of exposing ourprototypical
students to those areas forperiodsof time during theh education. Thus,the project
focuses largely on taking educational programs intounderserved communities where
potential students already live. In this model, working with commumty partners becomes
essential; because those are the folks who will identifystudents for the programs.

Fourth, policyactivity constitutes an important partof the project. In several
grantees' states, significant barriers to practice still exist. For example, Mississippi does
not recognize physician assistant practice. Illinois is not a strong supporter of nurse
practitionerpractice. Idaho remains a last frontierwith respectto nurse-midwifery
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practice. Many issues remain in the policy arena in many states, including prescriptive
privileges, payment, and recognition of these providers by managed care organizations.

I want you to appreciate PFT's size geographically, as well as the breadth of
academic institutions that it encompasses. We have projects in Detroit, in the San
Joaquin Valley in central California, and all ofIdaho, New Mexico, Minnesota,
Wisconsin, and North Carolina. We have combined projects in southern Illinois and
Indiana, and in Colorado and Wyoming. A total of 56 academic institutions across the
country, ranging from major institutions to middle-sized institutions to some smaller
ones, are involved with PFT. Each project also has a plethora ofclinical partners,
managed care partners, policy partners, and public agency partners. While all of our
projects are fascinating, I would like to mention one project in particular, because its
complexity and scope are striking. The Delta project incorporates the Mississippi River
delta counties ofArkansas, Tennessee, Mississippi, and Louisiana, and multiple
institutions that serve students in those states. I am not aware of any other project that
has tried to link educational institutions across four states in this kind ofactivity.

What have we learned so far from PFT? The project is still relatively young, so
we do not yet have many results or findings with respect to the project's end goal. But as
we have traveled across the country, we have gleaned much useful information about
interdisciplinary cooperation among educators. One, we have observed that most ofthe
projects have gone through a similar evolution with respect to interdisciplinary
curriculum decision making. The evolution entails both the process that happens within
the group, as well as the content issues with which the groups struggle.

At the very beginning of the development phase, when our grantees received
$200,000 each for 15 months or $300,000 for 24 months ofplanning work, people were
feeling pretty good. They thought this was a great idea, and sitting down to talk to each
other was an even greater idea. Faculty members began sharing information about
programs, about themselves, and about their disciplines, which really helped everyone to
imderstand the interdisciplinary issues better. It often turned out that even within the
same institution, the faculties of the NP, CNM, and PA programs knew very little, if
anything, about the other programs. So people began a very basic process ofbecoming
acquainted with one another and with one another's education programs. You can
appreciate that the nursing program faculties and the physician assistant program faculties
were becoming acquainted despite a long history of mutual suspicion and occasional
outright antagonism at the national, state, and institutional levels.

For some grantees, the initial euphoria lasted for a fair period oftime, but others
moved through that phase rather quickly and into the next, in which very essential
struggles over educational issues began to occur. During this phase we often reassured
the grantees that engaging in these struggles indicated that they had reached the real work
of the project, and did not, as they feared, indicate that they were failing.
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Almost allof the projects began to tackle course content in a fairly smularway.
They simply laid out a grid showing when all courses were taught. Thus, they could
identify the common content, typically inhealth assessment, pharmacology, physiology,
pathophysiology, and some ofthe clinical content courses. They also atthis point began
to see some ofthe differences in the courses that stemmed from the differences among the
disciplines and sub-disciplines, such as midwifery, orphysician assistant, oranadult,
pediatric, or family nurse practitioner. Bylaying courses, and course contents, outon a
grid and comparing programs, they could see what was taught, when content and whole
courses were taught, and the sequencing of the contentandthe courses.

Three, as a result of examining and comparing theirprograms, several difficult
issues quickly became apparent and centered oncontent, particularly what course content
could beshared amongst thedisciplines; onthesequencing ofcore courses; on thetuning
of educational experiences and courses; and, onwhether and how to share clinical
placements. Inaddition, asmost physician assistant programs give undergraduate credits,
and most nurse practitioner programs give master's level credits, grantees had to figure
outhowto handle teaching students who would be receiving twodifferent kinds of credit
for jointly taught, shared courses. They also became aware ofother potential
complications, including restrictions ontransfer ofcredit among institutions, tuition
differentials, particularly between private and public institutions, and coordination
problems created by different academic schedules that ranged from when during theday
and week courses were offered to the mismatch between quarter and semester systems.

Thismaysound boring, but the one issue thatmost tended to be a lightning rod
for conflict was the timing, the sequencing, and the lengthof timethat should be spent on
particular content. These issues really reflected very discipline-specific philosophies
about practice and education. Forinstance, most NP and CNM programs combine
didactic andclinical experiences in the same course, butPAprograms typically provide
most of their didacticeducation in the first year and most of the clinicalexperiencesin
the second year.

We observed that in the process of these curriculum discussions, the partners
often erectedbarriers. The most commonly erectedbarrierswere disciplinary boundaries,
i.e.,whatone couldand couldnot do, whathadto be taughtby faculty from the students'
same discipline, sequencing issues, and accreditation. Issueby issue,mostprograms
worked out their concerns. At one site visit we were discussing how the group worked
together andwe asked, "Whathappens if aneducation program says 'no, wewillnot
change?'" After a brief silence, oneof theprogram directors leanedforward and said, "In
this group, you aren't allowed to say 'no.'"

We are trying to assess how much ofa barrier accreditationreally is. A program
directorcan easilycite fears aboutjeopardizingthe program's accreditation as a way of
imdennining a proposedchange. If someone doesnot want to make a particularchange,
allegingthat "The accrediting agency will not accept that change"or that "We will have
to redo our total accreditation" can put a halt to innovation in education. In reality, we
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are finding that the concerns seem to have arisen more jfrom fear of loss ofcontrol of
one's curriculum than from the accreditationrequirements themselves. Nonetheless, we
will continue to examine the accreditation issue, because it still seems to loom large in
peoples' minds. And, we plan to talk with accreditation agencies to elicit their
perspectives on these questions.

We saw that not all the barriers could be removed by working on the substantive
issues. With the erection ofbarriers, conflict often erupted. Dealing with the dissension
of the one or two members who did not want to move ahead with the work and who kept
erectingbarriers consumed much of the partners' energy and caused significantpain for
some ofthe PFT groups. In order to resolve the conflict that arose out ofdisciplinary
concems, two projects had to change the composition of their groups. They realized they
could not address the substantive issues to the partners' satisfactions, and would
therefore, need to remove the partners themselves. Their experience confirmed that a
group cannot accomplish this kind ofwork ifmajor dissension divides it intemally.
Moreover, changing tbe group membership involved significant amounts ofwork because
people had become highly invested in maintaining the original inclusive vision of the
partnership. These situations presented the grantees with great difficulty. In the end,
however, people had very clear, committed discussions, albeit discussions that were not
easy but that led them to resolution of the conflicts. We were impressed by our grantees'
success in managing these particularly painful issues ofgroup membership and in
resolving the differences they encountered on issues related to course content, core course
sequencing, timing, clinical placements, the graduate and undergraduate overlap, and
tuition differentials.

I note parenthetically that, in this interdisciplinary endeavor, people typically
most fervently wanted to protect their clinical placement sites. Some project directors
observed that certain schools would not share their lists of clinical sites. Doubtless,
everyone in this room can understand that, since clinical placements are any program's
lifeline. The programs did not want to give up their list ofpreceptors to become fair
game in the other programs' search for clinical sites, because each of the disciplines had
nurtured a particular group ofpreceptors. One project worked around this issue by
establishing at the outset a "no poaching" rule that prohibited partners from recruiting
other programs' preceptors, and by agreeing that together they would develop new sites
that all programs and students could use. It worked. This agreement exemplifies the very
proactive solutions that grantees have created to solve potentially difficult problems.

All ofthe grantees have emphasized interdisciplinary participation in the
development oftheir governance and decision making procedures. People very quickly
came to realize that each discipline h^ to have an equal voice in the decision making.
The structure of the working groups reflected this understanding. In some cases, a group
member would express the perception that one group was trying to move an agenda along
at the expense ofthe other members' issues and concems. However, because groups had
insured that each discipline had a voice in the decision making process, when the group
sat down to work through the issues, they were able to resolve them.
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The Delta project piloted a cross-disciplinary course that surprised and impressed
us. With so many disciplines focused on protecting their own turf, weexpected thatmost
ofthe grantees would want tokeep the content and teaching ofthe discipline-specific
courses separate. But those incharge ofthe Delta project did not. They have developed
aninterdisciplinary professional role course, which expects students ineach ofthe
disciplines to learn about the history and professional issues ofeach ofthe other
disciplines as well as oftheir own. The course includes issues such as payment for
services, licensure, certification, and relationships with medicine. We will be watching
with great interest to see how that course changes as the project evolves and how other
projects handle teaching about discipline-specific professional roles.

I can reiterate whatPat Meservey andBudBaldwin have stated, that doingthe
interdisciplinary planning and implementation is incredibly time-consuming and
emotionally challenging - a very personal kind of activity - that leads to numerous
benefits. I would like to tellyouabout some of the actual andpotential benefits that the
PFTprogram offers us in health professions education.

First, since each program faculty collectively has some niche of expertise that the
other program faculties do not possess, interdisciplinary cooperation can lead to
expansion ofexpertise for all concerned. Midwifery constitutes perhaps themost
noticeable and obvious of this type of benefit. Midwives can contribute teaching in
obstetrics-gynecology, one ofmidwifery's obvious strengths that other disciplines often
donot share. In turn, nurse practitioner and physician assistant faculties canassist
midwifery faculty asthe latter expand into more primary care education. Some ofthose
areasofexpertisecan enhance the capabilities of all the programs.

Second, partners have also benefited inthearea of increased political strength,
both within their home institutions and across instimtions. This can be bad news for vice-
presidents, butgood news for program durectors. Interdisciplinary cooperation means
thatmore faculty have common interests andshare a common fate. They maybe more
likely to speak with a unified voice, ortotell theinstitutional leadership to take action.
Their collectivestatementwill be much strongerthan ifjust two midwiferyor three NP
program faculty spoke up. So, wecan expect to see that interdisciplinary cooperation
will probably shift the politicalbalanceswithinsome institutions.

Third,beneficial external shifts in political strength can also occur. All providers
face theproblem ofreceiving recognition firom managed care organizations (MCOs) and
third party payers. TheFresno project brought the heads oftheprofessional associations
of nurse practitioners, physician assistants, andcertified nurse midwives together in their
barriers-to-practice committee. Thesethree professional .associations hadneverbefore
met together anywhere in the state. As a resultof becoming acquainted on this
committee, the three associations sat down with a managed care organization to discxiss
their omission as named providers on the providerpanel lists given to the MCO members.
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Together they succeeded in changing this MCO's policies and they are currently
discussing similar changes with the other major MCO in the San Joaquin Valley.

Fourth, the potential also exists in the PFT projects for grantees to begin to bring
their workforce output into line with labor market projections. As institutions, states, and
entire regions struggle with defining their workforce needs, programs that share
information have a greater potential to impact the quality and the type oftheir students'
preparation than those that do not talk to each other. Today, educational institutions (at
least private institutions) have a tremendous incentive to admit as many students as they
possibly can in order to maximize tuition receipts. We have seen an incredible increase
recently in the number ofboth NP and PA programs. In 1992, there were 237 nurse
practitioner programs in the country; in 1995 there were at least 530. This growth raises
concern about the workforce. Will we have too many nurse practitioners and physician
assistants? Less concern exists about nurse-midwifery, because at the present time the
country has only about 5,000 many nurse-midwives. We will watch what happens with
admissions decisions with these programs, and we will watch how those admissions
decisions may actually be linked to community need.

Fifth, the potential exists to evaluate the impact of interdisciplinary education. As
Pat Meservey clearly delineated, we do not yet know much about greater efficiency. We
do not know if interdisciplinary education will yield higher quality and/or lower costs,
but the potential exists in this project to begin to answer these murky questions. We must
carefully assess the outcomes of the project to determine whether net gains or costs - both
monetary and social - result jfrom combining faculties and students.

We have seen that the evolution of the projects resembles any relationship. It
includes people getting to know each other and liking each other, real issues being raised,
conflict erupting, and eitherpeople not bemgable to deal with conflict and stoppingthe
relationship, or being able to resolve and move past the problems.

This may not sound like a big accomplishment, but it is: people in the PFT project
have established cross-disciplinaiy friendships. Previously, people from different
disciplines literally did not know each other; they did not come in contact with each other
even though they may have worked in the same office buildings and clinical facilities for
years. Indeed, most institutions had incentives designed to keep people from knowing
each other (e.g., making them compete for resources). However, groups that have come
together have genuinely become friends, to such an extent that, on occasion, ifwe
challenge a particular discipline during a site visit, the other disciplines come to the
rescue.in an instant. It is really heartening. As people become friends, these friendships
strengthen their willingness to work collectively in these very challenging projects.
Friendships and willingness do not suffice to make the projects successful, however.
Effective leadership, on the part of both the project directors and team members, has
played an essential role in conflict resolution, in creative problem solving, in the many,
many hours ofhard work the grantees have undertaken.
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We have become convmced that it takes a special kind ofperson to exercise
leadership in a multidisciplinary, often multi-institutional, and sometimes multi-state
team. It takes a person whorecognizes thepower of personal relationships. You cannot
simply come to meetings andthink thatall group activity occurs there. Youmust pay
attention to and foster social functions; one must recognize significant events in others'
lives.

Trust is also essential,and it doesnot developquickly. You must create space for
that trustto develop. Some people criticized theideaof thefast-track PFTgrants; these
people believed that the 15-month period for planning didnotallow adequate time for
people to getto know each other, tobegin to trust each other, and to accomplish thework.
In mostcases, thisapprehension proved false; in onecase, choosing the shorter time
frame mayhavecontributed to a project deciding not to apply for implementation fimds.

The PFT Leaders must pay attention to administrative detail. They must
administer and manageeffectively. Theymust be organized. They must work
particularly hardat the slow process of communicating with all team members and
patiently waitfor responses from allteam members. Forexample, forgetting a physician
assistantwho is feeling a little vulnerable to beginwith in the midst ofmany nursing
partners could blow theproject apart. Forgetting a program ata small institution that
feels vulnerable in the midst of larger institutions could be fatal to group cohesiveness.
Recognition of all of the littledetails is key, as is making space for all the voices to speak
at the table.

The PFT Leadersmust be veiling to createa persuasive vision ofwhere a project
vnll endup eventhoughthey themselves haveneverbeentherebefore. Thisprojecthas
no roadmap for how people should worktogether, no directions for them to follow.
Rather, partners have to have a notionof where theywantto endup, and then strikeout in
that general direction, creating the road andthe map as they go. It is not a project where
someone can take someone else's vision and run with it, but a project that requires that
peoplebe willingto strikeout intounfamiliar, uncharted, potentially hostileterritory.

Negotiation and conflict management skills have played an absolutely key role. If
we are really serious about interdisciplinary education in any academic institution, we
must includenegotiation and conflict management skills. Otherwise, we will neverteach
our students how to work effectively in a team. One cannot avoid conflict; conflict is
there, people arenegotiating at every turn. Many havealready recognized this need, and
include conflict management courses in their health professions programs.

Finally, PFT has shown me the need for people who work in interdisciplinary
teams to enjoy chaos and people. These projects can be messy. People flow in and out,
communication flows in informal ways. People have to make decisions that they never
anticipated, which involve, for instance, changes in membership ofgroups, joint issues
about joint admissions. There must be real enjoyment ofpeople. Interdisciplinary
education may not be the way for introverts to go. Not that it is impossible for introverts.
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but I think that people are more likely to enjoy interdisciplinary activities if they really
enjoy people, different people who bring different assets to the table, and not just people
who bring the same skills to the table.

Partnerships for Training vwll continue for another six to seven years. We are in
the process now ofthinking through some ofthe evaluation criteria and processes. We
will have some very rich, very exciting information: details about numbers ofjoint
faculty appointments, specific courses taught, the numbers of students impacted, the
community clinics impacted, information about distance education technology, even a
more qualitative analysis of the people issues and the processes by which grantees moved
from one point to another. We feel very confident that PFT will attain the goal of
increasing the number ofcertified nurse-midvvdves, nurse practitioners, and physician
assistants in underserved areas. We also believe that six to ten years from now, we, the
Foundation, and the grantees vwll be able to look at these projects and see graduates who
went to school in their home communities still practicing in those same communities.
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The Kellogg Community Partnerships and Health Professions Education Initiative

Dona L. Harris

I will share with you my perspective on the Kellogg community partnership
initiative, now in its fifth year, for which I have served as a cluster evaluator. I will
briefly discuss the background ofthe programand someof its lessons,then turn to some
recommendations that can be made from data we have gathered.

Officiallyknown as the Community Partnerships and HealthProfessions
Education Initiative, this program was originally fimded by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation
in 1991. Seven sites were selected to participate in the Initiative, and each has received
fundingover the ensuingfive years. The major goal of the Initiative was to encourage
studentsto pursue careers in primarycare. This encouragement was to occur through a
socialization process,beginning with the attitudesof faculty who could pass on a
philosophy of the value of interdisciplinary activity, andthen sending students out into
communities, where they could actually,see clinical practice in teams.

The seven Initiative sites each boasted, at a minimum, medical, nursing, and allied
health education. However, there was no distinct model; each site would develop its own
programs. Interestingly, the grantees didworktogether in developing theirprograms.
Several seminars were put together so thatpeoplecouldleam from eachother. In the
end, of course, eachsite's program captured the needs of the local institutions and
communities.

In terms ofevaluation and outcomes, the Kellogg Foundation has a fairly well
established-mechanism, which includes three levels ofevaluation. First, the projects are
expected to self-assess their efforts. Next, cluster evaluators look atthe general outcomes
acrossthe projects. Finally, the Kellogg Foundation conducts its ownevaluation process
at the institutional level.

I ampart of a nine-member team of cluster evaluators. Many of us were
originally affiliated with Michigan State University, and theprogram is housed at MSU's
Office of MedicalEducationResearchand Development. The evaluators are a somewhat
eclectic group, including political scientists, medical educators, sociologists, anda health
economist. Seven of the nine were assignedto sites. I was assignedthe CCHERS site in
Boston, and was therefore lucky enough to work with Pat Meservey.

.The cluster evaluators' first credo was to do no harm to our respective projects.
Sometimes evaluators can get in the way, but we were quite carefiil to be an asset to the
process and never to share information thatwould beeither detrimental or specific to our
projects. Through sitevisits, focus groups, andtheestablishment of working
relationships, weall sawthe projects grow and develop overtime. Weassessed the
attitudes of faculty andof students. We metwith theprojectevaluators regularly. We
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gathered a great deal ofinformation, including such materials asannual reports, and are
now organizing and sifting through this information in order to make significant
recommendations.

Myparticular area, interdisciplinary activity, was perhaps one of themost
difficult. We couldnot evenagree on terminology. Is it interdisciplinary, is it
multidisciplinary, is itmulti-professional? We decided to use theterm multidisciphnaiy.

The first lesson we have leamed is an important one: Thosewho seekto affect
careerchoice must focus on the long-term. Since that is whatwe willbe doing, we have
not stopped with simply thefive-year mark ofthe projects, because many ofthestudents
are not even finished with their training program and into practice.

Of 5,542 eligible students at theseven academic health center-based sites, a total
of 3,296 students, or roughly 60 percent, participated. Fifty-one percentof thosewere
actually placed in commimities. Projects reported thatthey spent anaverage of40
percent of theirtimein the communities. These numbers greatly exceeded our
expectations fi^om theoutset of theprogram. The projects were initially expected to meet
a 25 percent student participation goal, where they would spend a minimum of20percent
time in the curriculum. Withrespect to newcourses, therewere 199new or significantly
revised courses; 138 of thosewereoffered in the commimity, and 183 wererequired, with
80 being multidisciplinary (i.e., enrolled students firom more than one health discipline).
The factthat nearly 1800 individuals served as faculty at the sevensites, including 600
from the academic institutions and 1200 from communities, amply demonstrates that
these really were "community partnerships."

We leamed that accommodating students, especially for commimity placement,
requires expansion ofthenumber ofteaching sites. Over the five-year period, thenumber
of teaching sites was expanded significantly to approximately 44. New community
programs represented one ofthe interesting offshoots. While this area didnotnecessarily
encompass "formal curricula," the students got involved in immunization sessions,
mentored students at localpublicschools, participated in healthfairs, and generally took
onprojects where they coiJdwork together. They didnot necessarily practice their
career choices, but they did leam to work together in teams and to contribute to
communities. The students had many creative ideas for projects.

Althoughmany strugglesoccurred, therewere many victories. Overall,we
certainlyhave seen many, many successful outcomes. It may be helpful to consider those
successful outcomes in terms of sustained curriculum change. To this end, it is crucial to
get the faculty to supportthe activity fromthe outset. One of the ways faculty and
administrators buy in is by redirecting resources to support the program's infrastructure.

We also witnessed firsthand the incredible importance of site coordinators. One
scary part of this type ofactivity is that, when money gets cut, site coordinators may be at
risk. These people are critical to the successof the project. They take care of the
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students and handle all of the structural details. Faculty development is also critical.
This does not mean adopting a bombardier approach, dictating what will be done.
Rather, it means getting faculty involved early and ensuring their continuous
involvement. That also helps to develop communication skills among your faculty.

Several presenters at this Congress have mentioned leadership, and we examined
this critical outcome closely. We conducted a leadership study, and found that leaders
who participated and who respected values were much more effective than those who
were interested in power and hierarchy. This result is quite interesting since the typical
academic center is based upon power and hierarchy. The qualities of these leaders,
together with their stability over the five years, helped the more successful projects to be
more successful.

The most challenging aspect of the program typically was the multidisciplinary
aspect. We noted fi"om the student and faculty evaluations that this worked best
primarily in the communities. That was the location where the faculty and the students
indicated that they really enjoyed the opportunity to learn from each other, and to work
together to provide care.

As previously mentioned, the number of clinical teaching sites expanded to 44.
This presented some problems for us, as it will for others who develop new teaching sites.
How do you assure that the same kind of education occurs at each site? This challenge
multiplies the responsibilities of supervisors to ensure that high quality experiences
occur, that schedules are coordinated, and that students are supervised. We also
examined the cost ofhaving students in hospitals. Since hospitals can much more easily
incorporate students, especially medical students, into their routines, this did not
represent as great a challenge as expanding into communities.

The community sites that were used for this initiative boasted fewer professionals,
who often were overextended by their obligations to serving the underserved. The clinic
directors said that at least one hour per day was added to health professionals' time to
accommodate students in the community-based sites.

As you can imagine, many of these sites were in rural areas. Just by virtue of the
distance, student travel from the academic centers to the coromimities sometimes caused
problems. Some institutions explored sending students out to live in communities. In
many instances, the community providers became faculty for the initiative.

Cluster evaluators clearly saw the effectiveness of students out in those clinics,
and therefore cannot overemphasize the value of students' clinical education. Delivering
supervised care will help them understand the different roles and how different health
professionals work together in the clinics.

Sometimes curricula provided in rural areas simply represented moving the
teaching of biostatistics into a community. That subject, for example, we believe belongs
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back at the academic center, where it comes naturally. It would be preferable to enhance
students' opportunities to get out into those areas where the clinic is part ofthe real day-
to-day world ofa community.

Over the past five years, we have learned that this isanexpensive approach.
Nonetheless, weneed more cost information. Asthese projects continue, wewill
examine what happens when thedollars are removed. We vnW also assess how far in-
kind support can go and how much hard dollar revenue increase support will begiven to
the communities. If a team is working together, it is hoped thatitsmembers will focus on
how they can distribute the wealth so that students benefit as well as faculty, rather than
seeking individual gain. These issues are atthe core oflong-term sustainability.

We are optimistic about the longitudinal aspects ofthis initiative, butwe will not
know the true outcome until these students actually enter practice. Only then can we
accurately assess thetypes ofcommunities served, and in what types of configurations.

When students come in as medical students, as nursing students, as dental
students, aspharmacy students, they want toknow how they should behave.
Accordingly, the socialization process that teaches them theirroles is very, very
important at academic institutions. Such socialization should not beaccomplished
without also introducmg students to thevalue ofworking in teams. Sending students to
sites where they have actual role models working together enables them to see both that it
works, and thatpeople are valued for what they can contribute topatient care. It is also
important to assess what makes sense for campus-based and for community-based
learning.

Many ~ perhaps most~ ofus in the academic world aretrying to change. At my
owninstitution, we areworking to integrate the curriculum. However, the moment a
threat of removalofresources for multidisciplinary programs arises,what happens?
People go back to their departments, and claim that they want topass onthe identity of
their individual discipline, noting thattheyselected thatdiscipline because it wasthe best.
Thus,most institutions will needa dramatic culture change to teachin a multidisciplinary
and/or interdisciplinary fashion. Youcannot simply change the label unless youalso
change the culture. That is one of the hardest partsof this field.

Theinstitutional mission is important, andsuccessful leaders constantly keep it in
front oftheir people, reminding them. Atthestart of every meeting, mydean talks about
EastCarolina's tripartite mission: to helptheimderserved, to trainminority medical
students, and toprovide service to theeastem part ofNorth Carolina. I hear it again and
again. Repeated reiteration of thismission makes listeners believe it, buy in, andstart
acting as if they, too,ownthemission. The mission is even more effectively
implementedifeveryone works togetherto establishit.
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It is important to avoid a perception on the part of the community that academics
are just paid to think or that academics just do research. In the field, academics must do
whatever is needed ofthem, and our communities expect much from us.

Probably many ofyou have read Putnam's recent article, "The Declining
Significance of Bowling," which explores how we need to return to our roots and to our
civic responsibilities. Similarly, students who are removed from their communities and
put into academic health centers often forget where they came from. If they go back and
realize that community responsibility, they are likely to exhibit civic responsibility and
may even become community leaders. Many communities participating in the initiative
are now realizing their needs, and are actually benefitting from the partnerships' effort
with the students.

The process oftenure, in which good teachers who do not publish may suffer,
raises the issue ofappropriate rewards. We must ensure that community faculty have
suitable rewards and recognition, since they do a great deal of the work but are often
treated as second-class faculty. This will mean changing the philosophy at many,
institutions.

Collaboration mandates moving across disciplinary boundaries. One who claims
to be a specialist may just have a one-track mind. We need to remove the disciplinary
blinders, as well as gender and ethnic boundaries, and expand our view. Effective leaders
are those who can cross disciplinary boundaries and work together. Teamwork will
require effective collabomtion, however, so that team members can see both what lies
ahead and what came before. But working together, team members often find that each
has expertise in different areas, and they must respect that expertise.

I will end by noting that the Kellogg community partnership initiative is almost a
return to our roots. In terms ofpartnerships, interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary
education and practice, it is not just a project. Rather, it is a commitment to a plan. The
initiative is well thought out but, more importantly, actually works. It works in settings
where it is most appropriate, so that students can see it effectively help patients.
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How We're Moving Toward Interdisciplinary Education

Paul £. Stanton, Jr.

Twill begin by addressing the history as well as the mission of the James H.
Quillen College of Medicine, and then progress to the interdisciplinary activities that the
College has developed along with the College ofNursing and the College ofPublic and
Allied Health at East Tennessee State University.

East Tennessee State University, including the James H. Quillen College of
Medicine, is located in northeast Tennessee in what is called the Tri-Cities region,
consisting of Kingsport, Bristol, and Johnson City. Demographically, there are 1,200,000
citizens in the region. Obviously this provides a tremendous base for students as well as
faculty, staff, and clients for services of the Division ofHealth Sciences and the College
of Medicine at East Tennessee State University. The College ofMedicine was
established by the federal Health Manpower Assistance Act of 1972, commonly referred
to as the Teague-Cranston Act after its sponsors. This statute established five new
colleges ofmedicine, all with a primary care mission and all having a relationship with
the Veterans Administration Medical Center (VAMC) on their respective campus. Given
the requirement of a relationship with a VAMC for formation ofa medical school, the
only eligible school in Tennessee was East Tennessee State University. After seven years
of initial start-up federal funding, the state would pick up the separate fimding ofthe
medical school.

The Tennessee General Assembly approved the medical school in 1974, and the
first class of 24 students matriculated at the College ofMedicine in 1978. The College of
Medicine, while being charged with a primary care mission, is community-based and
consists of the VAMC at Mountain Home, now called the James H. Quillen VAMC at
Mountain Home, and three not-for-profit hospitals, one in each qf the Tri-Cities. In
addition, there is a psychiatric hospital for the training of students and residents. In sum,
there are approximately 2,200 beds available for teaching throughout the Tri-Cities
region.

The College of Medicine has, through its first several classes from 1982-1997,
had an average of60 percent of graduates by class entering PGYl primary care positions.
It is ranked now by some as second in the country in terms ofpercentage of students
entering primary care residency positions. Family medicine at the James H. Quillen
College ofMedicine has grown tremendously in terms ofenthusiastic student entry into
residencies in that area. In 1995 and 1996, more than 30 percent ofits graduates entered
family medicine residency positions. This places the college at approximately tenth in
rank order as far as students entering the family medicine residencies.

In 1988, the then-president ofthe university, Ronald E. Beller, recommended the
initiation of a formalized Division of Health Sciences, which brought together the
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College ofMedicine, the College ofPubhc and Allied Health, and the College of
Nursing. Coming together formally for the first time, the three colleges had a great
opportunity to work together under the Vice President ofHealth Affairs, who also serves
as the Dean ofthe James H. Quillen College ofMedicine.

Shortly after thethree colleges were linked inJanuary 1989, they had the
opportunity to participate intheW.K. Kellogg Foundation's initiative, Commumty
Partnerships with Health Professions Education. This initiative was aimed at commumty-
based, educational opportunities in underserved areas, in our case in rural areas. It
combined interdisciplinary curricular activity ofthethree colleges andrequired a
longitudinal exposure tothe community. Inour case, this meant that 25 percent ofeach
class in the College ofMedicine elected to enter the Kellogg track based in the
community, which required their physical presence inthefield one day perweek. The
College ofPubhc and Allied Health established a longitudinal mmor involved inthe
commimity, while theCollege ofNursing actually housed 25 percent of its students in a
commumty setting. When wehired faculty, they were required to live in thefield.

The Divisionof Health Sciences workswith two specific rural communities, each
ofwhich has a population ofroughly 2,000: Mountain City, located in Johnson County,
and Rogersville, located inHawkins County. Each community puttogether a respective
community advisory board made upof20to 30 individuals, towhich thethree deans of
the respective colleges were added. Obviously, the communities had overwhelming
voting power compared to the university. Inaddition, two individuals firom each ofthe
commimity advisory boards were selected to serve ona central Office ofRural and
Community Health governing board. This particular governing board consists of thefour
community representatives (two from each site) and thethree deans. Again, themajority
of the votes camefromthe community representatives to indicate the empowerment of
the communities. Interestingly, after somesix years, no vote has ever beentaken, as
decisions have always been reached by consensus.

Comparing the Kellogg Community Partnership curriculum withthetraditional
higher education curriculum, wecanreadily see thatthe latter is classroom-based and, in
the case of medicine and nursing, hospital-based, with an emphasis on tertiary care,
whereas the Kellogg curriculum incorporates boththe classroom and significant
community-based time. In thetraditional curriculimi, there is emphasis, particularly in
medicine, on subspecialty content andpractice, whereas the Kellogg curriculum is
primary care-oriented. In thetraditional curriculimi, different professions have always
trained separately, whereas in the Kellogg initiative, there is an interdisciplinary emphasis
in coursesand experiences. When our Kellogg initiativewas first approvedin 1991,
many, many hours were spenton curriculum revision and content fromthe beginning of
the proposal development through initiation. TheDivision ofHealthSciences' three
deans, as well as curriculumrepresentatives from each of the three colleges, met for three
hours every Mondayafternoon for three and one-halfyears. This led to tremendous
curricular revision.
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Primaiy care was emphasized from the beginning, and many turf issues arose,
particularly between the College ofNursing and the College of Medicine. In the
traditional setting where medicine had "reigned supreme," there had been no interest in
sharing practice arenas or turfwith nursing. Under the new Kellogg initiative, however,
the Community Partnerships Program required curricular revision to achieve common
practice sites and common teaching sites. Issues between the College ofNursing and the
College ofMedicine became apparent as early as two or three months into the funded
initiative. Turf issues became so significant that a conflict resolution retreat had to be
called. A husband-and-wife conflict resolution team was called into service for a two-day
retreat held outside of Gatlinburg, Tennessee, not far from the campus. The consultants
and the leadership from the College ofMedicine, the College ofNursing, and the College
ofPublic and Allied Health were literallylocked into the two-day effort. During this
time everything from name-calling to accusations of wanting to take another's tuif, to
simple statements such as, "We can never work together," was raised. When the
weekend session was over, everyone left feeling that the project was a total loss.
Everyone felt very badly, but interestingly, over the next few weeks, people indicated that
no worse names could be called, and no worse accusations could be made than had
already been made. At this point, the wheels seemed to turn towards a more cooperative
working environment.

I believe that leadership qualities have to be in place. Fortunately for East
Tennessee State University in 1991, with initial fimding, we had in place not only three
deans but two communities that shared a vision, that were able to communicate openly
with each other, that could build by consensus, and that could work as a team to facilitate
problem resolution. From 1991 forward, it has been my belief (as well as that ofothers in
leadership positions), that when rural initiative faculty vacancies come open in any ofthe
three colleges involved, the administration should seek new faculty members with the
same mindset of team play and interdisciplinary focus. There must be clear intention of
supporting the rural, primary care initiative.

I would like to discuss briefly the campuses in Mountain City and Rogersville,
our two rural sites for teaching, service, and research. In the case of Mountain City, we
chose to initiate the Nursing Clinic and the Family Medicine Clinic in separate but
adjacent locations, whereas in Rogersville from the beginning in 1991, the College of
Nursing ^d the College of Medicine have occupied the same facility. The idea was to
compare the two sites, to see whether the visibility ofnursing as a freestanding entity in
Mountain City would overcome more quickly the traditional view ofthe nurse
practitioner being under the physician than would occur at the Rogersville campus, in
which practitioners were together from the beginning. Interestingly, the Mountain City
case v\ith greater visibility experienced very quick development as a teaching and service
site for nursing. However, we are now merging the two services with equal
representation and equal empowerment of the two services.

In Mountain City, a seemingly residential structure of approximately 1,500 square
feet serves as a teaching and academic building. It was built by the county in support of
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the rural health care mitiative, and the countycontinues to support the efforts of the
university because in return tremendous services are being offered to the citizens ofa
county that was ahnost totally depleted ofhealth care providers. Now there are three
family practice physicians and three nurse practitioners under the same roofinJohnson
County.

In Hawkins County, our second siteunder the initiative, thecitizens andthe
hospital agreed to renovate for the university areas inthe hospital that could then be used
for teaching and service sites. This has functioned very well, and, even as I speak, the
county is adding additional space for teaching and service asneeded.

It is interesting for me to note thatnowCollege ofMedicine faculty (primarily
family practice physicians). College ofNursing faculty (particularly family nurse
practitioners), and College ofPublic and Allied Health faculty members (particularly in
the areas of environmental health, communicative disorders, ,andpublic health) are all
working side by side in interdisciplinary teaching, service and research activities inthese
rural communities.

The communities conduct their own student orientation course at the beginning of
each newacademic year. The one-credit course extends over theperiod of one week, and
the students love it. Theyleam to worktogether as a teamfi:om the outset. The two
communities havebeenintegral participants andtake greatpridein their involvement
with the rural primary care track students.

Here are some of the outcomes of the community partnerships five-year project
(which is now actually entering its seventh year): (1) 94percent oftheKellogg track
medical school graduates choose primary care residencies, compared to 55 percent in the
non-Kellogg or traditional track; (2) 65 percent oftheKellogg track medical students
choose to stayin Tennessee for training as residents, compared to 40 percent in the non-
Kellogg track; and (3) halfofnursing graduates have taken positions in non-hospital
settings including school health, home health offices, andnursing homes.

Interestingly, deaths dueto all causes in northeast Teimessee peaked in 1989 in
bothHawkins County andJohnson Coiinty, the counties in whichwe have service and
teaching sites. Thepeakwas dueto an almost total lossof physicians and other
practitioners. Themortality ratedueto allcauses hasdropped precipitously from 1991
through the current year; we believe this is dueto a muchmore adequate practitioner
staffmg pattern, as well as a heavy student involvement.

We recently entered into a second W.K. Kellogg Foundation initiative aimedat
graduate medical and graduate nursing education. At EastTennessee StateUniversity,
we feel this is a natural progression since our first initiative was directed principally at the
undergraduate level, whereasthe secondinitiative will bring together family practice
residents, masters level family nurse practitioner trainees, and graduate level students
from the CollegeofPublicand Allied Health,particularly m environmental health,
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communicative disorders, and public health. In the second initiative, we have added
graduate seminar experiences as well as multidisciplinary clinical practice and
community-based projects.

TennCare, a successor to the Tennessee Medicaid program, has recently brought
an interesting additional benefit to our interdisciplinary training experiences. Under
TennCare, Medicaid dollars, originally intended to support graduate medical education,
were completely placed back into the general system and lost fi-om the financial support
base ofhospitals and medical schools to support family medicine residents in training.
Under the leadership of Governor Don Sundquist and Commissioner ofFinance Robert
Corker, last year the dollars lost were placed back into the medical education system. In
an interdisciplinary project, the dollars are now "attached to the back ofthe resident" and
go with that resident during his or her rural or underserved community experience; they
become additional dollars to be used to support equipment and facility needs for training.
Obviously ifnurse practitioner trainees and public health trainees are in a similar facility,
these dollars can help to support their training as well. To us, it has been a great and
unexpected advantage.

My final topic is partnering. Whether with hospitals, MCOs, HMOs, PHOs, 330
sites, VA clinics,or healthdepartments, it is now the mindset of the Division ofHealth
Sciences for Medicine, Nursing, and Public and Allied Health to work together in any
new venture or any new program possible. No longer will the Dean ofMedicine go
forward alone, or the Dean ofNursing alone, or the Dean of Public and Allied Health
alone, but all will go forward as a collective unit wherever possible to develop initiatives
that will allow the three distinct colleges and practitioner training areas to work with
communities as partners.

At East Tennessee State University, having moved toward interdisciplinary
education, we very much believe in it and intend to remain in this arena. We have spent
seven years on this activity, and are committed to these communities for the long term.
We will not let the communities down.
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Building an Interdisciplinary Program from the Ground Up

Alan McKay

Two years ago, I received a phone call offering me a rather unique opportunity.
The offer was to be a dean ofa school ofpharmacy at Shenandoah University in
Winchester, Virginia. But it came with a catch: I had to start my own school of
pharmacy, and I had one year in which to do so.

Now, think about your respective organizations. Imagine ifyour president turned
to you and said, I want you to start an academic imit from scratch, to design and build the
building, to fill it with faculty, furniture, notepads, sound systems, laboratories, and then
to recruit your first class of students and enroll them, and do all of this in a year. It was a
daunting enough assignment, made even more so because the year in which the school
was built included a winter unlike any that Winchester has ever seen. The town had
collectively 96 inches of snow that winter. Nonetheless, we finished the building and
obtained the occupancy permit three days before the first class was offered.

This experience reminded me ofan old Braniff Airline commercial with a
voiceover ofa salesman who obviously travels a lot, who was talking to his home office.
He said, "Toledo on Monday? I can do that. Des Moines on Wednesday? I can do that.
Chicago on Thursday. How can I do that?" All of a sudden, after the initial glow ofthe
offer had worn off, it began to dawn on me what it meant to start something totally firom
scratch, with no preconceived notions, with experience that may or may not be applicable
to what you are doing, and to have to do so in a time constrained manner, without much
time to reflect on either your actions or their consequences.

I vwll share some ofthat experience vwthyou, walk you through some ofthe
decisions that we made and some ofthe major players who were involved in this process,
the faculty, the curriculum, and the students, and then project a litde bit into the future to
give you an idea ofwhere I think we are going with our educational program and how it
relates to interdisciplinary education. Keep in mind that we are only one year into this
process, having completed our first year of education with 70 students.

The first area that I would like to discuss is administrative support. Obviously, a
job as complicated as this could not be accomplished without substantial support firom
both the community and the university's administration. Shenandoah University was
founded in 1875 as a conservatory ofmusic, and its conservatory is still quite well-known
on the East Coast. Sixteen years ago, the university president decided that Shenandoah
University's growth would not be in the traditional areas ofarts and sciences, of
conservatory. Instead, he wanted to move in a new direction that could more effectively
expand the scope of services that Shenandoah University could offer.
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Heinherited a nmsing program that had existed since prior to the Civil War.
During his tenure, he has added occupational therapy, physical therapy, respiratory
therapy, anH pharmacy programs. We opened anurse midwifery program when we
opened the pharmacy school, and we plan to introduce anurse practitioner program inthe
fall. The school ofpharmacy facility also serves as a base ofoperations for the school of
nursing and the program ofrespiratory care. Inaddition, Shenandoah University has a
rehabilitative hospital, where thephysical therapy and theother health professions
programs are housed.

Theother major player in this scenario. Valley Health Systems, is theparent
organization that holds the tertiary care hospital with which we are associated, as well as
two community hospitals, a rehabilitative hospital, two urgent care centers, an
ambulatory surgery center, two family practice centers now being created, anambulatory
carecenterthat will be expanded beginning in October, and a homehealthcareagency.
Valley Health Systems isvery well positioned inthe Shenandoah Valley to provide
integrated care. In fact, there isno managed care inour end oftheShenandoah Valley.
Because Winchester is only 55minutes westofDulles Airport in the BlueRidge
Mountains, it is somewhat surprismg thatit remains a community insulated from
managed care despite itsproximity to a metropolitan center likethe Washington-
Baltimore megalopolis.

Valley Health Systems hasbeen very successful and very profitable. It builtour
building in one year atno cost to us outof itssurplus revenues. It earned $15 million last
year, in excess ofexpenses. It is also very aggressive. Part ofthe reason thatmanaged
care hasnotpenetrated that end ofthe Shenandoah Valley is that Valley Health Systems
has been very responsive to the needs ofWinchester and the surrounding area, which
includes 400,000 people. Winchester is a community of only 20,000 people; 30percent
ofthepatients at Winchester Medical Center come &om West Virginia. Valley Health
Systems has carved outa very well-established region, anddoes a good jobofmanaging
the care ofpatients in those areas.

The facility is stateof the art. When I arrived on July 5,1995,1 was handed three
sheets of blueprints. Two months later, construction began, and theblueprints had
swelled to nine revisions and 60 sheets. There were no change orders, and the building
was completed on time. It essentially encompassed everything thatnursing, respiratory
care andpharmacy wanted and needed to do ourjobs. The financing came from Valley
HealthSystems. -We havea 28-year lease. I assume that at the end of 28 years, the
investment will have been returned handsomely.

The school lies on the Civil-War site ofthe SecondBattle ofWinchester. It is
integrated into the Winchester Medical Center. We are aboutaiialfmile from the
emergency room door, situated on a hill overlooking the medical center. Themain
entrance is on the lee side ofthe building because 365 days ofthe year the wind blows up
therevery strongly. Some trees still havenot beenpropped up straight. We have, a view
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of three mountaui ranges from the library window. There are plans to develop 100 acres
around the pharmacy school and the health professions building.

Pharmacy, nursing and respiratory care share classrooms in our state of the art
facility. More importantly, we interact on a regular basis, we have lunch together. It is
an ideal situation from the standpoint of sharing ideas informally in a relaxed atmosphere.

The faculty are an instrumental part of the whole process. Right now we have
seven faculty and seven staff, with plans to expand to 31 faculty members. One-third of
our faculty are in the basic sciences, two-thirds are practice-oriented, unlike most of the
schools with which I have been associated, where the split was 50-50 or slightly in favor
of the basic science faculty.

Our organizational framework is not very complicated: it consists of two
departments. We plan eventually to have 11 faculty in one department and 21 in the
other. It is easy to get goals accomplished, because we do not have a lot ofcommittees.
Many actions occur by consensus, which seems a much more functional way to act. If
you hand pick the faculty, they tend to be ofa like mind about many ofthe major issues
with which you have to deal. We can easily reach consensus over lunch or on trips to the
coffee machine.

We have a non-tenure based system. Shortly after I arrived in Winchester, the
health professions schools unilaterally abolished tenure. The main campusstill has a
tenure system, but the health professions schools believed that it inhibited performance of
our duties. Thus, with the president's blessing, we abolished it. Faculty up through the
fifth year have one-year, renewable contracts. After the fifth year, they may receive
three-year renewable contracts that roll over every year, based upon performance
evaluation and progress.

We are very technologically oriented. Beginning next fall, both the first and
second classes will be required to come to school with laptop computers. The building is
wired for it. We have remote access. The students have support within the building. In
fact, two faculty support computer use on a full-time basis. We have our own Web page,
which is incorporated into the curriculum extensively. We have also been working
closely with nursing and respiratory care, and I just completed a workshop last week to
assist the nurse practitioners in bringing their students and faculty up to speed on the
technology.

It is fascinating to design a cumculum from the ground up, particularly since I
have sat on innumerable curriculum committees. The best analogy I ever heard about a
curriculum committee's work compared it to turning the Queen Mary around with a
rowboat oar: eventually it will happen, but you will not be aroimdto see it. This has
perhaps been my biggest frustration in health professions schools. The environment
around us is changing so much more rapidly than we can adapt, and the difficulty is due
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inpart to theintransigence ofmany faculty who do not want tochange their course
content.

Ourciirriculum wasdesigned from the ground up as an integrated program. It is
computer-based and problem-oriented. Ituses extensive multimedia. The students inthe
first class have aheady done 12 presentations using power point. They must design their
own slides, must incorporate the clip art, and must develop the presentations. In fact,
every class requires a power point presentation. I received two animated cartoon
Christmas cards from this class, so they are really umovative in theiruse of technology.

Weuse simulated patient encounters. Objective, structured clinical exams or
standardized patient assessments are anintegral part ofthis curriculum. The students
have to pass anannnfll progressions exam tomove to thenext year, a significant
component ofwhich consists of standardized patient assessments that are staffed bythe
students in the otherhealthprofessions. Thephysical therapy students andthe nursing
students served aspatients inthestandardized patient assessment center, and they were
very complimentary of first year students' performance under thetime constraints.

Our students are an interesting lot. They comefrom 13 states, as far away as
California andFlorida. Sixty percent are Virginia residents, mostly from the Shenandoah
Valley, but from asfar south asBigStone Gap. Fifty percent have bachelor's degrees.
The admissions process is designed to select tiiose students who canthink critically on
their feet. There is a required30-minute personal interview, in which prospective
students arepresented withhypothetical situations that theymust analyze and about
which theymust make some determination. They arealso given a written, proctored,
critical thinking examination that lasts 30minutes. Thatexamination is scored and
becomes part of theadmissions process, aswellas the more traditional measures of
success, such as transcripts, the PCAT references and an essay.

The structure of the newprogram consists of more than simply usingtechnology
for the sake of using technology. Obviously, technology must be usedaggressively. It
must be placed in thecontext ofthe course andused to enhance theefficiency of the
educational process. The faculty must be comfortable with the technology, and its use
must occur with a degree of sophistication that warrants the student's time in learning
how to use it. This is not a marginal commitment. We are now gettingrequests from the
otherhealthprofessions schools for assistance in bringing their students up to speed, and
are cooperatingto the extent that seven faculty can do so. We also anticipatethat
technology will be the mechanism by which the healthprofessions ultimately share
criticalpatient care information to the advantage of the patientsthey serve.

We are involvedin developing clinicalproblemsolvingskills. It always struck
me as an interesting paradoxthat we expectstudentsto developthese skills in their last
clinical year. They put on their coats, they walk out into the practice settings, and they
perform like experienced clinicians. We are trying to move the processto an earlier
point, through service learningprojects, in which students interactwith otherhealth
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professionals, and through problem solving classroom exercises. Students are
encouragedto hone those skills from day one, actuallyduringthe admissions process
prior to day one.

Team development has stopped us in our tracks. We divided the students into 12
practice teams, which were assigned to classroom, service learning projects. They
developed their first series of slides together. Ofthe first 12 groups, three sent
delegations in to me to complain bitterly about the teams. They complained that they
could not get along with certain other persons. I admonished them that this is what life is
all about. I said, "Ifyou can develop coping skills and if you can manage your
interpersonal conflicts now in a structured setting, think how much more effective you
will be in the practice environment." We are now in the process ofevaluating the teams.
We would like to incorporate the other health professions into those teams, because the
group dynamics are an important aspect. Communication skills are also important for
good teamwork. We develop communication skills both informally and formally in
presentations.

One particularly telling experience occurred during a weekly debriefing as part of
the service learning project. One student raised his hand and said, "I do not like this." I
asked, "What do you not like?" He said, "I did not come to pharmacy school to deal with
poor people." I asked where he was doing his rotation. He said, "I am down at the free
clinic." I replied, "Let me give you some context. Imagine a patient on a Thursday
afternoon who goes down to that free clinic and stands on the busiest street in Winchester
to receive free care. How much more humbling an experience can you imagine than
standing on that street comer for two hours before that clinic opens? The occupant of
every single car that passes that comer knows why you are standing there." I did not hear
a complaint from the student after that. But it sometimes takes that kind ofexperience,
dealing with real-world problems, for our pharmacy students to begin to develop the
empathy and the altmism that we would like to see all ofthem possess by graduation.

We emphasize primary care, and have joined forces with the medical center to
start a new family practice residency program. We have already recruited two faculty
who will work in primary care settings to develop that program with the medical center
over the course of the next year. We also have an emphasis on entrepreneurship, and are
collaborating with the nursing and PT programs to develop patient care clinics in remote
areas aroimd Winchester. We seek other opportunities for collaborative ventures like
this, opportunities that would probably have been unthinkable years ago when pharmacy
schools were relegated to the ivory tower.

The picture is changing rather rapidly out there. The sands are shifting fairly
quickly under our feet. Back in 1993, Richard Scott, the then-newly named CEO of
Columbia/HCA, said, "This is a great time to be in the health care business; it is complete
chaos. That is when you do well." We are all learning how to benefit from each other's
experience in a tumultuous health care environment and trying to retum to our respective
settings and apply those lessons in order to do well. To an extent, that is what we are
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doing at Shenandoah University, butthis isnot necessarily aneasy process. As a new
school, we took resources away fiom existing schools. There is anatural tendency for
others to resistthatkindof intrusion, particularly during times of tightresources. Weare
trying to maintflin educational relevancy inthe midst ofa confusing world. What is
relevant depends on whom you ask. However, to the extent possible, we start with what
is happening inthe health care environment and work backwards into the cumculum.

We also run into problems based onorientation to individual disciplines. All too
often, people think about what is best for their discipline, before they think about what is
best for the student, for the university or for the patient. I do not know of an easywayto
surmount this problem, otherthan to continue the dialogue.

There is still a perception of safety in theivory tower. I receive a call at least once
a week firom someone in thepharmaceutical industry or someone whoworks at a
hospital, who seeks the safety ofthe ivory tower. I have to inform them that it isnot what
they think it is any more.

At Shenandoah University, we do nothave to deal withpromotion andtenure. In
my past experience, I saw this cause atypical behavior, both pre-tenure and post-tenure.
Those who were pre-tenure acted like prostitutes; they would take any dollar and any
opportunity topublish that came along. Post-tenure, no one cared. Ineither case, I saw
aberrant behavior that compromised myability asa dean to move a group of people
effectively forward as a team.

We also have a history ofprofessional isolation. When I was inpharmacy school
atthe University ofMaryland, every discipline was ona different floor. Unless wehad a
scheduled social event, we didnot seetheseotherpeople. Physical isolation breeds
communication problems, distrust and inability to empathize with each other's problems.
At Shenandoah, wehavea flatbuilding. Wecanwalk down to the cafeteria, sit and drink
coffee together. This enhances theability ofthegroup to solve itsproblems.

Where will ShenandoahUniversity go from here? We are trying to
develop a multidisciplinary orientation, and have met some success. We have seized
opportunities for collaboration when and where they have existed, and aswe expand the
number of students andfaculty, we anticipate enhanced opportunities for collaboration.
Wehave established in the pharmacy school building a research lab, which we plan to
share jointly with thenursing staffto conduct clinical drug trials. Finally, wehave an
entrepreneurial spirit. We would like to see allhealth professions realize opportunities
for growth and development, whether inanacademic orprofessional mode or interms of
interdisciplinary cooperation.
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An Individual Perspective



What Changed My Mind About Education in Teams

R. Layton McCurdy

My charge is to discuss what changed my mind about interdisciplinary education.
In preparation, I called my friend and colleague, Jan Bellack, and asked her about the
Congress. She indicated that its core issue is reform. I thought about that briefly, and
looked \x^ reform in the Oxford English Dictionary. I did not like what I found: "the
removal offaults or errors, especially of a moral or political or social kind." Then I
remembered what Mark Twain said about reform, which was more attractive: "Nothing
needs reform as much as the other person's bad habits."

I will describe briefly our university's history, and will discuss South Carolina as
a laboratory to support collaborative, interdisciplinary education and practice. I will
share my personal joumey regarding interdisciplinary practice, and comment on current
interdisciplinary efforts at our university and in our state. Finally, I will comment briefly
on challenges, obstacles and barriers.

The Medical University ofSouth Carolina has the oldest medical school in the
south. Founded in Charleston in 1824 as a school ofmedicine with a faculty of six, we
have been m continuous operation with just one interruption in the 1860s for three or four
years for what my grandmother used to call the "recent unpleasantness." Our pharmacy
school started as a second college in the 1880s. When Flexner looked at our freestanding
school, which was still supported by the medical committee, he found that we did not
have enough money or the right facilities, that the instruction was inferior, and he
recommended that the school be closed. However, a very noble gentleman, who then
served as dean of the school, decided that the school could survive if it were taken over
by the state, and he started that process. The local citizens raised $75,000, a vast sum in
those days, and in 1913 built one building, which became the anchor of our freestanding
academic health center.

We currently have six colleges: medicine, nursing, dentistry, pharmacy, allied
health sciences, and a graduate school ofbiomedical sciences. We have a university
hospital with 600 beds, a VA hospital a block away, and we manage the county hospital,
which is also a block away; these account for approximately 400,000 patient visits. Our
total budget is approximately $800 million. We are the biggest employer in the city and
in the region.

South Carolina is an interesting state. It has four million residents, half ofwhom
live in urban areas and half ofwhom live in rural areas. It is a geopolitical unit unlike
any other state that I have lived in, but there is much imity in the field ofhealth care.
There is a statewide AHEC. There is a family medicine residency network with seven
programs. There are some 15 or so nursing programs in the state, as well as residencies
in some other teaching hospitals. The University of South Carolina, our sister school, has
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schools ofmedicine, nursmg, pharmacy, and social work. So we have some programs in
each place, which facilitates interdisciplinary education statewide.

I have nothad a road to Damascus experience about interdisciplinary education.
Rather, my conversion has come insmall increments over time, and started early inmy
professional career. Growmg up in psychiatric training programs, one leams quickly that
he orshe is working with several different disciplines. While there is always disciplmary
chauvinism, there is also a great deal ofrespect for other disciplines. Aseries oflearning
experiences revealed to me the power, the force and the value ofinterdisciplinary practice
and, in turn, interdisciplinary education.

My first job after my residency training program was atthe National Institutes of
Health. I worked part-time mthe evenings, dealing with medications ina mental health
center, where I was introduced to what I have come to call the "therapeutic triangle.
This triangle consisted ofanon-physician psychotherapist, the patient, and me. The three
ofus worked together very effectively.

My next position was inAtlanta at Emory University. Emory permitted its junior
faculty to take ahalf-day ofoutside work, consulting or infield settings. I landed ajobin
the Clayton County Mental Health Center. Now abedroom community for a very big
city, Claj^on County 30 years ago was a rural county south ofAtianta, beyond the
airport. Our four- orfive-office mental health clinic was housed inthe back ofthe one-
story brick building that also housed the health department. I went down on Thursdays,
about 1 o'clock intheafternoon, andstayed until about nine. My assignment was to do
theaftercare forformer state hospital patients, who needed their medications andprogress
monitored. In the late afternoon, I often hadtea or coffee withthe seven public health
nurses, who had nothing to do with our mental health clinic, butwho covered Clayton
County. They would tell me who was not doing well, who had been discharged, and I
would ask how they knew. They would reply, "Well, Sally Jones has had no wash onthe
line for the last two weeks."

One aspect ofthis program was clearly notgoing well. Ifpatients could afford
their medicine, they could stay inClayton County and simply get aprescription filled. If
they could not, patients could get medications for free, but this entailed getting inthecar,
going back to the hospital (about 250 miles away), and waiting for a physician. The
public health nurses and I negotiated a system witii the people atthe state hospital, who
agreed to send medications to one oftwo pharmacies inJonesboro. Inturn, the
pharmacists agreed to dispensethem at low or no cost.

The nurses andI madea dealwhereby they would seepatients for aftercare and I
would serve as a consultant. Some nurses enthusiastically approached taking on
psychiatric patients, butone ortwo had tobe convinced toparticipate. I would see any
patient onThursday afternoons; thenurses could see a patient with meif they wished.
Further, the nurses couldcallme at anyhourof the dayor night, at home or at work. For
the first60 days ofthat program, I received calls about every hour anda half, dayand
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night. My wife wondered what was going on. Then the calls began to dwindle, and by
the time six monttis had passed, we had a very effective, efficient patient care system.
The nursesand I determined where our skills and competencies overlapped, and where
each of us had specialcompetencies. We workedit out becausewe had a task: to provide
better aftercare for these psychiatric patients. That task approach, I believe, was the key.
There are two ways to approach a situation: around a theory and around a task.

The rate ofreadmission to the state hospital was dramatically reduced; fewer than
half the patients returned. We had no way to measure the quality oflife accurately, but
we saw obvious benefits. The mental health clinic director, an enterprising gentleman,
recognized the potential ofour highly effective approach to collaborative patient care.
The clinic won the American Psychiatric Association's prize that year for the best
community program. This was 30 years ago, but it has been one of the most important
accomplishments ofmy life.

The next experience that made me change my mind occurred many years later, in
fact not long ago, in Philadelphia. I was part of a psychiatric program ofthe University
of Pennsylvania and Pennsylvania Hospital, with subcapitated responsibility for the
mental health care of approximately 270,000 HMO patients. That meant that our
providers saw patients upon psychiatric referral from the primary care doctors. Some
primary care doctors sent us many patients, including some whom we probably did not
need to see. Other primary care physicians did not send as many patients as we expected.
We wondered ifthere were an efficient way to manage this, because we were over-
utilizing resources. After wrestling with this a little, we decided to station nurse
clinicians in those high-utilizing primary care offices. These nurses would, in essence,
perform triage. We discovered that we reduced utilization, without detriment to the
quality ofpatient care. The psychiatric nurse could do a great deal to assist the primary
care physicians, many ofwhom enjoyed maintaining contact with their patients. We
received a small grant to study this issue, and wrote up the outcomes, including what we
had learned about measuring the quality oflife.

Finally, as part of this journey, as the dean of medicine at MUSC for the last
seven years, I have learned quite a bit, especially from my colleagues. One, Jan Bellack,
is part ofa group that has instituted a program with a grant fi"om the Pew Charitable
Trusts. The project mcludes learning about quality improvement in an interdisciplinary
fashion. They have held several conferences, and produced some papers. I have been
watching with great interest and enthusiasm. To date, their work has been largely
theoretical, but they are now beginning applied research. Three or four other schools
aroimd the country are also engaged in this study of quality improvement.

I realize that our school is not as far along in interdisciplinary terms as some, but
we are learning, we are assessing the value and importance. We are committed to
learning what we need to know, and to acting promptly where we see that
interdisciplinary education addresses and adds value to our system.
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Asa freestanding academic health science center, we have some disadvantages.
We do not have departments ofsociology, anthropology or English. We do not have the
broad representation ofageneral university. On the other hand, the fact that we are all
health science schools is also a major advantage. A gathering ofthedeans in our
institution encompasses health sciences people. With the exception ofthe graduate
school, we areall educating health science professionals.

In 1991-92, we embarked ona strategic planning effort to get ourhands around
our future. At thattime, our five professional schools were very college-bound. Deans
had been intheir positions for many years, and everybody was cordial, butwe were very
circumscribed as colleges. Each college produced a strategic plan and then we patched
them together like aransom note as our collective strategic plan. We began to evolve
toward the goals identified in ourplanandto enjoy some success.

We reevaluated the strategic plan in 1995-96, but this time the effortbeganon a
university-wide basis, and was technically sophisticated and expensive. We hired
planners. I have become a great fan ofstrategic planning and plaimers, because it seems
that whatever we plan to do, happens.

How could we change during just three or four years to auniversity orientation?
During that tune, we recruited all new deans, except for me. I am convinced that
instimtions thathave a very difficult time getting beyond theboundaries of the individual
schools are not enjoying success or, atthe very least, perceive themselves as such. We
brought ina really terrific new, young provost, who had been the dean ofEmory's public
health school. Withfresh, invigorated leadership, we decided to lookmore seriously at
planning and to think about the institution's future. Our research fimding tripled. We
became very competitive for top students. After reengineering, our hospital went from a
three to four million dollar bottom line to a $25 to 30 million bottom line. We developed
anetwork ofprimary care doctors inour community. It should benoted that ours is a
very state-oriented instimtion. We do not envision ourselves asa national resource.
Rather,we exist to improvethe health of SouthCarolinians.

As anoutcome of the strategic plan, andofbothindividual college as wellas
inter-college efforts, webegan to define theclinical competencies thatwewanted our
students to have, andto pairthose up and match them. The clinical competencies roster
for the college ofmedicine is notthesame asthat for thecollege ofpharmacy, butthere
are some similarities. Theplanning committees focused on the commonalities. One
commonality thatemerged quickly, at least intheoretical terms, was thecapacity to work
collaboratively andeffectively withother health care providers. Another wasto drawon
outcomes, touching onissues of effectiveness and efficiency. Thatis probably in all
strategic plans. When we came toa clinical task, wewould ask, "Who can do this task?"
instead of asking, "Who should do this task?" Webought into the notion of asking,
"Who can?" It may be more than onediscipline. In fact, moreoftenthan not, it is.
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Over the last two and a halfyears, we have undertaken several initiatives to
support this heightened emphasis on effectiveness and efficiency. We committed five
million dollars to create a center to study outcomes, which will address some ofthe
questions raised at this Congress. We brought into our VA hospital a fabulous man from
UCLA, who started an instantly successful program ofprimary care teams for veterans in
the ambulatory setting. He was so successful at the VA that after a year, we asked him to
offer the same program at the university teaching clinics. The planning for that will
likely be completed within the next six months.

We set aside $11 million this year to fund a project known as Healthy South
Carolina. The project's criteria or success fectors included working with faculty in other
colleges, addressing health promotion, and addressing avoidance ofhealth care treatment.
The leverage ofmoney generated some 20 applications, three-fourths ofwhich involve
faculty from different colleges. With half of the designated money, we fimded six of
those projects. After peer review, we gave critiques, and we are going to receive
applications again.

We in the college ofmedicine created a volunteer program, which has since
expanded to all ofour colleges, in which students interact through extensive volunteer
services. Ninety percent ofour medical students participate in this program, with
similarly high participation rates in other schools across the xmiversity. The projects
range from teaching health care principles to schoolchildren to painting houses for poor
people out on the islands. It encompasses a broad range ofvolunteer services. The
students run the program, and the university pays one person to coordinate available
opportunities, maintain a roster ofactivities and keep track ofwho is doing what. This
program brings the students together around a task, and has been extremely successful.

We have been working coUaboratively with the other medical school in the state
for two years to plan the number ofresidency slots statewide, and have made much
progress to this end. We now have a format whereby no one can change numbers in any
teaching program statewide without group consensus. The state invests a small sum of
money in all residencies statewide.

We then began to look at other opportunities for medical students, and agreed that
rural education is crucial both for our institution and for our state's health care

professionals. The other medical school, which is in Columbia, has a rural site or two
with education for various disciplines, as do we. Thus, we made a commitment to
establish enough rural sites that every student in both schools will have an opportunity for
rural training. What can be learned there? Clearly,.students will learn about medicine
and about patient care.. However, they will also learn about diversity of culture and
lifestyle, about attitudes, about teamwork. -We will start out having every student spend a
month at a rural site. We think it will take 12 or 15 sites.

The criteria for rural sites are five. First, the site must be rural, which sometimes
is difficult to define. We use a fimny little checklist that includes characteristics such as
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finding clothes ona clothesline and being able to getthrough to themayor when youcall
the mayor's office. Second, it must involve primary care. Third, it mustbe m
interdisciplinary experience, which canbeproblematic mmany rural sites, where perhaps
just oneor two doctors arepracticing. We will have to bring other faculty into these
sites. Fourth, it must have state-of-the-art information technology, since we will link
these sites to the homebase. Finally, there must be an active data collection site for
health services research. We are now cobbling together a set of sites, and will later
expand this endeavor.

Let me close with a few words about challenges and obstacles to implementation
of mterdisciplinary education. The history of thehealth professions in ourcountry
demonstrates why we still havemajor challenges and obstacles to accomplishing this
goal. If you look at health professions here and inother Western nations, particularly
European nations, wearereally different in thiscoimtry, especially in medicine. I can
assure you, from havmg hadthe good fortune to liveand work forseveral years in Great
Britain, that Britishphysicians andnurses do not enjoythe sameprestigious status as
theircounterparts in thiscountry. Some people believe this is because we were originally
a firontier nation, in which anyone with an education was held in high esteem.

Twobooks, bothpublished in the 1980s, givean excellent senseof bothhow our
professions developed into independent units and thecharacteristics ofthose independent
units. One,Rosemary Stephens' In Sickness and in Wealth, concerns hospitals in this
country in this century andis a lovely, histo-sociologic survey ofhospitals andthepeople
who work therein. The other, Paul Starr's well-known TheSocial Transformation of
AmericanMedicine, is also a definitive source. These publications show how, in the last
century and a half,all ofthe health care professions in thiscountry haveshifted from
tradesto professions. In this, wemaybe unique in the Western world.

Health care is changingrapidly,but the movementtowardprofessionalism has not
beenequal. Eachprofession hasmoved in thedirection of professionalism at a different
pace, which is an obstacle. Doctors andnurses may bethe model for comparison of two
disciplines, since there have been long-term, traditional barriers between physicians and
nurses. There have been enormous changes in nursing and medicaleducationsince the
1950s and 1960s. I remember vividly a conferenceI attended at Columbia University on
nursing education in the mid-1960s, at which muchdebate occurred aboutthe
transformation from diplomaschoolsto degree schools, and maybemaster's programs.
Traditionally, nursing initiativesaroundpatientcare were couchedin terms that
maintained the then-existing hierarchy in which all decisions were made by doctors. One
issue has to do with jurisdiction,occupational kinship, who ownsthe territory, who is the
default owiaer if ownership is not articulated. Medicine has long been the designated
owner by default, but that old barrier is changing.

Further, there are sex role stereotypes. Traditionally, nurses were women and
doctors were men. Now that is changing,perhaps faster in medicine than in nursing. My
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graduating class from medical school had one woman. The class my school graduated
this year included 51 percent women. That represents enormous change in 35 years.

There are social class stereotypes. There was at one time a social class diversity
between people who went into nursing and those who went into medicine.

Perhaps the most powerful barrier has been the asymmetry ofpower. By that, I
include money. That has not changed as quickly, interestingly enough, as these other
barriers have, but that it is changing. One can see extremes today. At one end ofthe
spectrum, you have physician arrogance, which still exists. At the other end, equally
corrosive, lies the quiet, implicit hostility among nurses and in nursing schools toward
physicians. Both positions exist, and these issues have not been resolved.

Finally, there is an education barrier to interdisciplinary education, but we may
respond to this problem. The seeds ofcollaboration and interdisciplinary work and
effective patient care are best planted in the early days ofeducation. I think the greater
chance ofpeople being imbued with that spirit comes when those seeds are planted early
on. How can we teach students? One handy, yet simplistic, model often used is that of
overlapping circles, the pretzel approach, indicatingwhichdiscipline can teach a certain
subject. A second important question is, what evidence exists of the value of
interdisciplinary education, what is the outcome?

In the end, although there are many very effective managers ofpeople and
resources, leadership will make the difference. Managers by definition stay within
boundaries; leaders are willing to go beyond boundaries, to push the edge somewhat. In
examiningand supportmg interdisciplinary education, such leaderswill be required.
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A Perspective from the Federal Government



Interdisciplinary Programs of the Health Resources and ServicesAdministration

Claude Earl Fox

I have been at the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) for just
threemonths. AVhile I amnot expertin the areaof interdisciplinary education and
training, overthe lastfewmonths I have enjoyed learning a great deal more, andcertainly
am concerned about and very supportive ofsuch activity.

The President's proposed budget for 1998 recommended almosta 60 percent
reduction in the training areawithinthe Bureau of HealthProfessions, mostlywithin
primary care and nursing. This inpart isbecause ofa sense that the market will take care
of the supply problem. However, interdisciplinary training is oneareathatwasnot
recommended for reductionin the President's budget, which servesas an indicationthat
theAdministration supports suchtraining. Forthe last several years, HRSA hasbeen
more involved in tryingto directits monies toward areasthat the marketis less likelyto
dealwith, areassuchas diversity, meeting the needs of underserved populations, and
interdisciplinary training. We are trying to anticipate exactly what will happen, and
whether Congress will accept the proposed budget.

Most of you areprobably aware of the breadth of programs withinHRSA.
However, many people do notrealize that theagency's budget is one-third larger than
that of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. In terms of fimding, we are the
second largest U.S. Public Health Service agency, behind only theNational Institutes of
Health. Our funding is currently at $3.4 billion.

We provide many opportunities for training, including interdisciplmary training.
For example, HRSA expends about $800 million toapproximately 2,200 community
health centers through our Bureau ofPrimary Health Care. The maternal and child health
block grant, which totals approximately $670 million, includes $100 million for traimng
andotherdemonstration projects. Under Titles I through IV of theRyanWhite Act, we
house all of the nation'sdiscretionary funding forAIDS care, encompassing projects with
cities, states, community health centers, and pediatric AIDS centers.

Perhaps one ofthebestindications ofthevalue ofHRSA experience comes not
fromformal information concerning our training programs, but straight from a student's
mouth. Matthew Borrego, a doctonil candidate at the University of ArizonaCollege of
Pharmacy, thought he would givebackmore thanhe received through a HRSA
interdisciplinary training grant. Hewas sent to an isolated, predominantly Hispanic
community in the little town ofNogales, Arizona, ontheU.S.-Mexico border. Going in,
hethought thatheknew most ofwhat there was to know about working aspartof a team
to address diseasepreventionand healthpromotionissues.
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Letmeread foryou what Borrego, tohisown surprise, learned from the
experience. He stated, "I didn't expect toreceive an education so enlightening, to so
transform myoutlook asa student, a teacher, a health care professional, and even asa
human bemg. But that isexactly what I got. I can't quantify the experience, orprecisely
what I learned as a memberof a health care team,workingwonderswith limited
resources. I can'tassess howmuchI leamed from working withpatients reluctant to take
prenatal vitamins, because they believe them to cause excessive weight gain, orfor
patients whose tuberculosis medications were stripped oflabels because they were
ashamed for their families to see the bottles.

"ButI can quantify myinterdisciplinary training experience. It has been an
extraordinarily profound, life-changing, real experience, a real education that every health
care provider should receive." I am not sure that we need much more rationale than that
to go forward and spread the gospel about the value ofHRSA's interdisciplinary and
community-based programs.

HRSA is committed to educating future health professionals across disciplines, in
classrooms, in clinics, andinunderserved communities. This is increasingly becoming a
focus within the agency generally andwithin the Bureau ofHealth Professions in
particular. "We try to provide interdisciplinary training inpreparation for coordinated
care, to prepare ourstudents for real practice, and to address theneeds ofa changing
workforce. HRSA's community healthcenters havebecome a viable site for
interdisciplinary training. Similarly, ourAIDS education and training centers and
geriatric education centers are now training professionals across disciplines.

When I came to HRSA, I asked whatmade our tramingprograms different, what
we were doing thatwasnotbeing done elsewhere or thatwould not be partof the
marketplace. I asked this because I wanted to be able to explain to Congress andto
others outside theagency how ouractivities were bothvaluable and unique. Ourwork to
develop interdisciplinary teams fallssquarely withinthis category.

In a larger sense, we have tried to think through the purpose andmeaning of
HRSA. Theagency wascreated a number ofyears ago through the combination of two
agencies, and consists ofa series of conglomerate programs that some claim do notfit
together verywell. However, HRSA at its essence is about access to health services.
Whether we are talking about puttinga health centerin LosAngeles, abouthelping states
pay for protease inhibitors through ourADAP drug program with ourAIDS grantees, or
about setting up a Healthy Start infant mortality reduction project inBaltimore, HRSA is
about access. Weareworking to ensure thatournation'shealth workforce is equal to the
challenge of meeting the health care needs ofall Americans.

I come from a rural community in Mississippi, a community that still does not
have physical therapists, occupational therapists orsocial workers, does notin many
instances even have the requisite physicians andnurses, much lesshavethese health
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professionals work in an interdisciplinary manner. The problemof lack of access is
perhaps exacerbated in inner cities and in rural areas, but exists throughoutthis country.

HRSA's interdisciplinary grants working with Area Health Education Centers
(AHECs) address part of the access problem. These grants train physicians, nurses,
pharmacists, dentists, and allied tod public health specialists to work side by side. When
I was going through my M.P.H. programat the Universityof North Carolinaat Chapel
Hill, I had an opportunity, through an AHEC, to work in a rural community that had no
providers. When I reflect back on that experience now, I can see again what an
abundance ofopportimities HRSA facilitates for health professionals and patients alike.

As the health care world has shifted on its axis, it has left us all feeling somewhat
unbalanced. Just as soon as we understood DRGs, we had to leam about managed care
and capitation. We are constantly moving on to other things, yet we always need to leam
how we can provide services in a better and a different fashion. Old World ways do not
seem to work well in our new world order. We cannot continue to train soloists. Even

for group practices that are made up ofgroup physicians, the song is calling for a
different chorus. Interdisciplinary training is the way to build health care tetois, where
professionals from all disciplines can work in harmony. That is what the health force is
evolving to and needs.

One question I was asked to address is whether health care practice drives
interdisciplinary training, or if the training is driving the practice, a chicken-or-egg
question. I am not sure we have an answer for that, but it probably is a little bit of each.
However, as a person on the first cusp of the baby boom generation, I note that, while
most ofus thought that Communism would fall for any of several reasons, few ofus
would have predicted it would fall for economic reasons. Similarly, as someone
interested in the prevention and cure ofdisease, I am interested to see the evolution ofthe
health care market. Many of the concepts now being discussed in public forums and in
boardrooms are being driven by the economics of the evolving managed care market.

Definitely, practice is driving training somewhat. However, I hope that training is
also driving practice. That is one of the reasons for HRSA to be involved. In fact, there
has been some question as to why, with all of the money going into graduate medical
education, HRSA needs to provide dollars for interdisciplinary or any other training. The
obvious response is that these are targeted dollars, dollars with which we can through
training shape and mold practice. It is somewhat surprising to me that, in our current
health care environment, where the solo practitioner and even the group provider is
quickly becoming an anachronism, in a system where hospital stays for even the sickest
patients are shorter and hospital staffs are becoming smaller, there is even a question
about interdisciplinary training. I would think that it would be almost a fait accompli.

Leaders in the academic health center world are certainly in a position to help
charmel interdisciplinary education more into the mainstream, and to tiy to perpetuate this
trend. No single school within an academic health center can implement an
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interdisciplinary approach alone; it requires coordination and cooperation across a
number of different entities. This puts theonus onacademic health center leadership.
From this Congress, I hope that you all gain some strategies that you can take back to
your schools, to your deans, and work with preceptors. I hope that this meeting enables
you better to spread the word that we must teach all ofour health professionals fiom the
verystart how to thinkandact like teamplayers.

Thatis the reality ofhealth care today, whether youare talking about emergency
room care, rehabilitation care, care incommunity health centers, ormultidisciplmary
group practices. Managed care accelerates this trend ofteamwork and the need for
interdisciplinary training, butinterdisciplinary practice benefits patients asmuch as
payors. Like the renaissance inprimary care, our interest ininterdisciplinary care is
really areturn to the roots ofmedicine. My great-grandmother in 1890 rode around with
the physician, going from house to house, and we are almost returning to a time oftrying
tobring together medicine, pharmacy, dentistry, nursing and allied health after several
decades of separation.

HRSA's target population, for themost part, is the medically underserved, those
atrisk for fragmented, episodic, uncoordinated care. Aprime example ofthat would be
children with special health care needs. Our maternal and child health block grant funds
servicesfor these children, such as those with spina bifida, who have orthopedic,
neurosurgical, and developmental needs, who also need physical therapy and primary
care. Often, no oneindividual coordinates thatcare. There may notevenbe a team in
some areas. In his State of the Union address, the President annoimced a children's
initiative, which isbeing developed within the Department ofHealth and Human Services
(HHS) as we speak. That will include examining the concept ofahealth home for
children, a concept thatinherently dictates aninterdisciplinary team approach to care.

Quality is also ofconcern to HRSA. We are trying to think through all ofour
programs with respect toquality issues, HRSA isclosely tracking our 20 active
interdisciplinary training programs inrural health. The lessons learned through these
experiences are being disseminated through traditional publications and through
electronic media. Similarly, our interdisciplmary efforts centered ongeriatrics,
community health, HIV/AIDS, and maternal and child health areallbeing culled fordata.
Given thatwehavesomany demonstration projects within HRSA, wemustdo a good
jobofdetermining which aspects work well, ofidentifying the best practices models, and
then disseminating that information.

The Wisconsin AHEC is providing intensive, interdisciplinary, clinical
experiences for students innursing, pharmacy, medicine, physical therapy and social
work. The Western Maryland AHEC is partnering with theUniversity of Maryland at
Towson and Baltimore to develop an interdisciplinary curriculum that combines nursing,
occupational therapy, physical therapy and social work. Faculty andtraining site
representatives are linked by interactive video to overcome limitations of timeand
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distance, and working together to create a team curriculum that will serve as a model for
others.

The University ofKentucky and St. Clare Medical Center have collected data on
geriatric rural patients served through their interdisciplinary program. They will evaluate
these outcomes against those of geriatric urban patients receiving multidisciplinary
services outside an interdisciplinary program, which will be interesting.

The real work to integrate training programs across disciplines has to happen at
the local level,.inside individual academic health centers. As you all know, the issue of
funding for academic health centers is under review right now. Within HHS, there is a
group, ofwhich I am a member, working on that issue, trying to develop a coherent,
cogentposition that vnW supportacademic health centers downthe road, particularlyas
graduate medical education changes. Will change in graduate medical education occur in
a thoughtful fashion, where we can use that money to encourage interdisciplinary and
community-based training, where we can support the types ofactivities that are
appropriatein the health care market? Or do wejust let the changeoccur?

I will conclude vwth a story from Montgomery, Alabama several years ago, where
1,700maternitypatients werewhollywithoutmedicalcare. Everybody in the community
was upset aboutit, but nobody had a plan. Finally, a group of people got together and
formed a private, nonprofit foundation. They went outsidethe state to hire some
obstetricians, then brought in somenurse midviives to work with the obstetricians, then
brought in some social workersto workwith the nursemidwives, and some public health
nurses to do prenatal care. Thenthe health department, the hospitals, and the community
health centers got together to form a project to providecare to these 1,700 low-income
women. Not only did the systemimprovetheir care,but the infantmortalityrates
dropped as well. Thenumber of prenatal visitswentup. Women whoprior to that time
had onlyreceived drop-in delivery care in an emergency roomweregettingcoordinated,
comprehensive care. They were gettingfollow-up care in their homes, and even
receiving attentionfor medicalproblems that had previously been largely ignored. That
is just one example, but onethat to me points outboththe needfor and the benefitsof an
interdisciplinary approach.

We do not have all ofthe answers at HRSA. We do not pretend to. Nonetheless,
this is the type of educationthat we must continueto support. Whateverthe Department
does vwth respect to GME funding, if there is at somepoint a GMEtrust fimd, we hope to
see HRSA dollars therein focused on interdisciplinarycare, and perhaps some dollars
from other sources as well.
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Educating Health Professionals in Teams:
Functional Perspectives



A View from Geriatrics

Marie A. Bernard

I have beeninvolved in the fieldof geriatric medicine for slightlymorethan a
decade. I am an internal medicine physician who for sixyears as a faculty member felt
that I knew geriatrics because I took care ofolder individuals. Amini-fellowship offered
by the Geriatric Education Center ofPennsylvania made me realize that the care ofolder
individuals entails much more thansimply knowing howto establish diagnoses andhow
toprescribe medications. Thus, I am one ofthe Bureau ofHealth Professions' outcomes,
in terms oftraining individuals for geriatric medicme.

Certification ingeriatrics is offered jointly bytheAmerican Board ofInternal
Medicine and the American Boardof Family Practice. The certifying examination was
first offered in 1988, and recertification is required every tenyears. I was among thefirst
group tobecome board certified ingeriatrics, and thus face recertification next year.

Asa geriatrician, I see myrole as working within interdisciplinary teams.
Geriatricians do not typically have endoscopes orcolonoscopes, and do not routinely
perform catheter ablations. Rather, the tool that geriatricians work with isthe team. I
willdiscuss howthis tool, assessment teams, hasevolved as the focus in geriatric
medicine. I will also elaborate upon information developed by a team ofgeriatrics and
gerontology experts, which was presented inthe White Paper on Interdisciplinary
Geriatric Education at the National Forum on Geriatric Education.

Thefocus ofthe interdisciplinary geriatric team is to improve ormaintain
fimctional abilities forfiail elderly individuals. Therefore, wewant to assess physical
and psychological functioning ofindividuals, and to assess and enhance their
socioeconomic status in whatever fashion is feasible, givenavailable resources. This
work demands someone with special training and knowledge inmedical assessment, but
also necessitates individuals who are very well attuned to evaluating psychological and
social circimistances. The average internal medicine or family medicine physician is not
necessarilyable to encompass all of these areas.

A standard comprehensive geriatric assessment entails evaluation inseveral
spheres, only the first ofwhich, the medical area, is typically best or easily accomplished
by aphysician. The assessment also encompasses (1) the cognitive status ofthe fi"ail
elderly individual, which oftentimes is assessed by psychologists orpsychiatrists, but
sometimes by a social worker ora nurse; (2) the mood ofthat mdividual, how well that
person functions physically and socially, where aphysical therapist oran occupational
therapist will often be ofmuch gjeater assistance than the intemal medicine physician; (3)
the patient's economic situation, social support and availability ofa caregiver, also areas
that physicians oftentimes are not adept atassessing, but social workers, nurses and other
health professionals are very, very attuned to; (4) environmental hazards, which may lead
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to risk for hip fractures and falls in older individuals; and (5) quality of life and well-
being. All ofthose converge in acomprehensive geriatric assessment to assist in the care
of that frail elderly individual.

Comprehensive geriatric assessment occurs with amultidisciplmary team that
uses interdisciplinary skills. In the geriatric setting, we often see an evaluative team,
perhaps including aphysician, anurse, asocial worker, each ofwhom works within his or
her own disciplinary perspective to come up with an assessment and acare plan and
implement that care plan. The participants do not necessarily interact with the other
health professionals who seethepatient.

The capstone ofstate ofthe art geriatric care might go astep further, and have
those health professionals interact to come up with amutual plan to enhance the patient's
function and well being. This would mean that the individual's caregiver would be part
ofthe team, with acknowledgment and acceptance ofthe role and flmction ofeach team
member. Sometimes the nurse will pick up an issue that might be considered to lie ^
within the realm ofthe physician, or the social worker might pick up another that might
be considered to lievwthin therealm ofthe dietician, butthere noturfbattle would arise
over those issues. Rather, there would berespect and mutuality inthedevelopment of
plans, and optimization of resources bythat means.

The major goal inthis type ofteam care iscommunication and mutual decision
making. While little is necessarily easily accomplished in an academic settmg, perhaps
this ismore easily accomplished in an academic health center than ina rural setting. In
the latter, often the team members are not available at the same time to resolve these sorts
ofissues. Nonetheless, the strengthening ofcommunication and mutual decision making
can be done in a formal or an informal fashion.

What data do I have to suggest that this approach is a beneficial approach? A
number ofsmdies mthe United States, starting inapproximately 1984, have examined
comprehensive geriatric assessment versus usual care for frail elderly veterans who were
recuperating from an acute illness.

Inthat first study, Larry Rubenstein and his colleagues atUCLA, and at its
associated VA, randomly assigned veterans toone oftwo groups: patients either were
given in-patient, continued care by amultidisciplinary team that interacted in an
interdisciplinary fashion to optimize function, orwere simply sent home. They
demonstrated that the mortality rate the year after hospitalization was much lower for the
group who underwent comprehensive geriatric assessment than for those veterans who
received care. A number of other, snmlarstudies have since been conducted in
different settings with similar results.

A meta-analysis ofthose studies was reported intheJournalofthe American
Geriatrics Soc/e/ywithin thelast several years. The meta-analysis concluded that
comprehei^ive geriatric assessment, whether conducted as a consultation on apatient
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unit, or in the home with a home care team ready to implement recommendations, seems
to decrease mortality offrail, elderly individuals. The only setting in which no decrease
in mortality was found in the meta-analysis was in an out-patient geriatric evaluation and
management clinic. The postulate there was that although the team in the out-patient
setting would assess the frail individual and make recommendations, the team will not
necessarily be able to implement all ofits recommendations. Several studies since the
meta-analysis seem to show similar benefits, although other sorts ofbenefits (e.g.,
decreased morbidity, increased functional status, increase in quality oflife) are all
measured in a variety of fashions. Thus, meta-analyses to evaluate impact are difficult.

Does this lead to any cost savings? In our present environment, that is a very
important consideration. Unfortunately, very few studies address the cost effectiveness
of interdisciplinary teams. Almost a decade ago,Williams andcolle^ues randomly
assigned frail, elderly individuals to comprehensive geriatric assessment versus usualcare
and evaluated cost ofcare a year later. They found similar nimibers ofhospitalizations
for thetwo groups, but those in the former group also exhibited shorter hospital stays and,
on average, less costper careperpatient, although the difference was not statistically
significant. In settings such as On Lok in San Francisco, with comprehensive
responsibility for the careof olderindividuals, including in-patient care, out-patient care
and nursing home care, there seem to be trends toward costsavings as well. Nonetheless,
we do not yet havedefinitive information to indicate that comprehensive geriatric
assessment and specifically, assessment done by interdisciplinary teams, leadsto
significant cost savings. That is our challenge.

In termsof interdisciplinary education, geriatrics content is required for
undergraduate medical students, nursing students and social workstudents. However,
this educationinvolvesonly content; it does not specifythat one must work within an
interdisciplinary team. Similarly, geriatric rotations are required in internal medicine and
family medicine residency training programs; again, it is not specified thatresidents must
interact in an interdisciplinary team, but the content is required. However, residents often
will, in fact, work within an interdisciplinary team, depending upon the level of
development of geriatrics at the medical centerat which they are training. In contrast,
within geriatric medicine fellowship programs, accreditation requires thatfellows receive
training within oneormore interdisciplinary teams. Thatis theoneareawithin medicine
with a dociimented requirement for interdisciplinarytraining.

At present, a number of clinical programs provide excellent examples of
interdisciplinary geriatrics. First and foremost, interdisciplinary team trainingprograms
in geriatrics exist throughout the VA system. Developed approximately 20 years ago,
these programs continue to do a wonderful job of training interdisciplinaiy teams and
providing interdisciplinary geriatric care. Nonetheless, theyare specific to the VA
system. In addition, the geriatric education centers funded through theBureau of Health
Professions are very specifically orientedtowards interdisciplinary, geriatric health care.
Since the first of these centers was established in 1984, approximately 50 geriatric
education centers have been funded throughout the United States. Further, the Omnibus
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Budget Reconciliation Act of1987 led to nursing home regulations that require
interdisciplinary assessment ofindividuals upon admission to nursing homes; the
assessmentteam at miniTmim consistsof a nurse, a social workerand a physician,but
many times will include other health professionals as well (e.g., aphysical therapist ora
dietician). Finally, the Jomt Commission on Accreditation ofHealth Organizations now
puts increasingly strong emphasis on team assessments and team patient care.

Providing good interdisciplinary geriatric care presents an array ofchallenges.
First, there are clearly differences inculture and philosophy according todisciplines.
That challenge will exist regardless ofthe setting mwhich interdisciplinary care is
provided. Second, the required qualifications for team members vary. Inatypical
geriatric assessment team, the range ofdisciplines may go fi:om the physician, who has
had many years ofpost-graduate education, to the nurse assistant, who possesses only a
high school diploma. However, that nurse assistant may be the lone team member with
the greatest degree ofmoment-by-moment information about that frail, elderly individual
being assessed. Thus, that member is clearly as valuable to the team as is the physician.

Problems withscheduling and time constraints mayhinder a team's ability to
function optimally. Typically, the further one moves firom the academic health center, the
more ofa challenge that becomes. There are clearly turfissues as towho takes ownership
for thefavorable orpoor outcomes. As previously noted by others, administrative
resistance sometimes occurs, suchas when accrediting bodies will not givecreditfor
multipledisciplines interacting.

On the otherhand, a numberof promising opportunities exist at present to
enhance interdisciplinary geriatric teams. As health maintenance organizations become
an increasingly common source ofhealth care for the Medicare population, they begin to
see thebenefit of interdisciplinary team evaluations ofthe firail elderly. The present
emphasis upon health promotion, case management and continuous quality improvement
also begs for the interaction ofa team to care for individual patients, rather than leaving
the care to any single health professional.

Asnoted in theWhite Paper onInterdisciplinary Geriatric Education (a firee
monograph available from the Bureau ofHealth Professions), the vision for the future is
that every older person will have access to appropriate interdisciplinary health care. This
does notnecessarily mean thatevery older person will require such care. In fact, when
you look at the baby boomers, who will soon become geriatric age, the proportion of
those mdividuals who will likely befrail and thus require interdisciplinary team care will
remain relatively low, anestimated five percent ofallpeople 65 and older, and perhaps
20 to25 percent ofpeople 85 and older. Yet the actual number ofindividuals requiring
suchcare will increase exponentially, especially as the baby boomers gray. Consistent
with thegoal ofallowing access to interdisciplinary team care for thefirail and dependent
elderly, the vision is thatevery health care setting would have an interdisciplinary
geriatric program and, sunilarly, that interdisciplinary education would bea core
component of education of all future health professionals.
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I will conclude by citing two key recommendations from the white paper on
interdisciplinary education that are especially pertinent to the Association ofAcademic
Health Centers. There were a total of 13 recommendations within that paper, many of
which are applicable to the association, but as a director ofa geriatric education center, I
deem two the most germane.

First, interdisciplinary academic activities should be recognized in determining
promotionand tenure for faculty. In its fimding ofgeriatric educationcenters, HRSA has
done a wonderful job offacilitating interdisciplinary faculty interaction, becausethere are
salary set-asides for faculty. But when a geriatriceducation center is no longer funded, it
may becomemore difficultto have continued participationby those faculty, sincethey
must consider promotion andtenure. Manytimes, they are faced with the question of
whether the work is truly relevant to their discipline. Second yet equally important,
establishmentof chairs in interdisciplinary geriatrichealth care would raise recognitionof
the value ofthis interaction.
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A View from Rural Health

Joseph V. Scaletti

Werefer to the NewMexico interdisciplinaiy education projectas an experiment
because it is an ongoing process forus. We arenow in the seventh year of the
experiment. I will describe how we begin the process ofinterdisciplinary education, and
howwe takeit fi:om the campus to rural commimities. In so doing, I willdiscuss the
development ofthecommunity involvement and partnerships and will touch onoutcome
measurements, even thoughthat picturehas not yet fully emerged.

The New Mexico program was initiated with HRSA funding in 1990, and is slated
to continue through 1999. Itsprimary goals are to increase recruitment and retention of
health care practitioners in rural areas, and to make rural practice a more attractive career
choice for students aswellas providers. Weaccomplish these goals by sending our
students aspart of their training for two tothree months to small, imderserved
commimities, andwe goto each of these communities priorto placement to determine
preciselywhat they want from our program.

Theschools and students thathave participated since 1990 aremedicine, nursing,
pharmacy, physical therapy and respiratory therapy. As we have progressed, we have
added otiier disciplines: public health, social work, dental hygiene, medical laboratory
science, occupational therapy, and speech pathology, both oncampus and off. For
example, since we have no social work program atotir institution, we work with the two
institutions in New Mexico that do.

Insixyears, student enrollment inthe program has grown from 11 to over 70,
with the numberof schools increasing from fiveto 11,faculty increasing from sevento
15, and communities from one to seven. We have more than 70 preceptors in the various
communities who work with our students for that two- to three-month period ofrural
trainmg.

Inthe initial, campus-based phase, we start recruiting students inNovember with
an open house. We go tothe different health professions schools, introduce students to
the program, distribute descriptive manuals, and stress health providers' importance to
smaller, underserved areas. In December, students, faculty andrural preceptors are
actively involved incomputer training. All students go out tothe rural sites with
computers. Infact, one mechanism for making rural communities more attractive for
hedth professionals iselectronic media. Back in 1990, simply having electronic mail
was a major accomplishment. We are now moving further, with access to theInternet,
affordable video conferencing, and use of desktop computers.

The actual program starts oncampus inJanuary with problem-based leammg,
which is our platform. Students use simulated cases that have been developed for them to
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emphasize particular disciplines at different periods oftime. For example, in the Fallen
Farmer" case, afarmer who falls offatractor suffers an interior cruceate ligament strain.
This case study was designed to emphasize the physical therapist's role, as well as that of
the phannacist in dealing.with pain. Cases are developed periodically to highlight
different disciplines, so that students can demonstrate from their own v^tage point and
experience the expertise they can bring to resolve health care problems mthe community.

Case studies are covered every Friday afternoon in three-hour tutorial sessions.
Although problem-based learning was established at the University ofNew Mexico over
15 years ago with medical students, our system differs from the original format mthat we
use problem-based learning to bring out the students' expertise. We expect that students
have been trained and are already competent in their particular profession; we simply
want them tobe able to share their expertise with other health care providers, so that
when they go out into the real world, they will have had both some interdisciplmary
experience and some involvement with problem solving.

By April, the students have selected the community in which they want to work.
This group ofstudents will then constitute the team for that particular community, and
will become the Farmington team or the Silver City team or the Roswell team. In the
meantime, they stay together on the campus and work on these tutorial problems.

For the months ofJune and July, the students go offcampus. They first meet with
community representatives, meet their preceptors, and receive an orientation in the rural
community, which typically conducts abanquet for the students. Alarge number of
community people, including health providers, dignitaries, the mayors, insome mstances
legislators, are mvited to this important social function to meet the students, lliese
events are well attended and fimded by the communities. Inaddition, the students look at
opportunities for housing, often wdth the assistance ofthe community.

What is init for thecommunities? There are many intangibles, butyou caneasily
point to the fact that these commimities spend agreat deal ofmoney to recruit health
professionals. Some have spent as much as $150,000 to $200,000 ayear to recruit
physical therapists from Sweden or New Zealand. Ihave repeatedly told them that ifthey
gave me one-tenth ofthat, I could guarantee them students from our program. Itshould
also benoted that we do not go tocommunities unless we are invited to do so. The
invitation to a community must emanate from that commumty. Upon invitation, we will
sitdown withthem andwork with them to fulfill their needs, with respect toboth
community projects and student involvement with those projects. We also e5q)lore with
them the types ofstudents that they would like tosee in their commimity.

Most studentsare in the field for the months of June and-July. Somemust go a
little bitearlier and some stay a little bit later, but for the most part, they are all together
for the months ofJune^and July. They meet as teams intheu: respective rural
conununities for four hours once a week; theyarethe ones nowdeveloping the cases.
While on campus we use simulated cases to help students leam the process of
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interdisciplinary, problem-based learning; in rural communities, the students can actually
work up real patients' stories as their case studies. It cannotbe overemphasized that
problem-basedlearning in the community occursprimarilythroughthe leadershipthat the
students develop. It is student-centered. They determine what the cases will be and who
will lead the group. The only requirement is that at least two or three disciplinesmust be
represented in each developedcase. Throughthis process,which devotestwo weeks to
each case, students gain new knowledge, but more importantly, begin to identify their
role in the community, as well as their identity in relation to and their contribution to a
team.

Rural health partnershipdevelopment lies at the heart of our program. We have
identified and work with six extremely important types ofparticipants in community
partnerships: stateagencies, health carefacilities, AHECs, educational institutions in
rural communities, highly developed community organizations, and public and private
foundations. All of these entities share a common, abiding interest in outreach in rural,
underserved areas, and thus join in our outreach mission. For example, the state's rural
health office identifies communities for us with specific needs and which seek
involvement with specific health disciplines.

The stateDepartment ofHealthhas beena verypowerful partner, providing funds
to helpmeet some of the mandated objectives in rural, imderserved areas. The
Commissionon Higher Education, which funds highereducationin New Mexico, has
been veryresponsive to a legislative mandate to do more in theserural commimities, and
a partnership withthe Commission hasalso evolved. Sixor seven years ago, the
Commissionon Higher Educationinstitutedloan forgiveness and repaymentprograms
for medical and nursing students,but these programs werenot originallyapplicableto
allied health students;now they are. For three years, they have given very substantial
loans thatcanbe repaid or forgiven forpeople who work in underserved communities,
which stronglysupportsour purpose of recruitment and retention.

The state legislaturehas directedfundingspecifically towardrural and
underserved communities. One recent legislativemandate provided$600,000to develop
telemedicine in oneyear,and another $400,000 in the following yearto amplify
demonstration projects. Planning money is goingto the institution to develop programs
forproviders thatrural communities lack, such as physician assistants. The legislature
has alsoprovided fimding for distance education. In a statelikeNewMexico, rural
legislators play a veryimportant role in supporting funding forhighereducation, and
often take the initiative to introduce bills on behalfof the university. Our program seems
to be a favoriteamongthis group. All in all, the statehas played a very pivotal role in
helping us to maintain and sustain whatwe beganwiththe original HRSAfunding.

When we go into a community, we deal activelywith the health care facilities,
includingarea hospitals, community clinics,rehabilitation centers,and extendedcare
facilities. A key supporting role is playedby a ruralcoordinator, whoworks with us
throughout the yearto address programs, housing, schedules fortutorials, andevensocial
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events in the communities in which the students may wish to participate. The rural
coordinator occupies a critical position, and is sustained entirely bythe commimity. In
addition, thearea hospitals and other facilities onoccasion provide student housing. In
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for example, housing and two meals a day are provided.

The mission of the New Mexico AHEC is to enhance health education, to
facilitate recruitment andretention (paralleling one of ourprogrammatic goals), andto
coordinatewith the missions of our interdisciplinary programs. We have gone even
further, having notonly partnered with them, buthaving actually merged ouroffices.
Thus, theinterdisciplinary office, theAHEC office, and the preceptorship office allshare
space, have thesame goals and work together in a coordinated fashion.

Aspreviously indicated, some health profession programs that do not exist atour
institution are taught atjunior colleges or atEastern University orWestern University; we
capitalize on that external activity as needed. We view itas an opportunity to expand the
role of these health professionals in our program fortheultimate purpose of recruiting
and retaining additional providers, who often return to those communities permanently.
Examples ofthese collaborations include theB.S. program innursing atEastern and
Western, andthesocial work program atNew Mexico State and New Mexico Highland.
Students fromthese schools commute to Albuquerque for ourtraining sessions and then
return to their respective communities. The partner institutions provide student access to
Internet and telecommunication networks.

Let me share withyou someexamples of our community partnerships. In
Torrance County, we areworking with the Commimity HealthCouncil to reduce teenage
pregnancy. In Farmington, weareworking with theCommunity Health Council to target
alcohol abuse. We are collaborating with the Community HealthCouncil in LasVegas
on mentalhealth, andwithRoswell on theirReach 2000project. To accomplish this and
other work, we have established relationships withthe W.K. Kellogg andRobert Wood
Johnson Foundations, and rural utilities, among others.

Sincethe inception of this program, we have trained morethan 180students,
approximately 30percent ofwhom elected to return to rural communities to practice.
Thatfigure excludes medical students, because those medical students whowerein the
program sixyears agoarejust nowcompleting theirresidency requirements; we do not
know what the outcome will be for them.

Where dowe want thisprogram in particular, andinterdisciplinary education in
general, to go in the future? Although wecandemonstrate certain kinds of positive
outcomes, we still mustwrestle with the questions of managed care, managing costs,and
whether interdisciplinary programs do, in fact, make a difference in health caredelivery.
This is an area that will require fiirther study, but I am hopefiil that, with experiments
suchas oursproviding someguidance, the future will see clearer demonstration of the
value of interdisciplinary education.
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Educating Health Professionals in Teams:
Perspectives from the Health Professions



A View from Allied Health

Barbara Kopp Miller

I will offer a perspective on interdisciplinary education, with particular emphasis
on two allied health programs and a few ofour school's other programs, specifically
occupational therapy, physical therapy, occupational health and physician assistants. I
would like to caution everyone that allied health, as you know, covers more than 200
disciplines. I hope that my remarks will be transferable to any other discipline.

The objectives of this presentation are fourfold. The first is to address
interdisciplinary educationfromthe view of allied health, or at least from my limited
view from the School of Allied Health at the Medical College of Ohio. I will also discuss
our current allied health training grant, funded by HRSA, to show you how we have done
interdisciplinary training at our institution. Third, I will offer suggestions for replicating
and expandingthe trainingprogramto differenthealth careprofessionals, including
medical students, nursing students, dentistry students, and so on. Finally, I will review
differentways to support interdisciplinary training once the flmding is withdrawn.

I will briefly discussone major barrierto interdisciplinary education: institutional
culture. Institutional culture has a tremendous impact on the effectiveness of
interdisciplinary training,and may be especially importantfor an allied health program,
since it can sit in any of various localeswithinan academic institution. It may be within
a school or within a college, depending on the "ladder" of the institution. We have a
varietyof examples withinthis roomof where the alliedhealthprograms are housed.

Here is how we handled the issue of institutional culture. We are the newest
school in the Medical Collegeof Ohio, whichbegan as a medicalschool and has grown
into an academic health center. As other schools were added, there was no emphasis on
interdisciplinary training. The College has added a graduate school, a schoolof nursing,
and the allied health school. However, very few outside individuals knew much about the
School of Allied Health—exactlywhat we did, who we trained, and how we trained
them. The medical school did not know that we existed, other students didn't know that
we existed. In fact, some of the programs within alliedhealth did not know each other
really existed. We foundthat simplybeing advocates for our allied health programs
helpedus withinour institution. We educated the institution aboutalliedhealth, andwe
educated our Congressmen and Senators. That proved to be very, very beneficial,
because whenthe president of ourcollege wentout to speak with the political figures
within Ohio, they knew ofour program, they knew of allied health, they knew ofthe
grants that we were bringing in.

Anotherstep that we took withinthe institutional cultureto help allied health
establish a presence in the interdisciplinary arenawasto workwith ourresearch and
grantsdepartment. Thatsounds quitesimple, but the research and grants department was
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not aware ofallied health and the training programs that were available to allied health.
Once they learned about those training programs, they then hooked us up with all ofthese
other schools and programs within the Medical College ofOhio, which then gave us
recognition across campus and within the institution.

Weall know that medical schools arecoming under increased scrutmy, that some
are at risk ofclosure or being reduced in size. We routinely point out to our president and
deans that while the Medical College ofOhio was established as amedical school, the
other schools are the reason why we will stay inNorthwest Ohio. That is what makes us
unique. Ifwe have something unique and interdisciplinary across the institution, we will
be seen throughout Ohio as imique, which can potentially shield us from some ofthe
problems that other schools arehaving.

We are acollege, not aimiversity per se, and we have schools within the college.
We have found that the School ofAllied Health is mterdisciplinary by default. I know
many ofyou experience that as well, because there are so many disciplines within allied
health, and because ofa shortage offaculty. Due to an inability to recruit allied health
faculty and an inability to replace faculty who leave, we tend to draw on each other's
expertise.

I am apsychologist who teaches inthe physician assistant program, inthe
physical therapy program, and in the occupational therapy program. Faculty from these
other fields also teach in our program. Itis expected. When you start as a faculty
member in the School of Allied Health, youareexpected to teach within other programs.

That isone part ofinterdisciplinary education. I would like to see allied health
grow by not only having the teachers move from room to room, but having the students
move within those rooms. We tend to do a very good jobwithin allied health to bring in
other professionals to teach our students. Bringing our students together to teach each
other and topresent before allied health faculty as a team is something that we strive to
do. Dr. Baldwin talked about thedifferent types of interdisciplinary education, and we
would like to cross over into those different versions.

In order to dothat, wesought and received fiinding from HRSA. We received an
allied health training grant that is fimded from 1994 to 1997. That grant iscurrently inits
last year. We have reapplied for another grant which I will discuss briefly later.

The grant, Gerontologic Initiatives for Visionary Education, orGIVE, covers
geriatrics, rural and allied health, and health promotion. GIVE provides a common core
ofgerontological content for occupational therapy and physical therapy students. It
brings together students, instructors and regional clinicians from the three Northwest
Ohio AreaHealthEducation Centers to design strategies for the rural elderiy. GIVE
stresses health promotion and disease and dysfimction prevention goals based onHealthy
People 2000 as well as on the White Papers on geriatrics. We decided that we were going
to "give" for a couple ofyears, and that iswhat we have been doing, quite literally. The
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objectives ofthe grant can be readily applied to other programs; there is nothing magical
about this. It is just something that we wanted to do within our program that we felt
could be transferable to other allied health programs and other health professional
programs.

The project is divided into two phases. While you cannot force students or faculty
to be interdisciplinary team players, phase I has a required interdisciplinary educational
component for all occupational therapy and physical therapy students. We provided
instructional contact within their curriculum, whereby faculty went from classroom to
classroom with the geriatric content. Students stayed within their respective disciplines;
the faculty were the interdisciplinarypart. Phase I also had workshops one day per
quarter, whenwe brought all students together on an interdisciplinary basis. Wetalked
about a variety of topics, including health promotion, interdisciplinary training, and the
rural elderly. We discussed health assessment, how to run programs, how to evaluate
programs, how to workas a team. Students had sixworkshops throughout their time at
the Medical College of Ohio.

Phase II of the GIVEprogramwas the clinicalcomponent, wherebyselected
occupational therapy andphysical therapy students wereplacedin underserved areas to
work with the rural elderly. Studentswere taught how to work specifically vwth the rural
elderly. If they chose to do so, smdents couldpursue six credithours of independent
study, in which they were broken up into teams of occupational therapy andphysical
therapy students withfaculty members as mentors, andwith community clinicians as
liaisons. Theyalso developed, marketed, implemented and evaluated health promotion
programs for the ruralelderly, basedon community needs assessment and focus groups
that we had conducted. We smdiedthe effectsofhealth promotionprograms on both the
participants and the students, seeking the sameprimary, secondary and tertiary
performance outcomes measures Dr. Fox discussed.

We found that the programhas producedcommunity as well as allied health
outcomes. More than 400 older adultsparticipated in needs assessment; 30 older adults
participated in focus groups concerning health promotion needs, and 75 have participated
in health promotion programs thus far.

Of the students who have participated in the project, 70 to 80 percentwho go out
into the communities to do their clinical training stay in those communities. I am not
sure if that is the chickenor the egg. It may be that we are trackingthose studentswho
wanted to gobackto thatareain thefirstplace, or theymaybe people who, afterthen-
exposure to thearea decide to stay. However, thecommimities do embrace the students;
theyprovide meals andhousing. In fact, the housein one of ourNorthwestern areas
where the studentsstay is partiallygovernmentfimded, so we call that the White House.
Some students stayright in the hospitals, and that has also provedto be an interesting
experience for them. Further, in therural communities, students get additional
interdisciplinary training. They work witha nutritionist, withadministrators, andwith
our partnerships, includingthe Area Officeon Aging and senior centers.
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What does such a program do for theSchool in particular, and for allied health in
general? What does my dean want to know about? One frequent question concerns how
many people we have trained; in Phase I,we trained 123 students ingeneral geriatric
rural assessmentoutcomes. In addition, we havetrained 13 students in the field in Phase
11 so far. As I said, thevastmajority ofthose, I think allbut two, havegonebackto the
rural area upon completion oftheir studies. Just having one physical therapist or
occupational therapist in an area makes a huge difference.

The GIVEresource library contains over300 books, 50videotapes and other
resources for students,clinicians and the community. That resourcelibrary has proven to
bea major asset. We are finding that more and more students, whether ornot they are in
theGIVE program, are choosmg to doresearch projects, papers, and public presentations
ongeriatric topics that deal with health promotion and disease prevention. That is also
something that we wanted them to do.

One ofour most excitingactivities has beenthe development ofa computer
simulated aging project. Thisinteractive program, Studies in Health Assessment for the
Rural Elderly, or SHARE, permits the student to experience what it is liketobevisually
andhearing impaired. I aminterviewing anelderly woman who lives in rural Northwest
Ohio. We havevideotaped the interview from bothmy perspective and hers. She is
legally blind, andshe cannot hear. Within this computer program, the student can switch
from firstperson to thirdperson. It is very exciting to be able to seewhatDonna sees.
We hope tohave this program onthemarket in about a year. It will be designed foruse
byall different types ofhealth professionals, aswell asbycaregivers andfaculty. The
simulatedcomputerprogram has been very,very exciting.

Wehavea quarterly newsletter, the GIVE Gazette, witha wide circulation in
Northwest Ohio. If people know us, they should remember thename when we askfor
support. We have received tremendous verbal and written support from ourpolitical
folks in Ohio, which can be very, very helpfixl when you are lookingfor extra frmds.

We now have anothergrant, entitledREAP, which standsfor the Rural Elderly
Assessment Project. We decided that since we hadbeen"giving" for a couple of years,
we now would like to "reap" for a couple of years. It is doing what many ofyou have
been doing, sendinghighly interdisciplinary teams out into the community. We will
include the physician assistant andoccupational healthstudents, as well as the
occupational therapy andphysical therapy students, in the nextround.

What do you need to do to replicatetrainingprogramssuch as GIVE and REAP?
From an allied health perspective, you first need a contentexpert,preferablya faculty
memberwho can usually be foimd right in your own department. Unfortunately, we tend
to think we need to bring outside experts, that people are only experts ifthey have to
travel 60 miles or more. Locally, you have a lot ofexperts. We had two content experts:
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our project director, Dr. StephenHeater,who is in health promotionand occupational
therapy, and I brought in the geriatrics and psychological component

Second, all of us have clinical coordinators and field work educators within our
programs, andit is very, veryimportant to include them from theoutset if you intend to
have a clinicalcomponent. Tappingtheir expertise from the beginning and keeping them
involved can help the entireprogramrun smoothly. Two otherelements, which we have
already discussed, are the much-needed administrative and institutional support.

Finally, it is importantto consider carefully how to institutionalize the project
from the outset. Creativity and planning are crucial. While short-term goals are
necessaryfor implementation, long-termgoalsare requiredfor sustainability. When we
decided to applyto HRSA, our dean, Dr. Christopher Bork,who was extremely
supportive of interdisciplinary education, said, "Youcanapply for it for three years, but
howareyougoing to keep it? Ifyou're going to do it, youneed to keep it." Wedevised
a number of differentways to be self-sufficient andto supportthe interdisciplinary
programs. Key personnel salaries were only covered in aminor way. Forexample, a
veiy small portion ofmysalary is covered by the grant, butDean Borkcontributes 50
percentof my time for managing the grant. If funding is pulled, I am not. That wasvery,
very important for him.

Sustainability alsomeans thatyou haveto give a lot of in-kind support, andI
recognize the manyproblems involved with that. Certificate or otherdegree programs
are common outcomes of projects like GIVE. Weare developing a certificate program on
interdisciplinary education, health promotion and geriatrics thatwillbring in tuition to
help subsidize the grant programs.

We are also engaged in computer software development. It is important to check
on the legalities ofyour grant, whether youcanmarket products. It maybe a boonifyou
candevelop these andother educational materials, based onyour grants, thatyoucanthen
sell and thereby support the programs.
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A View From Behavioral Health

Robert G. Frank

I have been invited to speak about mental health, which in the current jargon is
frequently called behavioral health. I will also address financing, which has been a covert
theme through much ofour discussion. My personal thesis is that we should start these
conversations with financing.

As anyone with health insurance can tell you, behavioral health is fimded very
uniquely. It is funded almost exclusively through carveouts, by which we dedicate a
certain fund —usually a per-member, per-month charge, and usually from one to four
dollars —to behavioral health services. We have carveouts because so many providers
work in the behavioral health arena and compete heavily for exclusive provision of
services. One way that insurers can handle that is to carve the area out and let folks go af
it behind closed doors; the insurers simply provide the capitation rate. This carveout
nature ofbehavioral health has very important implications for designing and staffing any
clinical program. It also has implications for the way in which we teach these programs.

The opposite or other model, a "carve-in," is one to which we all aspire. This is
the integration ofhealth and behavior, hence the name behavioral health. Unfortunately,
it is aspirational at this point, and in only a very few places do we have functioning carve-
ins.

It is interesting to note that the other area in which carveouts are common is
chronic disorders. We see this very commonly right now under the Medicaid provisions
for children vnth disabilities. I believe that one of the great opportunities for behavioral
health services in the future, and the road we should be following, is to integrate
behavioral health services into the area of chronic health care. I will revisit that theme.

We now see an interesting pattern in behavioral health services. When HMOs
come in, they immediately go to exclusive carveouts that deny self-referral opportunities.
Previously, patients could self-refer to the therapist of their choice. Insurers are now able
to control costs simply by mandating that patients go through their primary care doctors,
who act as gatekeepers and thereby control the cost ofbehavioral health services. Only
22 percent of HMOs in operation for two years or less allow self-referral for behavioral
health. As the consumer movement has increased over the last few years, more well
established HMOs began to realize that this practice might not be as good a system as it
seemed at first blush. Saving some money meant losing some quality. Increasingly, we
see a trend to allow self-referral; 51 percent ofthose HMOs operating for more than five
years allow this. That is important for understanding the design of service packages as
well.
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One goal ofany type ofbehavioral health service, whether a carveout or a carve-
in, isto reduce health care costs. I believe that all programs should target the cost of
chronic health problems. For example, since depression can increase medical utilization
up to 2.5 times, its detection will dramatically reduce utilization. Addressing and
effectively treating behavioral health disorders will substantially decrease medical costs.

Further, compliance, the number one problem inAmerican health care today, is
really abehavioral health problem. As such, itshould be addressed in conjunction with
an entire health care team focused onchanging behavior, so that the patient follows
health care instructions to completion. Both ofthese thrusts ~ one, detecting behavioral
healthdisorders that increase costutilization through doctor shoppmg and second,
assuring that patients follow their treatment regimen ina behaviorally effective manner —
are critical to behavioral health interventions.

Thewholenature of the medical costaspect is critical. During the healthcare
reform debate justthree years ago, there was much discussion about thetrue cost offsets
ofbehavioral health services onphysical health care. Emerging data are very scattered, .
and it isvery difficult to resolve the cost offset issue, butbylooking within each disease
approach, one can jfind costoffsetliterature.

The goal ofa behavioral health program, ifweare going to focus onchronic
illnesses, is to reduce utilization for complex medical care. One classic example now
receiving much attention is asthma. Many HMOs have created behavioral health carve-
outs focusing onasthma, because theprevalence ofthisdisorder is increasing. The
behavioral components ofasthma treatment are critical, since effective behavior
management can preclude many asthma episodes and thereby save enormous amounts of
money, creating a true offset. Wealso have theopportunity to avoid duplicative or
incompatible treatments which mayexacerbate the condition.

Thecritical issue in anybehavioral health intervention is to lookat the long term.
Because most people change health plans every 1.6 years, it isvery difficult for health
plans inavery competitive market to really take the long view, tofocus on the health of
thecommunity. They are forced to focus ontheshort term. The vision is thatthese plans
will be able to care for entire conmumities and impact overall health status.

Perhaps theonly way wecan do thatis through Medicaid, andperhaps through
Medicarein Ihe future. Nonetheless, we needto continueto addressaspirationally the
notion that commercial healthplanswill focus on the health of their commumties.
Perhaps themarket will stabilize and allow ustodo that. But without a focus onthelong
term health of the commimity, it is impossible to do any kind of cost offset. This is
where teaching programs thatfocus oncollaborative behavioral health interventions have
real opportunities, because by obtaining external funding orconvincing a teaching
institutionto committo any kind of cost sharing, a very viable model is created.
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The other key issue involved in creating a behavioral health payment stream is the
need to align incentives. The primary care doctors must function under the same
incentives as do the behavioral health providers. It is unworkable to offer the primary
care doctors incentives based on referral or non-referral of cases to the behavioral health

people. This will require a combined capitation rate. Using a carveout capitation rate
will only lead to shifting patients out of the primary care cost pool into the behavioral
health cost pool. Since the very nature of chronic illness means that nobody gets better, it
will require shared capitation and accoimtability for outcomes that are merged. This is a
very basic point, but an extremely difficult one to implement.

The process requires the use ofhistoric mental health utilization to specify rates.
It must, however, be realized that with initial intervention, utilization will increase, not
decrease. This target vwllbecome your floor, not your ceiling, for health care costs.
Changing to a behavioral health system, with an ultimate goal ofdecreasing medical
utilization, means mitially providing additional services, seeing people, having face-to-
face contacts. Overall short-run costs will increase.

At the University of Florida, we have created an interdisciplinary primary care
clinic on the east side of Gainesville, a working class neighborhood with notoriously poor
health care services. Review of data showed that our ER utilization rate was
extraordinarily high for residents ofthis area, so we had non-altruistic as well as altruistic
motivations to serve this community more effectively. Such a project, which we call a
zero cap program,has presentedmany challenges. I would like to share with you how we
have solved some ofthe problems we faced.

Oneproblem in such a programis how to provideservices in poor areas, where it
is impossible to createa revenue stream that offsets the cost of service. In Gainesville,
we have been heavilypressuredto be more responsive to the community. The dilemma
we face is one which all similar institutions encounter on a daily basis: how to pay for
this activity.

We have worked with politicians and the health science and university people to
design an interdisciplinary programthat will allow us to provide serviceto this poor
community. One problemwe faced as we undertookthis task was that, like many other
health centers,much of the apparatus for making clinicaldelivery servicesavailable
resides into the College ofMedicine. The University ofFlorida has six colleges in its
health science center; it is an extraordinarily well developed model in the teaching sense.
In clinical delivery, however, not all of those colleges have existing delivery systems,
although all are working to create an integrated unified delivery system at this point.

As we approached this task, only the Collegeof Medicuiehad the apparatus to
deliver. They had the money, they had the wherewithal to purchase real estate,
construction expertise, and billing capability. As other collegesjoined in and sought true
parity, it became extraordinarily difficultto separateout turf issuesand the politics from
the clinicaldelivery issues. It took, by a conservative estimate, two years ofinternal
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struggle to address this issue. We have recently moved forward, largely through the
dedication ofPatWinnig ofthevice president's staff, who lives and breathes this project.

One major challenge ofthis project was that we had no investment capital. We
didnotknow who would accept thedownside risk. Weknew thatthe College of
Medicine wanted the upside, but they, like the other colleges, were not asaccepting ofthe
downside. Theother major problem we faced, one thathasbeendiscussed in almost
every presentation atthis Congress, was that no college wanted toengage in
interdisciplinary education if they had tochange their own curriculum. They want
everyone tocome to their mountain, not to move their mountain tothe others. We have
struggled with those issues asall ofyou have, and wehave resolved them inmuch the
same way, bygetting people together ina room and creating effective communication.

One issuewestruggled with wasthe ascending parity fornurse practitioners. Are
they real providers and not simply physician surrogates? Dean Long has had tonegotiate
strategically with several members oftheCollege ofMedicine faculty to do this, butwe
havemade progress and now, nurses areseen as capable providers.

To make thisproject viable, we moved it outof any individual college into the
University ofFlorida H^th System, which is part ofour clinical enterprise. The Health
System isa corporate holding party for all ofour cross-system entities within the health
science center. Bymoving theproject there, weavoided some ofthecollege-based turf
battles. Thatwasthefirsthelpful step wetook. Thesecond was having somebody on the
vice president's staffsupervise this project. Further, we convinced thehospital to agree
torecognize thecost offset they would get out ofdecompressing theER. We got the
downside risk underwritten by the hospital; theyput money on the line. In addition, we
persuaded thestate torecognize the needs ofthe underserved, poor community onthe
east side of Gainesville; the stategaveus $400,000. Last,we askedthe stateAHEC to
see this aspartoftheir goal. We have a very strong AHEC, led byOcie Harris ofthe
University ofFlorida; it didnottake much to getthem to sign on. Thus, wehave brought
all critical parties to the table.

We created a staff: a pharmacist, a physician, a nursepractitioner and three
dentists. Unfortunately, there areno psychologists, no social workers, no psychiatrists,
no counsellors, nobody evenremotely connected to mental healthor behavioral health.
Thereinlies a dilemma firom my personal perspective, bothin my role as vice president
for behavioral health and as the dean of that college.

Why is that? Part of the problem is that in orderto establish this project, we
agreed to focus onacute screening testcare needs and decompress theER. Our aspiration
is to focus on more chronicepisodes of careover the long run. We believe that by
designing a caresystem that focuses on bringing those individuals in as members of a
chronic health care team, with cardinal symptom management (i.e., that focuses on the
chronic symptom thatprompts thepatient to seek medical assistance), andthenbringing
these practitioners to bearon thatsystem, wewillcreate a system that allows behavioral
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health practitioners as well as a whole array ofrehabilitation providers into the fray. The
system is evolving, but we compromisedpolitically to forge ahead with the more acute,
appreciated needs. We will retum to this issue as we get this thing floating.

The nurse practitioner will clearly be a critical team member, playing a critical
role in this more comprehensive chronic management, as will the pharmacist, who
oversees a wide range of issues in chroniccare. Obviously, the physicianwill be on the
team as well.

In April 1998,this clinicwill open. We are now lookingto enhanceand develop
our relationships with the public health department. In an extremely innovativemove, we
have developed a zerocapmodel for this clinic, which is worthtrying to develop into a
more effectivemodel and replicating. We recognize that this clinic will serve many of
the working poor whohavefallenout of oursafety net programs. Theymaketoo much
money for Medicaid, but most ofthem workat hourlywages in jobs that do not provide
insurance. Thus, they are the peoplewho tend to utilizethe ER on an emergency basis,
and who cannot ever get ahead enough to buy health care coverage. Our zero cap
program is designed to recognize up frontthatwewillhave 100 families in thisclinic,
who will come in at zero cap. We will providecarefor them in tum for our cost offset at
the ER, and as part of our community-based service, in which wewill use our educational
providers to help offset.

If every program weestablish hasa targeted zero cappopulation, we believe that,
over time, we could begin substantially to reducethe numberof uninsuredin our area.
Thus, the zero capmodel hastremendous potential. Wehope to build that model, and
intend to build some ofour chronic care models therein.
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A View from Nursing

Joann Kovacich

I have one of the HRSA-fiinded interdisciplinary rural training (IRT) grants, but
unlike many of our funded counterparts, our interdisciplinary program is not stationed at
a medical school or in an allied health center. This is because the state of Maine, where I
live and work, is different. There is just one medical school in the state ofMaine, the
University ofNew England College of Osteopathic Medicine. Thus, our students have to
train out-of-state if they want to obtain an M.D. Our IRT program is statewide and,
therefore, has to rely on collaboration between many institutions. Our program is wide-
ranging, and the University of Maine serves as an administrative point for all of the
activities.

I will discuss how nursing fits into the interdisciplinary mix. By featuring our
interactive study module for distance education, I hope to touch on several important
issues, ifonly briefly: (1) providing some kind ofcost comparative data, (2) addressing
practical applications ofour interdisciplinary education program, and (3) addressing self-
sufficiency.

Our interdisciplinary coursesare taught throughthe Internet;they are Web-based
courses. A CD-ROM application, under construction at the moment, is interactive, and
works together with our Web site. Our faculty, staff and advisory board are all
interconnected through the computer, through the Internet, in sites as far-reaching as
California. Maine has only one communication disorder program, which due to
downsizing was xmable to participate with us in the interdisciplinary program this year;
we identified an alternate source in California. As we have no chiropractic program in
the state ofMaine, Palmer Chiropractic College in Iowa is one ofour partners.

Maine is an extremely rural state. When we talk about nursing in our state, it
must be remembered that, for quite a long time, nurses have had to assume quite a large
role in the area ofprimary care. We do not have enough physicians so that each rural
health care center has a physician there all the time. Physicians usually travel around in
order to sign off on papers for reimbursement, as well as for oversight and supervision.

Our Web site includes a film clip of a nurse in a rural area, Princeton, that gives
an idea ofwhat nurses need to know in order to practice successfully in rural sites. It
shows a nurse practitioner who for quite some time ran the rural health care center in
Princeton because we were unable to retain any M.D. or D.O. to head that center. This is
a very rural area in Maine, and one ofthe poorest counties of the state. It is 20 miles to
Calas, where we have one hospital, but since there is no major, direct road between the
two sites, travelling 20 miles can take two hours. The larger hospital is in Bangor, which
is 110 miles away.
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Thus, a rural nursing practitioner really needs to know everything andeverybody
in his or her community. It is rareto havethe luxury of a physical team composed of all
of thetypical health care professionals thatone mightseein anurban, tertiary care
facility. However, nursing becomes quite integral in any kindof an interdisciplinary
practice in the rural area.

In addition, in a rural area, the definition ofan interdisciplinary team does not
simply encompass those whom wewould assume are traditional health care practitioners.
Rather, it also encompasses everyone else who makes the system fimction well, such as
commtmity representatives, the enforcement officer, eventhe U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services.

At this Congress, we have been talking quite a bit about interrelationships
betweenmicro and macro variables that play a role in allowing interdisciplinary practice
or education to occur. One such variable is'a response to national and/or state workforce
projectionsthat suggest that we need more nursesquickly in order to deliverproper
health care, particularlyin the rural areas. From 1990to 1997,we had quite a
proliferationof nursesgetting their degrees. In responseto 1990projectionsof a shortage
of nurses, and in responseto categorical grants that were made available,the state has
now 14 different nursingprograms. Maine doesnot yet have a comprehensive health
work force plan. It is a project that we are workingon now collectively, because the
programsare too fragmented and are engagedin unhealthy competition with one another.

We cannot afford to continue with such a fragmented educational system, because
when we talk about people going out to rural sites on rotations, that is a very narrow
resource. Everyoneis going to the same placesto do the samerotationswith the same
preceptors. In New England, we alsomusthaveteaching sitesavailable for people
coming fromthe south, (e.g.,from Boston), who are alsodoing their rural rotations in the
state ofMaine. You can easily flood a population with health care students ofevery
nature ifyour populationis only 2,000. It is difficult to ask such a small communityto
providehousing, to provide other resources, such as food, and otherwiseto show these
students what it is to live in rural areas. That becomes problematic, and we must address
this in a much more comprehensive manner. It is not accomplishedsimply by one
university or one college.

On May 4,1996, the state legislature amended the Nursing Practice Act to allow
advancednurse practitioners to establishsolopracticesafterthey have practicedfor two
years under the supervision ofa licensed physician. This means that our nurse
practitioners will be able to set up their own businesses, and, for all intents and purposes,
be in competition with the physicians. That is very interesting. It makes nurse
practitionerseven more integral to interdisciplinary practice,becausethey will be portals
ofdirect entry into the health care system, and they will also function as gatekeepers.

The program is only one year old, but we already have three solo nurse
practitioner practices. One is for a women's health center in the southem part ofMaine,
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the second is a center managed by a nnrse practitioner, but which hires physicians to
provide primary care, and the third, located in Bangor, is an interdisciplinary practice that
not only has the nurse practitioner providing primary care, but also boasts a nutritionist, a
massage therapist and counseling right there on site.

With respect to the next issue, the cost of education, we have some comparative
figures. These are, of course, based only the state ofMaine and not on any other state.
We examined tuition costs, and assessed whether there were any residency costs and any
graduate costs. To educate an advancednurse practitioner, it costs $26,000 compared to
$204,000 for a physician's education. So the amount ofmoney that you invest is quite
extensive, and then what do you get back? Nurse practitioners generally have five to ten
years' worth ofexperience as R.N.s before they go on to get their N.P. degree. They also
offer their services, such as for acute visits or chronic conditions and physical
examinations, for far less than physicians typically charge.

One major problem, however, is reimbtirsement. So far, these practitioners
cannot be reimbursed by Medicare. Nor have managed care systems yet begun to
reimburse nurse practitioners practicing in solo practices.

Why are these practitioners so integral to interdisciplinaryhealth care? First of
all, because —particularly in our state —many of our rural health care practitionerscome
fi-om the rural areas in Maine, and are gaining advanced degrees. So they already are a
part ofthe rural practice. Further, they are educatedin collaborative practicepatterns.
They work in and they understandthe health care system. They educatepatient-clients,
and act as patient-client advocates. Theyareeducated specifically in healthpromotion
and health maintenance^ in addition to health care. They have a holistic approach to
health care across the life span.

Withrespectto the practical application, manypeople arevery interested in
looking at whether andto whatextentinterdisciplinary activities improve the quality of
patientcare. Because we train in community-based care,we are interested in learning
howthe community is served. Wehaveservice learning projects for students, similar to
the activities that Joe Scaletti described. We go into communities and ask what they
want. We need to know what kind ofteams they want, and then students provide
whatever services the communities would like to have. It is not a situation of going in for
standardclinicalpractice. In fact, one of our service learning projectshas just won a
national award from the U.S. Department ofHealth and Human Services.
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A View from Optometry

William A. Monaco

Approximately three years ago, the executive medical directorof the Cherokee
Nation approached me and indicatedthat he wantedto developa managedcare model to
present to the 13-county area ofOklahoma that we know as the Cherokee Nation.
Northeastern State University College of Optometry (NSUCO) was established in that
area in 1979 specifically becauseof a defined, underserved need for visual health care.
There were 35,000people,but there was no health care, and people were unnecessarily
going blind firom such endemic problems as diabetes and glaucoma.

We started this programwith a Kellogg grant. The grant allowedus to purchasea
mobile van, to go into rural communities that were not previouslyaccessibleby our
hospital-based program, andto assess anddefine the need. We found overwhelming
needs in this complex environment. When the Kellogg grantran out, our institution faced
a hugeresponsibility. Having opened a Pandora's box,we had a continuing medical,
legaland social responsibility to continue to provide care. We arenot affiliated with
otherprofessional health care programs, butwehadto translate ourexisting effortintoa
sustainable program despite the lackof visible local, stateor national fimding.

In developing ourmodel, we concentrated on four issues: patient access andmix,
the constituencies, cost effectiveness, and the studentexperience. We asked a number of
questions: Arepatient access needs metthatwere nothistorically met? Dothe patients
and the community viewthe serviceas filling an unmet need? If you go to the
communitywithout an invitation, it just doesnot work.

Withrespectto constituencies and local concerns, what is the community expense
of the academicclinics? This incorporates those ruralpractitioners >^0 have been there
sincegraduation fi:om medical school andresidency, andwhowent into a rural
community and said,"I am dedicating my life to this service." Thenthesepractitioners
see an academic institution penetrating thatmarket, or penetrating that patientpopulation.
If youdon'taccess thatprovider community andmake them partners, make them
compliant with what you are doing, with a common mission, you will have very worthy
adversaries. Even if it is a single opposing practitioner, that personmay well have the
confidence of that community, to your detriment.

So what is the level of localpractitioner involvement in your effort? What is the
community perception of what youaredoing? It could bethe greatest ideain the world,
but if they arenot convinced that it willbenefit themin a way thatthey canunderstand,'
you will not makea successful impact. Howdoes your activity complement or compete
with the other health professionals, local or statewide? State organizations are an
awesome force in that. Further, where is the institutional support? It is interesting to
hear what other health care centers do in a multidisciplinary interaction with colleagues,
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when youhave anacademic and administrative support team that understands the
importance ofsuch interaction. But when only one professional program exists inan
undergraduate school, it isa very unique challenge and this isavery umque question to
ask.

Cost effectiveness is a crucial issue. How can we translate our students'
educational experience ina way that a managed care organization can appreciate it in
their business terms? I call that translating it into the languageof business. We must
learn to communicate betterwith the business aspect of the managed careorganizations,
sothatwe canspeak theirlanguage and translate theunique contributions thatwe can
make in thatsociety. Finally wifli respect to cost effectiveness, who assumes therisk?
The Pandora's box aspect of defining the risk, defining thedemographics, is a crucial
point in an undefined patient population. When thatmobile unitwentoutto non-
accessible, ruralcommunities, we found that those patients wereno longertravelling in
excess of 11 miles for health care. We were seeing patients with blinding diabetic
retinopathy for thefijrst time. Many ofthem had already had anamputation. Many had
never had aneyeexam. Sothere are tremendous opportunities in these communities that
canhavea significant impact ifwecanpresent theideas in an effective way. At the same
time, however, we must tailorthe educational experiences of our students in a way that
translates effectively into their transitioning into that environment. It is an interesting
challengeto ensure students' understanding of that environment.

Alsowithrespectto student education, canwe provide the diversity, complexity,
and patient numbers sufficient to provide the educational experience to tiiose students in a
real-worldsetting? Will they appreciate the broadrange of healthcare needs ofthose
patients? Are the health care problems complicated enough thata multidisciplinary team
can be working together?

Anotherkey elementis the faculty. Do they work side by side with the students?
Are they seeing patients concurrently or aretheysitting in another room, waiting for the
student to struggle through the exam? Thissystem will not workif the members of the
implementation team donotsupport it. If they are notinterested in what is going on, if
theydon't haveownership of this effort, of the goodthat it is doing andthe positive
impact that it will haveon studenteducation, the effortis doomed to fail.

Throughoutthis conference we have heardabout leadership and management. I
heard several times that we must be effective leaders. It brings to mind the quotation that
managers do things right, leaders do the right thing. At this meeting,we are addressing
doing the rightthing for the fiiture of all of ourprofessions. But that, in turn, must be
translated to a management team that can carry that forward and implement it in a way
that demonstrates that it works.

Let me speak briefly about our program. To establish the NSUCO Rural Eye
Program, we had to go through the wickets of local, state and federal government
support. We had to get approval from the Indian Health Service and from the Cherokee
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Nation, because that is our endemic population. We had to work with them cooperatively
to make this happen. But it had never been done before. Billing, in particular, was alien.
Unlike academic health centers, where billing is a crucial component, billing was alien to
this rural community, because they had never had to do this.

Our program will follow the model in which a variety ofhealth care providers are
involved. As our program evolves, we are working with the statewide area health
education center to bring students from all disciplines to these rural health settings. We
anticipate that various students will work with a range ofhealth care providers in the
future.

Any program must address the key issues of student learning, patient access and
expanded patient care seryices. Yet the first question that comes to mind, even before the
demograpMcs, even before defining patient population, is who assumes the risk? How
can we assess the financial burden? To my mind, it must be balanced out somehow, so
that both the institution and the provider assume some portion of the risk. They should
work together to define the risk.

We set up the NSUCO system basically as a contract for eye care services. The
tribe paysfor the faculty member, the staff support and the physical plant. Thatpart of it
is their contribution. In this type ofarrangement, it is possible to hedge on the risk,
because both sides have a finite cost. Then you try to work backwards to reduce the costs
that you incur up front.

The demographics have been phenomenal. Since the school's inception in 1979,
when we had a patient pool of35,000, the number has swelled to 70,000 patients. In
return for the fimds that we receive for the contract, we give all the money back for
primary care. All ofthe primaryeye exam work that we do, that we can bill for, we
return to the tribe. We retain revenue for all specialty services rendered, which is a
significantamount: of25,000 patients seen, more than 6,000requirefollow-up care for
diabetes, glaucomaand otherhealth problems. Ultimately, the goal in definingthe
demographics and defining the costs is getting enoughof a handle on it so that we can
capitate the whole system ofvision care.

What are the goodparts ofthis program? Obviously, the student learning
experience has beenphenomenal. Students see a varietyof complex patients in a
multidisciplinary team setting. There is betterpatientcare in this process: there is early
detection, there is treatment, there is a move towards prevention. There is improved
access, and timely referralsare made to the appropriate health care subspecialist. The
programwas recentiy recognized by theNational Rural HealthAssociation, which
presented us with the Lewis GomAward fornational service in ruralhealth.

On the other hand, probably the major frustration has been billing, trying to get
reimbursed, particularly for the Medicareand Medicaidpatients. Seekingbroader student
involvement from other health care disciplines is also a challenge, but we are making
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some progress on that. Offurther concern are the uncertainties ofmanaged care,
especially the impact that managed care is having on rural communities. Patient
confidence and patient compliance will come with time and professional care.

When I conducted research in themilitary, weonce met with anexperimental
psychologist who said, "Dr. Monaco, Iunderstand that this has to do with airplanes and
air combat, but what does ithave todo with screening people inthe real world
environment?" Thatis what wewere translating, visual standards. He said, "Thereis a
simple translation for that, and itis called trans-situational reliability. What is the trans-
situational reliability ofthis project?"

Well, the trans-situational reliability ofmy remarks today depends upon you.
That is why I have not specified that this isan eye care or avision care project. Instead, I
have attempted to discuss ahealth care project that can be defined and tailored by the
needs ofthe patients and the demographics ofthe community. Ithas the potential to
provide unrivaled patient care experiences with umque student skills and insights and
capability for aknowledge base. Ifother health care providers start incorporating the full
gamut ofallied health care teams into these concepts that we have been hearing for the
pasttwodays, thenwe willallwinin this scenario.
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